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A. POLICY NEWS All> OTHER EVENTS 

llUDO Nps 

ICGEB news 

A reor;entat;on of the roll;ng f;ve-year 
progranne (July 1990 to June 1995) of the 
Internat;onal Centre for Genetic Enoineer;no and 
a;otechnology was approved ;n Vienna at the. 
14th session of the Centre's Preparatory Connittee 
131 January-2 February). 

During 1994-1995. long-terwi post-doctoral 
training will be increased by 20 additional years 
for both the New Delhi and Trieste laboratories. 
!!laking a total of 48 years each. 

In 1990. 50 per cent 1110re training courses will 
be offered at the Centre than last year. Likewise, 
long-tenn fellowships are expected to increase to 30 
c~arcd with the current 16 that have been awarded 
so far. . . . 

India reaffinied its support of ICGEB in an 
exchange of letters on ZB February between Indian 
Pel"lllilnent Representativ~. Peter Sinai, and 
Director-General, 00111ingo L. Siazon, Jr. 

This extends the fol"lllCr agree11ent on basic 
tenns and conditions governing the UNIOO ICGEB 
project from January 1990 to March 1991. During 
this period, the Five-Year Progra1111e (1989-1994) 
will be under way at the New Delhi and Trieste 
laboratories. 

The Bombay phal"lllilceutical finn Wockhardt Ltd. 
b~calle the first private COl!flany to nake a llliljor 
contribution to ICGEB. This Cilllle in the fo,.. of a 
research grant under an agreement signed on 15 March 
by Wockhardt Managing Director, Habil F. Khorakiwala, 
and Director-General, Domingo L. Saizon, Jr. 

According to the agree11ent, Wockhardt Ltd. will 
contribute up to Rs. 50 million, equivalent to 1110re 
than SJ million, for research at the Centre's New 
Delhi laboratory in insulin, tissue plasminogen 
activator, erythropoietin, hepatitis vaccine and 
another mutually-agreed product during the next f;ve 
years. 

wockhardt, which is c011111itted to development 
and co111111erc;alization of the•• product~. ~ill 
undertake the;r manufacturing. On behalf of ICGEB. 
UNIDO will receive royalties from sales in Ind;a and 
abroad. The Organization will carry out these 
activ;ties in co-operation with the Government of 
India. 

Wockhardt is the recipient of the 1988 Indian 
National Award for R+O Efforts in Industry. 

U!!.il.ed Nations ancf other orcwtizatjons' news 

FAQ and otant genetic resources 

The FAO Con111ission on Plant Genetic Resources 
has requested FAO to draft a Code of Conduct for 
Biotechnology as it affects conservation and use of 
plant genetic resources. The Code of Co duct will 
take into consideration the technical, ec~nOlllical, 
!Ocial, ethical, political, legal and environmental 

implications that the new biotechnology onay/will 
have ;n developed and developino countries. 
<Extracted from .\BA Bulletin, Vol. S. ~lo. 2, 
Apri 1 1990) 

WHO finds new director for AIDS prggril!lll!e 

The World Health Organization has appointed 
Michael Herson as the new director of its Global 
Progranne on AIDS. Herson, who was tol"'llerly 
di.ector of the WHO's Jiarrhoeal Disease Control 
programme, succeeds Jonathan Hann who resigned in 
March. Herson's appoint111Cnt COlllCS shortly after 
the US and other countries that donate 110ney to 
the WHO's Global Progra.me on AIDS announced 
that they would not increase their funding to 
the progrillMIC next year. The progr~ spent 
S75 •ill ion in 1989, and expects to spend 
S9l million in 1990. Next year. the donor 
countries say their total funds will not exceed 
$75 ~ill ion. (Source: New Scientist, 
19 11al' 1990) 

wt!O to speed up work on drugs for tropical 
diseases 

Basic research into tropical diseases, iow 
infecting al110st half a billion people 
world-wide, faces serious setb;cls unless 
developed countries agree to increase funding. 
The warning comes in a new report by the World 
Health Organization. It estimates that one 
person in 10 suffers frOll one or -ore tropical 
diseases (see table), yet they account for less 
than 3 per cent of world expenLiture on 
biomedical research. Partly in response to the 
probl1111, the WHO has embarked on a nl!W policy to 
speed up the delivery of new treatments to 
patients t~rough coll~boration with drug 
CQllPanies. 

i Trop1·Mc11- ''=' 
,..,. ll"80ed p_,,,,.•nu ,,,__, ,_, ..__ 

I ~ 103 270000 2100 
' Sct11•1a•am•••• 76 200000 600 ! 

LymllftMIC ft-• 76 90000 ~ 

I: RI,,., llllndNU 34 17000 90 
C1199M- 21 16-11000 90 
LMehftrr'•'• IQ 12000 l50 

I L811f'08Y 121 10-12000 1 IOO 
1:.AI_.,........._ JI 25 50 

The report is published by the WHO Special 
Progranne for Research and Traininq :n Tropical 
Diseases !TOR). which works with 5.000 
researchers around the world to develop vaccines. 
dru9s. diag~ostic tests and methods for tropical 
diseas~s. The TOR is sponsored by ~he 
United Nations Development Progranne and the 
World Bank. 

Host of the people infected with tropical 
diseases live in countries with inco1111s of less 
than S400 per r,erson each year. Their 
governments spend on average just S4 per person a 
year or health c~re. Pharmaceut1~als companies 
are un.~rstandably reluctant to spend the 
SlOO million needed to bring a drug or vaccine 
for a ~ropical disease to a market that cannot 
afford to pay for it. For the past decade, the 
TOR has been doing what drug companies cunnot. 
funding basic research into tropical diseases. 
In that ti•e. it has developed more than 100 
potential products for treating or controlling 
tropical disease~. 



It now has a vaccine to protect people against 
Je;shmaniasis under trial in Brazi 1 and Iran. It is 
also testin~ the active component of an ancient 
Chinese herbal treatment for malaria, and ~raps in 
U9anda for tsetse flies. which carry the s 1 eepi ng 
sickness parasite. The TOR has already developed 
biological insecticides for controlling the 
mosquitoes that carry filariasis (elephantiasis) in 
Indonesia and parts of Africa, and funded research 
that proved ivennectin, a drug originally developed 
for veter1nary use. to be effective against the 
parasite that causes river blindness, or 
onchocerciasis. 

But donors want to see the fruits of the TOR's 
research in the fonn of more drugs to treat people 
with the diseases. The TOR is responding by 
diverting money from basic research to drug 
development work that pr0111ises oJicker results. 
(5our(e: New Scie'ltist. 14 Aprd lg90J 

Regulatory issues 

European C()!lll!unity agrPes controls on 
biotechnology 

Biotechnology COfllPanies will be subject to 
iinportant new controls following the fonnal adoption 
of two dir~ctives in Brussels by EC environment 
ministers on 22 March. One of the directives deals 
with the contained use of genetically 111ani?ulated 
organisms (C"10s), while the other deals with the 
deliberate release of GHOs into the enviro1111ent. 

The directives lay down harmonized approval 
pr~cedures to be followed ahead of experimental 
work, industrial production or the 111arketing of 
products. They are based closely on guidelines 
developed by the Organisation for Econ0111ic 
Co-operation and Development (OECD). (Source: 
Biotechnology Bulletin, Vol. 9, No. 3, April 1990) 

ATCC news - culture catalogue for algae and 
protozoa 

An update to the ATCC lgA5 Catalogue of 
Protists is now available from the American Type 
Culture Collection (ATCC). The update, published in 
Oecl!tllber 1989, contains descriptions of strains 
added to the collection since lg85. Two new 
features not found in the 1985 catalogue include: 

(I) Complete media formulations to propagate all 
strains, including strains in the 1985 
catalogue. and 

12! A set of special instructions providing 
detailed methods to culture and 111aintain 
cer-tain strains. 

The 23-page update also includes an index by 
ATCC number and a cross-reference index of strain 
designations used by other researchers. The 
er-ass-reference index is especially useful in 
!~eating strains cited in publications that are on 
deposit at lhe ATCC. 

Cul~urt catal?aue update for fungi .i!!fl..x.~ 

A new update to the AiCC 1987 ~atalogue of 
F1Jngi and Yeasts is now available from the ATCC. 
The 63-page update contains uescriptions of 
approximately 2,000 strains, representing over 
860 species added to the collection since 1987. 
The update includes the Following features: 

(I) Strain descriptions arranged 
alphabetically by scientific name; 

(2) ATCC rec011111ended media formulations for 
revival and subculture: 

\3) An index by ATCC number, and 

(4) A c~oss-reference index of strain 
designations used by ot~er collections or 
;ndiv1duals. 

The cross-reference index is especially useful 
in locating strains cited in publications that are 
on deposit at the ATCC. 

Copies of both the above Cataloaues are 
available free of charge from the ATCC, 
12301 Parklawn Drive, Rockville, I'() 20852. USA. You 
mav also FAX a request to 13011 2312-5826. 
!S~urce: ABA Bulletin, Vol. 5. ~o. 2, Apr:l 1990) 

Network set up for small firt11s 

An international network, EuroBioMed has been 
formed tG aid technology transfer and business 
co-operation between research institutes, companies 
and distributors in the field of biotechnology and 
medical technology. 

The network is specifically aimed at linking 
s111all- and inediYlll-sized European companies which 
have a cOtm1itinent to international expansion and 
co-operation. 

Orga.: 1 zed by the Rl Science Park Haastri cht in 
the Netherlands, the network consists of a n11111ber of 
European companies, including BioResearch Ireland, 
and further 111e111bers are being actively sought. • !t 
is supported by the EC Sprint progr~. !Source: 
Manufacturing Chemist, April lg90J 

Gene therapy: the struggle for acceptance 

Scientists frOlll the Nationa; Institutes of 
Health in the US last week began the long haul of 
wining permission for the first ever treatment of a 
disease with gene therapy. Ironically, in the same 
week, the food and Drug Administration approved a 
conventional therapy for the Silll'le disease, and this 
could complicate efforts to secure backing for gene 
therapy. 

The group, led by French Anderson and 
Michael Slaese, presented their experimental 
orotocol to thP. Human Ger.e Therapy subcommittee of 
the ~IH. Before the therapy can go ~head, this 
group and the Recombinant ONA Advisory C011111ittee of 
'.he mH must approve the pr~tocol. '.lo too must •.he 
F~od ~nd Or-1Jg Administrati~n. 

The researchers are seeking ~o treat a disease 
which affects babies, called severP. combined 
immunode;iciency (SCIO). Their immune systems cope 
poorly with a wide range of infections, such as 
pneumonia. About 25 per cent of those with SC!D 
suffer from deficiency of an P.nzyme, adenosine 
deaminase (ADA), because of faults in tne oene that 
manuf~ctures it. ADA degrades certain b•o;he~ir.als 
;~ the hody. These products ~ccumulate if AOA i~ 
ao~ent. They interfere in some <tay with the 
synthesis of DNA, thus ~illing cell;. Among the 
mo~t prone are T cells, which are essential ~o ~he 
i11111une ~ystem. 

Some patients are treated through bone marrow 
grails. if suitable donors are available. 



Aiternatively. doctors Cati inject the enzyme 
directly into the body. but it soon degrades. The 
new conventional therap~ approved last week is for a 
drug called PEG-ADA. This combines the en;yme with 
another molecule that enables the enzyme to survive 
intact for longer. 

In its protocol. the gene therapy group points 
out that PEG-ADA does not constitute a cure for the 
disease. At best. the group says, it converts 
severe c0111bin~d i1111111nodeficiency to partial cOlllbined 
i11111Unodeficiency. The gene therapy group plans to 
insert the gene that codes for ADA into a 
deactivated virus, incorporate the virus into 
T cells taken frott the patient, then reinject t~e 
cells in a bid to cure t~e disease. (Source: ~ 
Sci ent i S!.. 7 Apri 1 1990) 

GenQ!!lt scientists maP out details of five-year 
plan 

Alnerican biologists, genetici$tS and c0111puter 
scientists have drawn up a detailed plan of how to 
develop the skills and techniques that will 
eventually allow the111 to sequence the entire h11111an 
genOllle. The cost will be altn0st SI billion over the 
next five ~ears. 

The plan includes the creation of up to 20 
spe,ial centres, based pri111arily at universities and 
gover·-nt research institutes, which wi 11 take on 
respo11sibility for particular aspects of the 
develnpinent work. It also covers the organisotion 
of groups of scientists interested in studying the 
genetic characteristics of particular chr01110so.ies. 
and a training prograame that will eventually 
support up to 600 pre- and post-doctoral students. 

If the oroposed budget.is approved by Congress. 
as much as S30 million of the total will be spent on 
studies of the social iinplications of this research, 
such as the way g~netic information about an 
individual might be used or misused. 

For the first five years, research w111 
concentrate on scientific goals. These will 
include: ir.>roving the genetic and physical iaaps of 
all hutnan chr01110s0tnes; mapping and beginning to 
sequence the DNA of model organisms such as 
bacteria, yeast, the nematode wont and mice: and 
reducing the cost of sequencing through 
technological innovations. 

The five-year plan has been developed by the 
National Institutes ~f Health and the Department of 
Energy, the two federal agencies which first 
proposed the sequencing effort. The plan, which has 
been drawn up over the past two years, is currently 
in the final stages of preparation and is due to be 
published within the next few weeks. 

The decisio., to provide substantial funding for 
research into the social implications of the project 
reflects the fact that this aspect has become 
increasingly controversial. The project raises a 
lJrge n1Jmber of ethical, legal and social issues. 
(Extracted frl)lll New Scicnti>t. 7.4 February 199QI 

:-ioward Huahes gets HUGQ off the groynd 

Two yea~s after it was founded, the Human 
Genome Organization (HUGO! ~as finally garnered its 
first funding of note. The Howard Hughes Medir.al 
Institute (HHMI) has announced a SI million arant, 
spread over four years. to support HUGO's efforts ~o 
promote and co-ordinate international collaboration 
in mapping and ~equ.incing the hu111an genome. 

- 3 -

A matching grant is expected to be announced 
soon by Burroughs Wellcome. With over SS00,000 a 
year at its disposal, HUGO's first step will be to 
set up permanent offices (in Bethesda, Maryland, in 
London and in Osaka), and begin the wor~ of helping 
to organize the 15-year SZ.OOO-S3,000 million gen0111e 
initative. 

Without major funding, HUGO has so far been 
more concept than reality. But genoine researchers 
hope that new grants will finally allow HUGO to take 
an active role in co-ordinating the exchange of 
data, iatnples and technology. (Source: ~. 
Vol. 345, 10 Hay 1990) 

Alternative agriculture 

Over a year back, the National Research Councii 
of the USA brought out a report titled "Alternate 
Agriculture" which caused a lot of interest and 
controversy. It was described by s0tne as "The New 
Bible" of fanning and "Resources of the Future" 
criticized it as an inaccurate and over-optimistic 
prese~tation. The synthetic fertii:zer and 
pesticides industry was up in a,...s, for the 
altercation referred to the greater use of natural 
nutrients and pest control with reduced use of 
synthetics. The report was based as a study of the 
operation of a s111all section of farmers who 
developed and practised these alternate methods of 
farm production and gained significant sustained 
econ0111ic and envirolllllt!ntal benefits. It was a 
"Syste111s approach" to farming that S'1ught to develop 
multi-year practice~ that took ~dvantage of all that 
could be produced on the farm and naturally 
occurring beneficial biological interactions. In 
effect, it oneant expanded crop rotations and 
b:ological pe!t control, soil and water conservation 
and diversification in crop and livestock. 
Purchased inputs would be cut sharply and hence the 
outcry. The prime consideration were sustainable 
and ecological, regenerative fan11ing operations. 

There have been misgivings on the present 
methods of fan11ing in the USA with a monocrop 
pattern based on heavy input of nutrients and 
pesticides. The choice was between high yields and 
price support or the alternative of keeping part of 
the land fallow for a subsidy paid by the US 
Government. Also there are environmental and 
potential health proble111s and possible pesticide 
residues on crops. Such fanning is often felt as 
not sustainable over long periods. The earlier 
practices of cro~ rotation had given way to 
computerized input controls with high yields of the 
same crops. Ground water in some areas also gets 
~ontaminated with herbicides and residual r~n off 
nitrates which promote algal growth. The 1iew is 
that erosion of soil is higher and even 20 times the 
r~te of replenishment, or soil may get compacted and 
reduce root growth leading to ;esser yields. As an 
e~tension of pr~sent fanning practices, there is the 
use of antibiotics in animal feeds of about 
10 million pounds a year now with rep~rcussions on 
the health of the country. Agriculture is an 
industrial operation aimed at it$ one product and 
lar?e operations fully mechanized, while shutting 
out the smaller fann~rs - receiving enonnous amounts 
~s subsidy. The results are no doubt impressive 
wi t.h corn •1sing 11p 44 per cent and wheat 17 ppr cent 
of the annual nutrient consumption of 19.3 million 
tons in 1988-89. 

What are the alternate fann practices? Ridge 
tillage system, crop rotation with a legume 
fol lowing a grai.1 crop, deep-rooted ~rops :iuch as 
alfalfa in rotation, synthetic fertili:er inputs as 



suppleinents to composts on the basis of soil tests, 
inte9rated pest ~ontrol with use of natural pr~dator 
insects or pheromones, etc. Correct balance of 
nutrients is important. Apart from this, there is 
an inte9ration with cattle farms and v!e cf drugs. 
All these methods used bv a select arouo of farmers 
are definitelv be~eficiai on the lono term in 
sustaining crop y1eids. although there is said to be 
no success with rice production. But the real 
proble111 in the USA is that the subsidy or price 
support scheines apply only to a few selected crops 
like feed grains. cotton, soyabeans and sugar. The 
inain hurdle is to get enough fle~ibility in crop 
patterns and practices, so that the votaries of 
alternative fanning methods are not penalized. 
!Extracted from Ch!!!!!ical Business, 5-19 April 1990) 

Market for biocides up 

Bullish predictions for the biocides market 
have been made by Rohm and Haas. Estimating the 
market at sOllle $1 billion - $300 million in Europe -
E~ropean marketing manager, Dr. Stuart Neal, says he 
expects ''double digit growth into the 1990s" for the 
company's biocides division. 

Neal bases his forecast on market potential, 
and adds "inany inarket sectors and app Ii cations have 
yet to be penetrated, and cust0111er needs for 
preservatives are always evolving in line with more 
sophisticated products". 

One of the developeents the c0111pany is 
particularly excited about is its new che111istry for 
wood and marine antifoulants paints, which was 
registered for use in Japan late last year, and is 
awaiting registration in Europe and the US. F@V 
details of the product are available, ~ut the 
compan1 says it meets the need for a paint film 
preservative that will withstand tough cliinatic 
conditions without harming wildlife or the 
envirol'lllll!nt. (Source: Hanufacturinq Ch!!!!iSt, 
Apri 1 1990) 

Fruits of the desert: a survival klt for the 
.w.iu:t 

Economic botany is not a backwater where 
botanists dabble among weird and wonderful 
collections of arrowheads and carved beads. As its 
na111e suggests, it is about economics and is as 
relevant today as it ever was. 

One area of activity that is growing 
increasingly urgent is to find olants that could 
improve the quality of life in some of the driest 
lands in the world. The arid and semi-arid zones 
are s~reading, while the number of people living in 
thflfi is increasing. And, as the world warms under 
~ influence-of the greenhouse effect, the marginal 

lands may grow still less hospitable. 

One of the most important tas~s for economic 
botanists is to identify the plants that local 
people use, however rarely, for one purpose or 
another. To this end, Kew has compiled a second 
database for economic botany; an archive that holds 
details of 5,000 species that people use for food, 
forage or fuel in arid and se111i-arid lands. 
Botanists built up a record of these plants for the 
Survey of Economic Plants for Arid and Semi-Arid 
Lands project, begun af.,er ~he disastrous droughts 
that plagued Afrir.a in the late 1970s. 

The next phase of the project involves 
r.ollecting seeds of these plants fro~ their natural 
habitats. growing them in the laboratory dnd 
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learning more about them. Seed collectors based at 
Wakehurst Place, the Royal Botanical gardens at 
Kew's outpost in Sussex, have beaun to concentrate 
their efforts On Species that Seem to nave the lllOSt 

potential. 

A wide ranae of plants could help the people 
living i1 marginal lands. Mar.y fruits and 
vegetabl~s are eate~ only occasionally. Some could 
be valuaole as a more regular part of the diet. One 
such species is Cordeauxia edulis, from the border 
of Ethiopia and Somalia. This plant produces the 
ye'eb nut, which tastes rather l:ke a sweet peanut. 
Local people eat the nuts when they come across the!!! 
and their animals browse on the shrubby plant. 
According to Cavid Field, head ~f the economic and 
conservation section at Kew, the ye'eb could becmne 
the next macademia .iut, providing an income for 
local people os well as food. 

Another plant has already shown its ~otential. 
The root of the grapple plant, Harpaqophytl!lll 
procU111bens, is a remedy for just ab~ut every 
disorder. Already, there is a large market for the 
root in Europe. Thousands of tonnes of grapple 
roots have been exported fro• the Kalahari in 
Nainibia and the plant is seriously over-exploited. 
Without a progranne to replant the grapple, it could 
soon disappear frOll the local array of re11edies. 

Before beginning progranaes to grow plants 
known to be useful, scientists need to learn 1110re 
about how to cultivate them. A newly discovered 
species of locust bean from Giiian would be an ideal 
plant for arid lands. It is drought resistant, 1110re 
productive than the Mediterranean carob and inakes 
good forage. Unfortunately it is very rare and it 
is difficult to grow. Researchers have only been 
able to raise this species using micropropagation. 
"This species is vulnerable in its natural habitat. 
bJt potentially it is a very useful plant for the 
tropics", says Field. If its potential is not 
realized soon it could disappear. 

Choosing plants for arid lands is ~ot simply a 
question of locking at what people eat in dire 
straits. Some foods that people turn to in times of 
famine are a last resort. They often contain 
toxins, which people can tolerate for a short ti•e. 
With !llOre research however, it might be possi~le to 
select strains that do not contain toxins and ina~e a 
palatable everyday food. 

In many of the dry londs. growing food plants 
is not the biggest priority. The first step is to 
stabilize and improve the soiis of the desert. 
Frances Crook, a colleague of Field's, is looking 
for plants that form a "green glue", holding back 
the desert and increasing the fertility of the 
soii. The legumes Ast-~qalus kentophyta and 
Teohrosia voqelii, which fix nitrogen, are 
especially good at doing both. The researchers at 
Kew are focusing their attentions on plants that 
have more than one use, providing fuel and an edible 
fruit or gum for example. The more benefits a plant 
brings the more likely local peo?le are to plant 
them. 

Kew hopes that aid agencies, local 
organizations and village projects will take the 
information it provides and set up planting tr•als. 
!t ~ould also like to maintain a close involvement. 
"Kew would lil<e to send tedms that include 
ecologists, anthronoloqists and ethnobotanists to 
brir.g together all the information on the plants and 
the people who UH them". Slid Field. "Tl.i-; wi 11 
hl!lp in designing orogrannes for planting." In the 



early iays of the arid and semi-arid lands project, 
the researchers received fundino from Oxfam and the 
Clothworkers Foundation. Now t~at it has reached a 
oracticai stage of its work, it desperately needs 
rnore support. (Source: New Scientist.. 
17 March 1990) 

B. COllfTRY NEVS 

Australia 

Proposal to establish genQ!l!ic infonnation 
~ 

GenOlllt! mapping in human, ~nimal and plant 
spheres has been targeted for a concerted effort 
over the next fifteen years, particularly in the 
United States. A major focus for the US (and 
internation~ll effort is the Human Gen9111es (HUGO) 
project. Proposals are being examined by the 
Australian Government through the International 
Division of the Department of Industry, Technology & 
C011111erce for a National Genomic [nformation Service 
(NGIS). It is proposed that this be established to 
specifically support genOlllt! studies and bi0tnedical 
research. The concept is that PIGIS wi 11 acquire and 
maintain Australian and overseas data bases and 
cOlllputer facilities necessary for the operation of 
the data bases. It will provide access to the data 
bases for all Australian scie~tists and access to 
c9111putational expertise to assist in the 
interpretation of the analysis. NGIS will be 
accessible through AUSiPAC, AARNET and direct 
connection. 

C()tllf>uting facilities and al least some 
expertise will be located within an existing 
institution which would be expected to contribute to 
tne capital and/or operating costs in return for its 
\Se of the facility. The Walter and Eliza Hall 
[nstitute and CSIRO Division of Biomolecular 
Engineering <Sydney) have offered their services. 
Other sources of expertise may be distributed at up 
to three "nodes" within the NG[S. The Walter and 
Eliza Hall In~titute, CSIRO Division of Bi0110lecular 
Engineering (Sydney) and The Research School of 
Biological Sciences (ANU) are possible sites. 

Capital costs of NGIS will be sought from 
appropriate federal funding bodies. Operating costs 
will also be sought on a diminishing scale for three 
years. Access fees will be charged. A flat fee 
(which could be as high as 3A10,000 per user account 
depending on services offered) is simple to 
administer and would cover a substantial portion of 
operating expenses. A premium would be levied on 
r:oinnerdal users. (So•1rce: ABA Bulletin, Vol. 5. 
No. 2, April 1990) 

New GHAC guidelines 

GMAC. has now published the "Guidelines for 
Small Scale Genetic Manipulation Work" which have 
been under discussion for some time. These apply to 
work involving culture volumes of less than 
10 litres. Depending on the nature of the work and 
the perceived degree of risk, the work may be 
categorized as A, B or C, and different approval 
procedures are detailed for ear.h. The dor.ument also 
deals with the role and responsibility of GMAC, 
Institutional Biosafety Committees and Principal 
Investigators as well as importation and 
transportation of samples. The appendices cover 
other relevant documents inr.luding other related 
Australian guidelines and regulation~. a list of 
organisms known to exchange ONA by known 
physiological processes, a list of GMAC approved 
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host/vector syste111s, instructions for completing 
~AC proposal forms, a list of some ootent toxins, 
requirements for work with live viral vectors, 
procedures for work with hazardous fragments of ONA, 
~~tra infonnation required for whole plant work, 
requirements for physical containment levels Cl. CZ 
and C3, requirements for plant house levels PHl. PH2 
and PH3, requirements for experiments involving 
transoenic animals and animal containment facilities 
level~ Cl and C2, contact details for various 
transport authoriti2s and a list of exotic organisms 
whose entry to Australia is forbidden. 

Copies of these Guidelines and the appropriate 
proposal and assessment fonns may be obtained from: 
Gl'4AC Secretariat, P.O. Box 2183, Canberra, ACT 2601 
ITel: (062) 57 3441). iSource: ABA 3ulietin, 
Vol. ~. ~o. z. April 1990) 

Microbial safety 

A new "draft Australian Standard for C011111ent" 
has been released by Standards Australia on Safety 
in Laboratories. Part 3: Microbiology (Revision of 
AS2243.3 - 1985). This document provides a good 
guide to safe working practices in microbiology. 
All biotechnology organizations using microbiology 
should be aware of this _:>•.i>lication. (Source: ™ 
Bulletin, Vol. 5, No. Z, April 1990) 

Genetically altered nieat slips through the net 

Australia's leading enviromnental pressure 
group has called for legislation following 
accusations that 53 genetically ~ltered pigs were 
transported to market and sold for hUllliln consumption 
withotit proper approval. The pigs were not 
dangerous to h\Mlan health, but scientists at the 
University of Adelaide and their co,...ercial 
partners. !'fetrotec, have been accused of 
transporting the pigs without permission. 

Both groups deny the charge and say that the 
Australian Conservation Foundation has. blown the 
case out of proportion. The ACF s~ys that 1110ving 
the pigs to market was equivalent to an unauthorized 
release of a genetically engineered organism. 

"The ACF has the objective of closi,.g down all 
recombinant DNA research in Australia," said 
Bob Seainark, an endocrinologist from the University 
of Adelaide. The ACF is believed to be using the 
case to push the establishment in Austr~lia of a 
national environmental protection agency, along the 
lines of the American Environmental Protection 
Agency. 

The r.ase has caused a furore both in Australia, 
and worldwide. One of the ~ain issues is whether 
~r.ientists should have their work r.ontrolled by 
legislation or be expected to abide by the sort of 
voluntary guidelines that exist in Australia. 

Earlier in Hay, the Australian Government's 
Genetic Manipulation Advisory Committee was due to 
debate the need for legislation. The secretary of 
the GMAC, 'limala Sanna, said that guide I ines were 
preferable to legislation because they could be more 
readily altered in response to the ever-r.hanging 
~ tate of research into recombinant m~A. 

The committee will also consider the 
possibility of rer.011111ending sanctions agiinst the 
university scientists and Metrotec. Government 
funding for the research could be withdrawn on the 
rer.ommendation of the GHAC. The project has an 
AS800,000 (£400,000) government grant, according to 
the ACF. 



Seamar~ is reaarded as a world l@ader in the 
development of :ransoeni~ animais. Since !Q82. h~ 
~as been usino aenet~c e~aineerina techniques to 
breed leane~ pigs that require less teed than ncrmal 
pigs and g'"Ow more quickly. The "super pig .. he is 
developing is designed to achieve market weight in 
17 •eeks instead of 25 ~eeks. on a third less food. 

The pig project involves adding to embryos 
taken from a sow. e~tca copies of the aene 
responsible for the production of growth hormone in 
pigs. The embryos are returned for normal 
gestation. Some of the offspring grow faster 
because they exoress e~tra amounts of growth hormone. 

In April 1988, Metrotec transported 53 pias to 
th~ ~ount BarKer abat:oir. ihey were the offspring 
of a boar that had been genetically altered. The 
boar and these offspring carried the gene but did 
not express it. The pigs were no longer reauired 
for the project. They were regarded as safe to 
consume because they did not express the hormone 
frQm the additional gene. {Source: ~Scient:st, 
12 May 1'}90) 

European Comuni ty 

New European release rules ratified 

European Coanunity environment ministers have 
approved two direct ;-,es contra 11 i ng the use of 
genetically manipulated organisms (Gl'10s). The 
directives, opposed by leading European 
biotechnology cQ111Panies set out strict rules for the 
use of Gl10s in contained situations, and for 
environmental releases. Member States have 
18 months to implement the directives throuoh 
national legislation. -

All installations using ::.MOs must be 
registered, but subsequent authorizations to work 
with particular GHOs will depend on whether the 
installation is a research laboratory or an 
industrial plant, as well as on an assessment of the 
risk the organisms pose to health. Industrial 
plants wtll face tougher controls, and must obtain 
explicit authorizations to work with "high risk" 
(including pathogenic) GMOs. 

Companies or laboratories proposing releases of 
GHOs must provide an assessment of the environmental 
hazards. Experime~tal releases will have to be 
cleared only i~ the country concerned. but the 
release of iive GHOs in commercial ornducts must be 
refer~ed to the European Commission and other ~ember 
States. 

If some countries object to specific products. 
an arbitration procedur" will come into play. but 
authorization. once giv.,n, will apply ~o all 
Community member States. (Source: ~~r,., 
Vol. _i4d, 29 March 19'}01 

Si•teen EurQpean companies that use y"ast in 
their ~usiness have agreed to organize a loose 
consort_iOJm to profit by mapping and sequencing the 
IJ"'nomP rJf bilkP.r's y"a~t - °hl~!!'ll."..L.:.en•vis.i_a_i:. 
f.urop .. an •:onwnuni ty ,. .. pr.,sentatives projectP.d ,J 

"Y.,ast. Industry Pl at form" to "ncourilg"' ~he EEC' s 
n1>w I y 1 aunr:hP.d f our-yi?ar. S23. 5 'Ill I 1 ion programme ~o 
map and •equenci? the !~-chromosome yeast qenome. 

"A rP.alistic scenario for the Platform." ~ays 
Al.,ssio VassarQtti, manager of the project at EC'• 
Oir.,ctorate of Sr.iP.nce, Rio. BiotP.chnology Division, 
"could consist of interested companies r.ontributinq 
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;in annual fee, 
~~c se<1uencing 
rietwor~ - ~hat 

which data are 

in return for orivileaed access to 
data produced ~v ~he js laboratory 
is, durin<1 the iast six m~nths in
not yet in the public domain." 

ihe European Community is financing the 
yeast-genome-111apping endeavour. mainly thrQu~h a 
programme called BRIDGE - Biotechnology Qes~arch 
!nnovation ·~rowth in Eurooe. rt has earmar~ed seven 
million ECUs (European currency un1tsl. equivalent 
~o sa.s million, to fund the mapping and sequencing 
of three or four new yeast chromosomes bv 1~95. 
~Extracted from McGraw-Hill's Biotechnology 
~~~. 19 March 1990) 

European biotechnologv orogra11111es and 
devtloping countries 

Biotechnology stimulat;on pr~grannes of the 
European Coomiunity aim at making Europe 
internationally more competitive. The interests of 
developing countries, whose trade flows may change 
as a ~onsequence of these progra11111es. are often not 
sufficiently taken into account. The p~rallel 
prograinme of "Science and Technology for 
Development" covers the same fields of technology, 
but is hardly linked to the biotechnolQgy 
stimulation prograimies BRIDGE, FLAIR and ECL.AIR. 

BEP and BAP 

Since the beginning of the 1980s the European 
Co11W1Unity !ECJ has promoted biotechnological 
research and training. Starting with the 
Bio!!19lecular Engineering Progra11111e !BEPJ in 1982 the 
EC has launched several biotechnology stimulation 
prngral!lll;!s. The main objective of BEP was to 
contribute to ~he retnoval of bottlenecks that 
inhibit application of modern biochemistry and 
molecular genetics in certain sectors of the 
agro-food industry and agriculture. 

In 1985 the Biotechnology Action Programme 
(BAP) was impletaented. This progranne was both a 
continuation of BEP and an extension into new areas 
considered as essential for the development of 
biotechnology in the Co11111Unity. The new domains 
include enzyme engineering, application of genetic 
engineering to industrial micro-organins, in vitro 
testing systems, bio-informatics, etc. 

The goal of the EC is to improve the 
competitiveness of European industry and 
aariculture. ~!though the f1nanr.ial volume of ooth 
prQorammes is small in comparison wd_h nat_io"al 
~ftnrts in ~r.e various memb"r State~ 1f thP EC. •hPy 
pL1v an import.ant role. Their emph;isis is on 
tr;i">national r.o-operation in biote(hnQlrJgy Q~O. 
Thev are (omplementary •o "atianal ar.tivities. ~nd 
ciln improve their effe:tiv"""'55 throuoh hettPr 
co-ordination and a reduction of overiap. 

A follow-up to the SAP is t~e new resear~h and 
dev,.lopment progranwne named GRIDGE !BJ_Q.ttchnologv 
RP. i.ur_,;l!___!_Q! __u,_~~llQ.!L __ J!~~QP."1~-L i!!1d3 CQ~ t h__J_~ 
~J.L!'.all)- This programme, which runs from l'}<JI) unt1 l 
l~Q1, was approv"d by the Council Qf Ministers nn 

<J December 1~~9. 

BRIDGE is o;ubrlivided. H · .. as BAP, :nt.n • .... o 
actions: Action I is for researrh and trainin9. 
emphasiz.1g transnational (Ollahorative research. 
This section is subdivided in four SP.ctors: 
information infrastructures, enabling technologies 
(e.9. protein engineering), cellular biology and 
pre-nnrmativi? resP.arch ( ... g. safety asse~sment). 



l(~;On rr ls for ~((OmOa~~TnQ ~easur~S of 
"Concertation": co-ordiriation. of·C~o!lmission 
ac~ivities. concertJtion of ~ember States' 
activities. providi~o information. ~onitor;no and 
;nteroreting world-wide deveiopme,,ts. etc. -

BRIDGE 's verv closelv related to two more 
downstream EC ~ech~ology p~ogranwnes, ~CLAIR and 
FLAIR. ECLAiR !~an Collaborative Linkage of 
-'grit;ulture and [ndustq through Researt;h) is aimed 
at improvino the interface between aoriculture and 
industry b: -way of pre-comoetitiv~ projects based on 
recent adv<nces in iife sciences and biotechnology. 
This progra11111e, approved by ~he Council of the EC in 
i'"ebruary. covers three broad themes: 

[mprovement of existing agricultural 
products and development of "ew products for 
industrial use ;n order to find new ITTarkets 
and applicatiors: 

Development of more selective and efficient 
aoricultural inputs, and 'llOre selective and 
efficient industrial processing of 
agricultural products; 

Develop111ent of integratec agro-industrial 
projects, like total crop harvesting. 

Quite opposite to traditional agro-industrial 
relations where industry processes wha~ agriculture 
produces, demands fr0tn industry are the starting 
point in the ECLAIR progranne. 

FLA>R (food-Linked Agro-Industrial ResearchJ is 
~ore than a biotechnology orogranne, it is dealing 
~ith all food sciences and technology. Support wi~l 
be gi~en to research on food quality, nutritional 
and health aspects, and safety and toxicological 
aspects of food. FLAIR was approved by the Council 
on 20 June 1989. 

Developing countr~ 

The European Co11111unity is the largest importer 
of products from developing countries, with 
agricultural products making up a large part of this 
trade. Therefore, it 1s important for these 
countries to know what impact biotechnology 
applications will have on their exports to the EC. 
T~e general aim of the EC biotechnology progra1n11es 
:o enhance the EC's competitiveness ~~, lead to 
higher rates of self-sufficiency. ~his in turn may 
iead to less imports from developing countries. For 
instance. in the ECLAIR prooramme researr.h is 
proposed to make soya better suitable for the 
Eurooean cHmate. Thus. the 1Jutcome ••f these 
oroorammes ~ill have its effect 1Jn the ~rade Qf 
~evelopin9 r.ountries (in par~icular 'rom Brazil ~nd 
.\r')entina). 

Thp interests of developing countries generally 
are not taken into account ;n the biotechnology 
proorammes. Only in the (oncertation oar~ of BAP 
>ome initiatives of interest for developing 
r.ount ri es were 1 aunched. 1 i ke •.he Seminar on 
Biotechnology in Europe and Latin .\merir.a for 
indu>trial r.ollaboration. Although in ~he pr1Jposal 
for the BRIDGE programme the relationship between 
thi~ prQoramme and other Rt.O Community acti'lit1es 
likP thp progra1n11e ~encP ~nd Technology for 
Q~'!'!l.Jl~r:!.l is mentioned. there seems to be li~tle 
~o-ordinatioo at project level. 

This lack of attention can be explained by ~he 
differential phasing of programmes, e.g. ECLAIR and 

=L:.r~ ;tar~ed in 1989. 9~iDGE and the new 
.i.•;;:!!(;JUURE orooranwne hav~ not tet ;:ar:ed. while 
STD .: was aporo~ed at ~he end •l~ l:lll7 _ :hus. STD 
tun~s ~ere largely used up betQr~ th~ othe 
oroarammes wer~ oroperiy in prQgress. •:.J-ordinat!on 
;hould ~e i~oroved in tne •uture. 

ihe Conwnission has stressed at 1if'~rent times 
~~at developments in Europnan aoricultur~ and 
industry should not jeopard;ze developing countries' 
;,,terests. !n a June 1986 Commission document it 
was said that "if Europe were to reduce 
significantiy its dependence upon imports of 
aoricultural raw materials, this would undoubtedlv 
have ser;ous imoa:ts on aoriculture and the · 
economies (and,· hence, possible land use and 
environmental cieveiopments) in developing 
countries. It is therefore necessarv rin parallel 
with our own evolution towards the new 
agro-industrial phase of our own devei1Jpment) to 
continue and reinforce existing Co1n11unity efforts to 
assist these countr1es to improve their aoricu:ture 
and ta secure envi ronmerita 11 y sustai nab 1e·rura1 
developwient. Biotechnology may weil be able to 
contribute substantially to these aims." 

Science and technology for development 

When talking about developing count~ies' 
interests in relGtion to EC technology stimulation. 
EC officials refer to the Science and rechnology for 
Development (STD) progra;;;;ie. This progra11111e has 
been set up in order to support scientific 
activities for :;e benefit of developing countries, 
by means of joint research contracts. 

The first STD progra1n11e was launched in 1983 
and ~overed the period 1983-19e6. :he programme 
concerned two areas of work of vitai importance fer 
developing countries: agriculture and health. This 
first STD progranie was allocated 40 million ECU and 
fininced 411 ~esearch projects. 

For the period 1987-1990 a second STD was 
approved in December 1987. This progra111111e covers 
the same areas as its predecessor: "tropio.;a 1 and 
subtropical agriculture", and "medicine health and 
nutrition in tropical and subtropical areas". This 
second STD progranne, which was all?cated 80 million 
ECU. has the explicit objective of strengthening 
scientific caoacities in third world countries 
through the forging of closer links between 
laboratories in the North and the South. 

~iotechnology, of course. is a maj?r techno.ogy 
in both ~uborogrammes, tt"l)Oi cal agri r·il ••1ro and 
hea 1 r.h and nutrition. However. biot.P.rhnol'l•1y i; 
e~oii~d.ly menticned in thP. prtJqrainne ·JuiriPiinP.~ fcr
:;rn-~ .... h•c'i is rlealinf'J ... i•.h ~ br-narl r~ .. oe ,,, 
~·r~nolof'Jies important-to dP.velooing ccu~tr'e;. 

One mav expect close interaction bP.tween ~TO-Z 
a~d oroararmies like ECLAIR and FLAIR since t~~ 
latter ~wo are dealing with ~ery ;imilar 
•p~hnolooies and fields of application faoriculture 
~nd food.orocessing). Particular!! in ~h~ fiPld of 
agricultural biotechnology resparch options for 
integration Jf these programmes do exist. However. 
;"ch i n•.egr;it ion does not occur . .:i Hno1iah ;i 11 •.hese 
pr"larammes were conceived ~ntJ are :nanaaed by the 
;am~ Oirec~orate-General of thP. Coinni~~il)n •nr, <I!: 
~c•ence. Resedrch and Oevelopmenti. 

Integration of science and technQlogy 
proorammes for Europe and t~ose for developino 
countries ;$ even more necessary as the ~PvPl~pment 
gap between North and South will probably incrpa5p 
1n the next 15-20 years. Inten$iiying the u~e of 



S(~ence and t~c~nolocv ·n ~~e econt~~~s 0• ~~~ 
intJustr'ali:"d countries "t'la~ ;eao :o nor'!' unequal 
e~chan.Je bet .. een ':he 'lor~h and ':he South. 'lorooo.,'!'r. 
:~e ~r~wi~a imoryr~ance Jt ~iolooical div~rs~tv as 1 

::or"r.;.1Juisi~e for agro-inous':r'ai dev.,loom.,nt i~ H~'ng 
"or not iust a ~uropean out a oiooai acti~n '" 
~cient,•ic. techno'.ogicai and industriai de,~looment. 

Science and technology for develooment 

Outline of Prograrrme 

~- S~bprograinne: Tropical ana subtropical 
agri c•i l tvre 

1. Improvement of agricJltural oroducts: 

<:.. 

4. 

B. 

1. 

2. 

1. 

Crop production: food and agro-inoustrial 
i:rops: i:rop genet'cs: crop protectlo.1; 

Livestock oroduction ana fisheries: 
stoc~-farmin9: animal genetic: and 
reproduction; ·1eterinar•1 "'edicine: sea and 
inland 'isheries. aquacuiture: 

Improved forestr-y production in both fiumid 
and arid areas. 

Conservation and better use of the environment: 

Aopraisal of resources: water resources and 
their use, soil mana~ement and protection: 
better management of fragile environments. 

Agricultural engineering and post-harvest 
technology: 

~gri cu·, tura l engi neeri ng/mechani zat ion: 
product conservation and processing. 

Production systems: 

Crop systems; production systems. 

Subprogra11111e: Medicine, health and r.utrition in 
(subltropical areas 

Medicine: 

Infectious tropical diseases: 
parasitological, bacterial, viral and 
mycological diseases: 

Non-infectious tropical dieseases: genetic 
disorders; acquir'!'d diseases. 

Hea 1th: 

HP.al~h services: operational r~search. 
organization. manaoement and models: 

Environmental health: water-relat"d diseas,.s: 

Traditional mP.dicine: medir.inal plant~. 

'l1Jt r; t. ion: 

N1Jtritional dP.ficiencies: 

!mpact of dgr1cuHunl, food dnd 
sor.io-~conomic str~t~g1es on nutrition; 

RP.lationsnip• hP.tweon prrid1Jc~ion, storaoe 
:;ystP.ms. food 'iabi ts .Jnd ~tat~ of h'!al th ?f 
•.hP. popu I~~- ion; 

"lew i ramewor~ progral!'l!T!e 

~n :he new •rameworlo. oroora"""o 1f -~~""ITl1ini ~'! 
tc':'wit'es in the field of resear(h ano 
~!?chnolooical development 1coo_;ri9t11. 71J "t'li1''on 
:cu .ill-be devoted to :he ~ife Sc·ence~ and 
<e-:"tnolooies oroora11111e. ,.ji•hin the iatter 
11 1 milifon Etu ;ill be spent ~n r'!'search an~ 
.1e·,.•looment in life sciences lno tecnnolooies for 
developino countries. Emphas's is olaced-on 
trooical aoricuiture '· •nteorated 'Tlanaoem'!'"lt ')f 
aaricultural r~sources for-r~dur.1no •ood >hnrtaoes 
in regions at risk whilst protecting the · 
~nvironmentl and on tropical ,ealth r'!'searr.h 
·~fforts are concentrateo on new steos to combat 
some major tropical diselses•. 

The Co11111ission has stressed its dedication 
towards ;ntearation of the constituent oroora11111es 
-.. i ~hin the total framework proora11111e. So far. 
oni ·1 the financial aspects of the new framework 
orogra""'e have be~n approved: 5.7 million ECU for 
the total prograinne !Council decision ot 
15 December 1989;. whether the projerts for 
developing countries will be more integrated with 
those fur oiotechnology and those for agriculture 
is sti Tl to be seen. 

For wore information on the biotechnology 
pro9rallll'~: of the European Co11111unity contact: 
Or. Hark Cantley, Concertation Unit for 
Biotechnolooy in Europe, Co11111ission of the 
European Co11111unities, Rue de la Loi 200, B-1049, 
Brussels, Belgium. (Source: Biotechnology and 
Development Monitor, No_ 2, March 1990) 

Federal Republic of Geniany 

fRG close to passing gene law 

The FRG's planned legislation cov~r 1 ng work 
with genetically manipulated micro-organ'•ms has 
taken its penultimate step. 

The bill, redrafted by the health ministry 
after its rejection by the upper house of 
par:iament. the Bundesrat. last su11111er, has now 
passej the lower house, the Bundestag. It is 
scheduled to be debated a~Jin on 11 May by the 
Bundesrat. which had demanded more than 
250 changes to the original dr~ft. If oassed by 
the 6undesrat the law :ould take ~ff,.ct on I Julv. 

while •lie German 1,.1J,~lat•1'n ... ill r"aulatP. 
industrial production ;ind resear("1 worl< .. i•.h 
r1,.no• i c techno 1 ogi '!'S, it wi 11 not app 1, •.n 
1U"~~'ons of genome analv~is nr J"n"tic •h,.r;ipy. 
r'1P rol~~se ryf manin-1Iat~d ~icr~-orry~ni~m~ int0 
the ~nvironment will continue to hP. subject tn 
;ipproval by the federal health ;iuthority. 

T'ie federa 1 states .. i 11 -nnt i n1Je •o have 
responsibility for approving new o?ants .. orking 
.. i•.h genetir. technologios. The bill stip1Jlatos 
~~at ~ der.i~ion must b" made wi•hin thr'!'o months. 
I oOIJrce; ~r'Jeean Ch~.t~~.:; .• ) ~pri l l'J"l()) 

$c~e.ri r:i9Jl.sH!..L~9_QOO..SJ __ Q_1_1JJe~."tnq_l ?gy bi 
Cr;<;l.2!!__!..fil~ 

3.:heri nq has announr.ed p I ;ins to il(rJ•J; re :J) 
hiote~hnoiogy firm Codon, basP.d in south 
)an rrancisco, for an undi~closed <um. 



The acqui5i~~on. ~~;~t, ~ls bee" ~oorryved ~~ ~1· 

ry Codcn•s 1dministra~~v~ uni~s and~~ ~~e ~ajcr;~~ 

~ it$ sh~r~ 1 old~r~. ;s ~~cec~e~ ~o ~e crymo!e~ed 

~ t~in the ~e't few wee~s. 

Far Sc~ering. the takeover nt ~odon. ~it'i wnich 
't has co-ooerated in :'ie oast. ~ill ~oore~ent a 
'irst ste~ tow~rds ~hat is planned to ~e a 
"~onsiderable ~~oansion" of its bio~echnoloov 
activities. t'ie companv said. ~ccordino to-~ 
spokesman. the acqu;sition of 1~odon w1li 'ielp the 
~est Berlin-based oharmaceuticdls and aero-chemicals 
major to gain a fo~thold ir the important US aPnetic 
enoineerino sec~or and will allow it to shape the 
business according to its needs. 

Cooon, .nich employs 100 peooie and specializes 
;n the develooment and production of proteins for 
human and veterinarv druos. holds patents for an 
anti-coagulant prot~in. in wnich Schering is 
particularly interested. (Source: European 
Chemical tlews, 14 May 1990) 

New rompany to exploit technique 

France's Centre Nationale de Transfusion 
Sanguine has set up an affiliate company to exploit 
a technique of introducing therapeutic chemicals 
into red blood cells. Novacell. located in Tours, 
dims to develop the technology which, by the 
introduction of drugs or enzymes, could be used to 
imorove the oxygenation of tissues, fight leukaemia 
and boost the detoxification of alcohol in the 
blood. It is developing two projects: one 
increasing the efficiency of the blood's oxygen 
potential, and another using cells as vectors for 
;"111unomodulators. suppressants ar.d vacc'nes. 
(Source: ~o~n Chemii;al ne,.s, 2 Aprii 1990) 

Government biotechnology f1!.!!.d.in.g 

Government funding for biotechnology R&'.l 
totalled about S600 million in 1989. The government 
biotechnology policy has emphasized government/ 
industry collaboration through researr.h 
associations. independent research groups and 
projects involving government. industry and 
university researchers. Government/industry 
biotechnology R&O prcgra"111es received )27.8 million 
in funds in 1989. Agriculture and food pror.essing 
R&O received 522.3 million; energy and bulk 
r:hemical r.&o. 510.3 ,.,;Ilion; pharmar:eu~ical R&O. 
S8 2 million; waste treatment R&O, S17.4 million; 
the ERATO progra"111e, $10.4 million: and the Protein 
~ngineering Center programme, SR.2 m1llion. About 
80 per cent of Japanese biotechnology R&O is funded 
by the private sector. Japanese biotechnology firms 
are moving towards international activities, 
primarily through joint ventures and acqui~itions in 
foreign markets. The activities open foreign 
markets to Japanese products, and they give Japanese 
fims access to products developed by foreign 
r:ompanies. Currently, Japanese pharmaceutical 
export ~ale~ ~ccount for only 6 per cent of total 
-.ales. The top 11 .Japanese pharmaceutical companies 
;pend abcut. '.!. 7 per i:ent of sa 1 es on RtO, .:i much 
I ower perr:entaae '.han WP.stern ph;i rmace•Jt i ca 1 firms. 
( Sourr:e: I~_t:h.~!LL?~l!..d~t.e. 'l Apr i 1 11Wl l 

Japan is planning a long-term international 
project tn map the rice plant's genome If 
approved, the project will begin in Jg~: and extend 

~n .. o :~~ .,e"+:. r:c-r•t:.Jry. ~nvo'ivlna researc~@r~ 

".~r.,u~hout 4s~a. 

Jur;no ;ts first '.IJ 1ear">. :he oroiec': .. ;:; a;., 
~o !oentif~ ; .000 chrcmosOmai ~ar~er ~e~es ar.d 
1evelap methods :o "ntroduce ~ew aenes ;nto soeci''c 
o1ar:~s. ;(esearcher~ .,,,;11 ~h'?r"! ~u~r: to sea•1e,,c·r:a 
:~e .,ore than :oo mii;;cn ~ase oairs .. nich ma•e ;o 
the genome. 

The Qice Genome :Juncil. drawn '~om 
universities and national resear~~ instit~tes. ~et 
to olan the scheme. 7he project is 'i~ely ':o ~in 
supp.Jrt: rice fa me rs make 'Jp the most oower"J I 
oolitical constit~~nc1 in ~apan. Japan's 
state-owned Japan Tobacco · JT) and 3e1oium-based 
Plant Genetic Systems 1PSS! are to colfaoorate ~n 
the development and ~0"111erc:ali:ation of ~enet:cai 1 v 
engineered hybrids of rice. qesearch ~iii be · 
carried out at a PSS and JT's plant imorove~ent an1 
oenetic research centre. Since ~pril 1989 JT has 
held a 12 per cent stake in ~GS. (Source: ~!~~ 
Sci•r.t:st. 10 February 1g90 and European rhemical 
rlews. 7 May 1990) 

Norway bac~s bioprotein 2roject 

A Norveaian consortium, which includes 
pharmaceuti•als group Hafslund Nyc0111ed, Statoil and 
venture capital company Norsk Vekst, is behind a new 
project to invest in the production of a bioprotein 
from natural gas. The process is being developed by 
Danish firm ~ansk Bioprotein. 

The bioprotein under development has a singie 
cell structure anu a pro~ein content equivalent ~o 
that of f:shmeal. Dansk Bioorotein has deveiooed 
thr production technique. whicn uses bacterial 
cultures to convert methane aas into biomass with 
70 per cent protein. -

The consortium has described future market 
prospects as "highly promising". It is e•pec~ed 
that the product will be aimed primarily at the 'ish 
feed, sea farm and aquaculture industries. pro~iding 
a new outlet for use of Statoil 's ~ubstantiai 
natural gas reserves. 

The consortium plans to acquire a 56 per ~ent 
holding in Oansk Bioprotein ~ith an option to •aise 
joint ownership to 10 per cent within a .wo-1e~r 
period. 

The initial investment is ~kr 50 ~ill ion. 

The consortiur.1 is considering ar •n~~st-:i>nt •n 
a bioprotein production facility at Statoil ·~west 
coast natural gas processing terminal at <ur5•J. 
Any decision to invest will be tied to economic 
factors and conditional on the successful 
development of the bioprotein process for r.ommercial 
utilization. (Sourr.e: European ~hemica~. 
7 May 1990) 

~run 

S11.~i_.iuf!:!!I.!. L!!ttded 'or ~tlt.i~aJ i_o..rL2.L'.1.e~~ 
'!!.iin~ed tlan~._i 

The growing of plant~ (hanqed ~ith ~h• aid of 
gene tP.chnology will in •.he f•JturP. requir• a soP.cq~ 
per,,nt. according t.o a tfer.i~ion by '.he Swedi~h 
ljo·1ernment. Permits ·~ill be i~sued by the rlational 
Bnard of AqriculturP. after consultation ~ith '.he 
:Jelegation for RP•ombinant-ONA antf the llationai 
Environment Protection Board. 
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The Board of Agriculture is to make a risk 
ass~ssment before any permit can be issued. Should 
the cultivation involve risks to the env;ronment a 
permit is not granted, as wi11 be the case if the 
genetic variet~ of nature is threatened, it is 
stated. (Source: S!f, Harch 1990) 

B:Jscientific research centre opened nea~ 
~kholm 

A new research centre for biosciences was 
officially inaugurated by King Carl Gustaf at 
Huddinge, a Stockholm suburb, in February. Called 
Novum and located adjacent to Huddin9e University 
Hospital and the southern ca111pus of the Karolinska 
Institute, which includes a dental college, the 
centre is said to be the largest research and 
developnent venture i~ the fields of biotechnology 
and lrledical and dental technology '.n northern Europe. 

Alllong the Novum partners are: the Centre for 
Biotechnology (CBT), created five years ~go by the 
Karolinska Institute, t~~ Stockholm County Council 
and the business communi.) and already one of 
Europe's major research centres in its field; the 
Centre for Oental Technology and Biomaterials (COB), 
specializ~ng in diagnostic and therapeutic methods 
in dentistry and health care; and the Centre for 
Nutrition and Toxicology (CNT), intended to create a 
li~k with 1110lecular biology research. 

The c1Jtm1ercial partners include Karo Bio AB, a 
company developing pharmaceuticals and diagnostics, 
notably steroid hormones, drugs against 
osteoporosis, and new systems for protein 
administration, and Kabi Invent AB, a development 
company in the Kabi Group creating new products 
allowing safer and simpler use of drugs. 

Novum also houses two medical research 
institutes, one for medical nutrition and one for 
medical technology. The former is 
cross-disciplinary and covers such specialities as 
endocrinology, biochemistry, toxicology and cancer 
research. NutriSystem AB is currently building the 
first nutritional laboratory of it· kind, where the 
nutritional content of foodstuffs will be analysed 
using computer technology. [ts kitchen will then be 
able to change components while retaining the 
r.ulinary qualities. 

Novum research centre d 11 be part of a 1 arge 
research village and some of its institutions will 
be included in a planned university for the 
Sodertorn region. The next centre now taking form 
is called Bruket and has its architectural roots in 
the tradition of the Swedish "bruk", a small rural 
co11111Unity grouped around an iron- or wood-processing 
mill and its mar.or. It will encompass some 
14,000 sq. m of offices, laboratories and workshops 
and wil"I open in 1991. (Source: ill, Harch 1990) 

Switzerland 

Ciba seeks biotech approval 

Ciba-Geigy tBasel) has applied for pennission 
from regional authorities to build an $80 million 
biotechnology research and development centre in 
Basel. The Biotechnikum will employ a~out 
100 people when it comes on stream at the end of 
1992, and house research laboratories and a 
development plant to make a number of substances 
using fermtntat ion techni quts. These wi 11 include 
antibiotics, interferons for viral infections in 
humans and animals, hirudin and fibrinolytics for 

preventior. and dissolution of blood clots, and 
elastase inhibitors tv fight lung disease. A 
response from cantonal authorities is expected to 
take ~everal 1110nths as protesters have filed 
hundreds of formal objections to the biotechnology 
centre. (Source: ~ical Week, 7 Harch 1990) 

United Kingd• 

UK Genetics Forum opposes bio-infonnation 
restrictions 

The public were no~ told about a plan to 111ake 
bread with genetically engineered yeast until aft~r 
the go-ahead had b~n given for the c011111ercial use 
of the yeas~. says the UK Genetics Forut11. 

On the same dat (1 Harch 1990), the Government 
confirmed its refusal to write provisions for public 
access to information on genetically modified 
organisms (Gt10s) into the Environmental Protection 
Bi 11 , dubbed the "Green Bi 11". 

Although the Government has announced ;ts 
intention to set up public information registers, 
the quality and quantity of information will be 
entirely at the discretion of the relevant Secretary 
of State. 

The UK Genetic Foru111 has repeated its call to 
the Government to set up a Genetic Modification 
C011111ission, in addition to the connittee that will 
grant approvals for genetic modification experi111ents 
and products. The C01111ission, the Forum argues, 
should be a public fort1111 for the discussion of the 
far-reaching implications of genetic technologies. 
It should include representatives of a broad range 
of interest groups, including environ111entalists, 
consumers, the churches, health specialists and the 
biotechnology industry. Details from: 
Nick Rowcliffe, UK Genetics Forum, on 01-278 7624. 
(Source: Biotechnology Bulletin, Vol. 9, No. 3, 
April 1990) 

Hjnisters maintain secrecy over genetic releases 

The British Govern111ent is refusing to back down 
in the face of demands for access to infnnnation on 
genetically modified organisms, despite major 
concessions on public information concerning most 
other aspects of pollution. This anomaly has 
emerged as the Department of the Environment's 
"Green Bill" reached a critical stage in p;:irl iament 
this week. 

HPs are in the process of debating a series of 
amendments to the Environmental Protection Bill. 
Amendments already accepted by the Government 
represent a major breakthrough in the amount of 
information made public on almost all industrial 
pollution. Those still under debate will, if agreed 
as expected, mean the Government has now conceded 
that local authorities should hold registers of all 
contaminated land in their administrative areas. 

The pollution registers will be kept by 
regulatory authorities such as Her Majesty's 
Inspectorate of Pollution, the National Rivers 
Authority, and local councils. But the products of 
genetic enginee~ing have been left out of this 
process. 

Instead, the Government has handed to ministers 
the right to decide how much information on the 
release of these organisms to make public. The 
D~partment of the Environment says it would "proceed 



frOlft a presumption in favour of releasing 
infonnation". but may decide "judiciously to limit 
the infonnation as circumstances dictate". 
(Source: New Scientist, 5 Hay 19901 

United Stilts of .-.,rica 

Leading biotechnology CQ!!!panies quit the IBA 

The resignation of Genetics Institute and Cetus 
Corporation frOlft the Industrial Biotechnology 
Association (IBA), following shortly after the 
withdrawal of another member, the Upjohn (Ollpany, is 
seen as a major loss to the association. Both 
co111panies to leave were founding mtlllbers of the IBA 
in 1981 and are pr0111inent in the industry. In a 
letter to Richard Godown, president of the IBA, 
Robert Fildes, president and chief executive officer 
of Cetus. stated that "the IBA has too frequently 
bec11111t the mouthpiece for a few c0111Panies whose 
positions do not represent those of all the 
metnbers". The final straw see111s to have been a vote 
taken by board llN!lllbers on 21 February to oppose 
changes in the 1983 Orphan Drug Act, as well as to 
support a bill now before a House of Representatives 
subca-ittee, which proposes to strengthen US patent 
protection for genetically engineered products 
against unfair foreign c0111petition. 

The Orphan Drug Act was designed to provide tax 
incentives and a seven-year 111arketing 110nopoly in 
the United States to c1111panies developing drugs for 
rare diseases affecting fewer than 200,000 patients. 

Also at issue is the "Boucher bi 11", i ntr:iduced 
by Representative Rich Boucher (Oe1110crat, 
Virginia). The bill would provide the International 
Trade COIMlission with the authority to exclude 
foreign products made using a host cell, ONA 
sequence. or vect:ir patented in the United States, 
closing what the bill's sponsors believe to be an 
unfair legal loophole. 

Genetics Institute would be affected by the 
legislation, as it would prevent the importation 
into the United States of its EPO prod~ct, which is 
produced in Japan by its licensee, Chugai 
Phannaceuticals. (Source: ~.Vol. 344, 
5 April 1990) 

Transfer study expands 

A subcomittee of the US Rec0111binant DNA 
Advisory Connittee (RAC) lifted restrictions on the 
number of patients for a key gene transfer trial. 
but postponeo a decision on an application for the 
first gene therapy experiment. 

At the meeting of a subco11111ittee of RAC. 
members voted unanimously to lift the cap on patient 
n11111bers, now set at 10, for the continuing gene 
transfer study of patients with widespread 
melanOllla. Although, in principle, the 
patient-number limitation has been rt111oved, t~' 
Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) of the 
National Institutes of Health !NIH) has requested a 
trmporary cap of 50 patients. 

The study, sanctioned in January 1989 after a 
lengthy federal review process, is a joint effort 
between W. French Anderson of the Heart, Lung and 
Blood [nstitute and R. Michael Blaes1 and 
Steven A. Rosenberg of the National Cancer Institute 
!NCI). [t involves readministering interleukin-2-
stimulated T-lylllf)hocytes marked with the gene for 
neomycin resistance to patients from whom the r.ells 
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-..ere isolated. Al thouoh the aene confers no 
therapeutic benefit, it allows the researchers to 
track the ~ancer-killing tUtll\lur-infiltrating 
l:f111Phocytes (TIL) in the patient's body. 5o far, 
six of the 10 patients have been t~~ated, with data 
on the first five submitted to the New England 
Journal of Medicine. The TIL appear to "home" to 
the tU1110ur site, but ~hether this co-relates with 
anti-tU1110ur activity has yet to be detel"lllined. 

Now that researchers have established that the 
gene transfer protocol is safe, they hope to 
introduce genes of therapeutic value. such as tU110ur 
necrosis factor and interferon. Rosenberg will be 
submitting the next phase of the TIL protocol for 
review within two 110nths, but becau~e the 
subc01191ittee and the RAC tntet i~frequently the 
pro~ocol will be subject to delays of six 1110nths or 
more. (Extracted frOll ~. Vol. 344, 
5 April 1990) 

Pilot plant for University 

Pennsylvania State University has opened a 
bioprocessing pilot plant at its University Park 
site, with a view to offering expertise and 
equipment to mov• biotechnology ~nto mass 
production, a university spokesman says. The pilot 
plant's first customer is Bio-Protecus, a Reading, 
Pa. company that is looking at biological methods of 
waste disposal. 

The rationale for the unit is that S11all- to 
medi~sized companies developing new products 
cannot afford the capital investMent necessary for 
their own pilot plants. (Source: Chl!llital 
Marketing Reporter, 21 Hay lggo) 

Health wgrries o~er use ~f milk hg['!!!Qne 

C0111Plaints by S11all dairy fal"lls that a 
genetically engineered hor.one designed to boost 
milk production could put them out of business has 
led two US states tl!llporarily to ban t~e product. 

The governors of Minnesota and Wisconsin signed 
legislation that plac@s a ban until •id-1991 on the 
sale or use of bovine sOllatotropin (BST) in the two 
states, which, cOlllbined, produce 20 per cent of the 
United States' 111ilk. Wisconsin Governor 
Tanny Th0111pson said that the ban would allow 
"add it i anal hnner and consumer education" without 
hurting the state econ0111ically. Vennont's 
legislature last week rejected a si~ilar proposal. 

Ooponents of the honnone claim that it 
encourages overproduction, which ~ould flood t1e 
market and event•Jally drive out s111all dairy f;,nners. 

Health worries remain an issue in the d~bate. 
Although the US Food and Drug Ad111inistratio•1 (FOAi 
~ays that its studies show that the honnone presents 
no danger to the public, i• has not yet published 
the data behind that claim. ~eyond any possible 
impact on humans, BST appears to shorten the life of 
the cow. Although milk productinn can rise 10 to 
25 pP.r cent "cow burnout" can cut r-eproductive 
life-spans by a third, he says. 

four biotechnology COlllpanies - Monsanto, 
Eli Lilly, American Cyanainid and Upjohn - have soent 
more than $500 million in developing the drug. But 
BST has been plagued by public opposition and 
r.ontroversy since field trials began in 1965. Last 
year 2,500 US supenn;,orkets agreed to boycott 
SST-produced milk. Until FDA approves BST for-
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general sale and use. which the agency plans to do 
early ne~t year, the suoennarkets say they will not 
sell the milk. (Source: ~.Vol. 345, 
24 Hay 1990) 

Japanese/US joint venture announced 

Consolidation within t•. biotect-nology industry 
continues apace with the ar .. 1ouncet11ent this week that 
US-basP.d Genetics Institute is entering into a joint 
venture with Ya.anouchi Phannaceutical C0111Pany ltd .• 
one of Japan's largest drug CCJlllPanies. The two-oart 
agreement involves the formation of a separate 
COlllpany for the coanercialization and marketing of 
Genetics lnstitute's genetically engineered bone 
lllOrphogenetic proteins (BHPs) in Japan, and the 
setting up of a partnership to support the 
developnent and cOllllM!rcialization of BHP's worldwide. 

As a result, Genetics Institute is likely to 
becOlll' the fir~t US biotechnology cQ111Pany to 
establish a direct narketing presence in Japan. In 
the aoreewients, Genetics Institute will retain 
world~ide manufacturing rights and US marketing 
rights to its BHP products, and will receive a 
50 per cent share i ·~a nrofits fr11111 the sale of 
its BHPs in Japan. ()ou•~~· ~.Vol. 345, 
24 Hay 1Cj90) 

C. RESEARCH 

Ethical dil!!!MlaS avoided by tests on 
ynfertilized eags 

A new way of preventing the birth of children 
with severe.genetic diseases, while avoiding sOllll' of 
the ethical difficulties associated with looking for 
genetic defects in fertilized huaan embryos, has 
been developed by researchers in London. 

The technique, developed by Harilyn Honk and 
Cathy Holding of the Hedical Research Council's 
HC111111alian Development Unit in London, would enable 
researchers to test t~e unfertilized eggs of a wOtlan 
known to be the carrier of a genetic def~ct. 

On 1 y ' .. 1or e eggs found by such a test lo be free 
of the dist?se-causing gene would be fertilized. As 
a result, this approach may obviate the need for 
diagnostic proc~dures on embryos. 

A separate group of research workers at the 
Hanners~ith Hospital in London recently announced 
that they had successfully tested eight-cell hu111an 
embryo~ for specif;c genetic diseases. They removed 
one cell for tests, without dainaging the rest of the 
embryo. 

Analysing the genes of an unferHlized egg is 
110re difficult, since it is a single cell - and the 
removal of its DNA would kill it. Monk and Holding 
have exploited the fact that there is a source of 
~xpendable ONA in a cellular element called the 
first polar body. When an egg cell matures, the 
~hr01110s0111es it contains double and then separate; 
one set of chro1110somes is then ejecteo fr0tn the egg 
a' the first polar body. 

If a wo111an is the car~ier of a defective gene. 
then the mutation will nonnally occur in the 
chr01110s11111e3 either in the polar body, or in the 
egg. [n other words, the polar body contains 
genetic infonnation not only about itself, but also 
_.!>out the eg9. 

The presence of the rnutat i 0.1 in the oo 1 ar body 
will indicate that the egg is unlikely to be 
carrying the defect, say the researchers. 
"Converse 1 y, ; f the po I ar body is nonna 1 , the eqg is 
probably defective and should not be fertilized." 

The only comolication is that a chrlMIQsomal 
rearrangement called "crossing over" 111ay have 
happened. rn this case, the polar body will have 
one copy of t~e defective gene instead of two. 
This would indicate that the eqg has a 50 per cent 
chan.:e of transmitting the defect "and again 
should not be fertilized," say Honk and Holding. 
At present, the polymerase chain reaction cannot 
distinguish between the presence of one or two 
copies of the 111Utated gene. (Source: ~ 
Scientist, 5 Hay 1990) 

Cephalon finds Al+heill(!r plaqye enzyll(!. 
synthesizes inhibitors 

After isolating the enzyine that causes 
fonnation of plaque in the brains of 
Alzhei111er's-disease patients, Cephalon, Inc. has 
designed inhibitors to it, whic~ it plans to 
clinically test within two years. Cephalon senior 
scientist Robert G. Si11an has purified to 
h01110geneity the "clipsin" enzyll!l' (Chyinotripsin-like 
Protease activity) that cleaves the a.iyloid 
precursor to the beta-amyloid peptide that .akes 
up a najor CCJllPonent of Alzhei11er's plaqu~. Si11an 
and Harvard Hedical School co-worker 
Robert B. Nelson found clipsin was three tiines 
1110re active in the brains of Alzheilll'r's victims 
than in nonnal neural tissue. 

Based on a partial "absolutely unique" 
~ino-acid sequence rr clipsin, Cephalon 
scientists have bio~ynthesized peptide inhibitors 
to the enzyme, which are effective in vitro at 
concentrations as low as 10 nH. (Source: 
McGraw-Hill's Biotechnology Newswatch, 
19 March 1990) 

Protein isolated that prevents infli!!!ition 

Synergen has isolated a protein that can 
prevent inflannation. The inhibitor might 
eventually be developed as an anti-inflannatory 
drug. The protein binds to interleukin-! 
receptors. If IL-1 binds to the receptor, a 
series of reactions are triggered, causing 
infla11111ation of the surrounding tissue. This is a 
factor in rheumatoid arthritis and organ 
transplant rejection. The Il-1 receptor blocker 
was isolated fro~ white blood cells. Decoding the 
protein's stru~ture has allowed implanting the 
proper genetic sequence in bacteria to produce the 
protein. Tests in rats show that the CQlllPound 
prevents swelling and inhibits cartilage 
degeneration resulting from injury-induced 
arthritis. The c0111pound produced no toxic 
reactions or clinically significant im111Une 
suppression. Human clinical trials will begin by 
end-1990. Even if the co~pound itself is not 
clinically useful, it should help with the 
develop111ent of other anti-inflannatory drugs. 
(Extr~cted from Scien~e News, 27 January 1990i 

Insulin gene identified 

A French research team has identified the 
structure of a gene sequence which contributes to 
the development of diabetes. The team frOlll 
Institut National de la Sante et de la Recherche 
Hedicale (INSERHl claims that post-~~~al diagnosis 
of the insulin diabetes is now possible. 



The condition, also called juvenile diabetes. 
is ore of the lllOSt frequent endocrine diseases 
affectina children. lts 111ain feature is atropny of 
the pancreas. 
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Studyin9 some 50 diaoetics and 73 ~on-diabetics. 

regenerate naturally. ail ~revious attempts to make 
the nerves of the central nervous system grow again 
have failed. The Swiss technique has so far been 
dewionstrated only in ani111c1ls, and the regrown nerves 
have not yet been shown to be fully functional. But 
if all aoes well similar techniques 111av be used in 
perhaps.seven or eight years' time to help people 
oaralysed below the neck or w~ist to walk again. 

INSE~H identified the 9ene responsible for 
sensitivity ~o diabetes, usin9 ONA amolification 
technolo9y. The identification could be important 
for prevention or cures of the disease and su9qest 
ways of identifying 9en~s responsible for other 
auto-i11111Une conditions. !Source: European Chetnical 
~- 7 Hay 1990) 

Gluti!l!lite receptor gene cloned 

Scientists at the Jonas Institute in La Jolla. 
California, have recently identified the gene which 
instructs the brain ~ells to synthesize a protein 
called aluta111ate receptor. The scientists hope the 
discovery can lead to a method of reducing the 
da111age caused by gluta.nate oversti11111lation during 
strokes. Glutamate is the 111ain chemical mediator in 
the brain and is believed to influence epilepsy 
seizures, strokes, learning and 111e1110ry. In strokes 
and sev~re epilepsy, damaged cells release glutClllilte 
in such profusion that it excites neighbourin9 cells 
to self-destruct. (Source: European Chetnical News. 
23 Apri 1 1990) 

Cancer gene 

The discovery of a 111Utant gene in lung tumours 
could offer new p~ssibilities for treating lung 
cancer. 

Scientists have long susoected that SOiie people 
;ave a genetic susceptibility to lung cancer. Now. 
~ teain fr2111 the Iinperial Cancer Research Fund and 
the John Radcliffe Hospital in Oxford have found 
high levels of a inutant form of the so-called p53 
gene in cells frOlll lung cancers. The p53 gene is 
normally a tU1110ur suppressor. The mutant appears to 
be absent from normal cells or other types of tUlllQur 
cells. 

The tea- believes the findings 111ake possible 
"new therapeutic approaches" to lung cancer. 
(Source: New Scientist, 31 Harch 1990) 

Gtn.t.1i.c link to alcoh -~ 

Researchers at the University of Texas Health 
Science Center at San Antonio (UTHSCSAI and at the 
University of California at Los Angeles are the 
first to demonstrate a specific genetic 
predisposition to alcoholism as reportP.d in tne 
Journal of the American Medical Association. The 
presence of a gene that serves as a receptor for 
dopainine - a chemical in the nervous system - was 
found in 77 per cent of brain tissue samples frOtll 
cadavers of alcoholics. This gene, 02 Dopamine, was 
found in only 18 per cen~ of tissue sainples 
collected fr0tn non-alcoholics. The researchers 
stress that not everyone with this genetic pattern 
is a candidate for alcoholism; and that other genes 
and environment may play roles in this disease. For 
more information, contact Ken Slavin, or 
Deedee Donohue, Dublin-HcCartP.r & Associates, 
5121227-0221. (Source: Bi oByt.u San Antonio 
Biotechnology News & [nfonytion, Apri 1 19901 

The growth of hgpe 

Scientists at the University of Zurich have 
found a way to make severed nerves in the brain and 
spinal r.ord qrow again. Althou9h most ~ther nerves 

Dr. Martin Schwab and Or. Lisa Schnell of the 
Institute of Brain ~esearch at Zur;ch. succeeded 
where many others failed by trying a new approach. 
Others have identified nerve-orowth factors. which 
sti'llUlate the growth of peripheral nerves, and have 
used them to try to 111ake severed spinal nerves 
regenerate. Or. Schwab and Or. Schnell discov- red 
that the reason whv this did not work is that, as 
well as natural growth-stimulating factors. th~re 
are also arowth inhibitors in the spinal cord. 
These pre;ent regeneration even when growth factors 
are added. 

Or. Schwab and Dr. Schnell 111c1de antibodies 
against the two nerve-growth blocking factors they 
found, using the 1110noclonal technique in which the 
antibodies are produced artificially in laboratory 
cell cultures. Then they cut nerves in the spinal 
cords of rats and grafted living cells from the 
cultures producing the antibodies into the site of 
the injury. The cut nerves grew again rapidly, ta 
at least half the length of the rat's spinal cord, 
11 millimetres. They found that the nerve-growth 
inhibiting factors are produced by cells ~urrounding 
nerve fibres, called oligodendrocytes. When these 
cells were heavily irradiated so the1 could not 
produce inhibitory substances, nerves regenerated 
even 1110re rapidly than when the antibodies were 
used. 

rt will be a while before similar techniques 
can oe tested on people. First it has to be shown 
that the new nerves work properly. Then it has to 
be shown that the1 grow in exactly the right 
places. Work on other species suggests that they 
will. In fish and a111phibia severed spinal nerves do 
regenerate normally. It seems likely that lllilllllals' 
nerves also have the capacity to do so, but that it 
has been 111asked by the inhibitors. 

The Swiss tea- is now investigating the 
possibility of using 1110lecules s111c1ller than complete 
antibodies in the hope that they would block growth 
inhibitors but be easier to use in treatinent. They 
are also planning to combine the use of antibodies 
or other blockers with growth-stiinulating 
substances, and "bridges" of tissue implanted to 
help regenerating nerves grow to the correct 
targets. Or. Schwab thinks there may be up to 
10 years to 90 before doctors could use such 
treatments with confidence. But the hope of helping 
some people out of their wheelchairs is there. 
!Source: The Economist, 17 February 1990) 

ttes11rch on aniMl genes 

Transgenic mice to test potenti1lly 
carcinogenic sybstances 

Researchers at t~e TNO Institute for 
Experimental Gerontology (the ~etherlands1 recently 
made a transgenic mouse which has a bacterial gene 
(lacZ gene from the E...._-'.Q]l bacteria) in all i~s 
cells integrated on a certain chrOlllOsome. The 
bacterial gene is introduced into the nucleus of a 
fertilized egg cell by microinjection. This 
injected cell is then implanted in a pseudo-pregnant 
mouse (a mouse which has 111ated with a sterile 
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l!lale!. The offsprino wi!l have a fra~nt of the 
foreign ONA ;n all t~eir cells, includi~q the 
reproductive cells. The foreigr. fra~nt wil! 
therefore also be passed on to future generations. 
ihe 1acZ qene is situated in a so-called shuttle 
vector and can easily be recovered and transferred 
to bacteria. 

One of the properties oi the lacZ oene is that 
it trans•orws a certa•n substrate Sl·bstance. called 
X-qal into a blue substance. So. ,f X-c;al is added 
to the bacteria's nutrient medium, this 
discolouration will point to the lacZ gene ~eing 
present. However, when the 111anipulated qenetic 
material of the lllOUSe has been exposeo to a 
carcinooenic substance, •iutatior.s will have taken 
place i~ the lllOuse ONA and therefore also in the 
bacterial gene in that ONA. This is 111anifested by 
the fact that after the lacZ has been recovered and 
added to a bacterial culture, there is no blue 
discolouration of X-qal. This can easil) be 
deteniined visually: the small patches of lysed 
bacter;a (plaques) do not turn bhe, but remain 
co1ourless. 

To test the effectiveness of the new lllethod, 
the transqenic •ice were exposed to different doses 
of the carcinogenic substance ethyl nitroso 
urea (fNU). After returning the bacterial gene to 
the bacterial cultures, it appeared that colourless 
plaques did indeed develop in the aniimals treated 
with ENU, varying frOll 1-3 per 100,000 plaques for 
the smallest ENU dose to approximately 10 for the 
largest dose. FrOll the reference animals only 
blue-coloured plaques were obtained. 

The tra~sgenic •ice offer great advantages for 
carcinogenic research. It only requires a few 
animals, because the frequency of t-lle 111Utations in 
each treated ani111al is approxiinately the sa.e. 
Consequently, there is a •inimu9 chance of 
overlooking a certain carcinogen because it did not 
cause any 1111.1tations. It is therefore not necessary 
to use 111any experiinental animals and/or large doses 
of substances to be tested for carcinogenicity. 

The TNO researchers believe that the 
application of the transgenic mouse lllOdel will in 
the long run contribute to a large reduct~on in the 
use of experimental animals. However, before that 
stage is reached, the reliability of this method 
will still havG to be tested thoroughly using a 
large n1191ber of known carcinogenic as well as 
1on-carcinogenic substances. 

TNO has reached an agre~nt with Hazleton 
laboratories Corporation, USA. giving Hazleton 
Laboratories the exclusive rights to c1>11111ercialize 
the transgenic 1110use model. (Source: 
App I i ed P11search, r~o. 28. Decetnber 1989 I 

Cloned lambs 

The quest to produce the perfect sheep has 
moved a step closer with the birth of the world's 
first cloned merino lainbs in the Adelaide Hills, 
\ustralia. Researr:hers from the sheep industry and 
Adelaide University have developed a technique known 
as nuclear transfer, allowing 16 cloned lambs to be 
produced from a single fertilized egg. 
Adelaide-based Australian Sheep Artificial 
Br4 '!ders ( ASAB) has 1 inked •1p with fa,.,..-.r-busi nessman 
[an Hclachan. and Haddon Riq stud at Warren, New 
South Wales, to further develop the technique. 
Together they have established the bioter.hnolo9y 
firm E~tech Pty Ltd. The company believes that 
cloning could be r:011111ercially viable within two 

years. following the success of the initial trial. 
This involved ;!llplantina 20 e-~s and resulted in the 
birth of two non-identical cJcne~ lambs fron 
separate experiments. A further 40 ewes have since 
been iinolanted. Nuclear transfer involves isolating 
~he cells of an embryo at the 16-cell stage and 
clacina them into unfertilized eoos which have had 
their ~uclei rl!lolQved. Th~ result-shculd be 16 
identical embryos ready for iinplanting into 
recipient ewes. Details from: Or. Alan Cotton. 
lllilnagin~ director, Australian Sheep Artificial 
Breede1·s. 288 Melbourne Street. North Adelaide. 
South Australia 5006. !Source: Biotechnology 
Bulletin, Vol. 9, No. 3, April 1990) 

Naked mole rats keep it in the fa19ily 

Genetic fingerprinting has shown that llellbers 
of a naked 1110le rat colony are so si•ilar 
genetically that it i~ as if brother 11eted with 
sister for 60 generations. Naked 1110le rats are 
rodents that live very 11Uch like the social 
insects. Zoologists have long known that their 
colonies are comiposed of close reiatives, but 
the degree of genetic unifo ... ity has surprised 
them. 

Two teaas of researchers hav bef"-n studying the 
genetic llilterial of naked 1110le rats. Hudson Kern 
Reeve and his colleagues at Cornell !JnivE.·sity, N@W 

York State, and Christopher faulkes and his 
colleagues at the Institute of Zoology in London 
have independently discovered the amazing unifo ... ity 
of naked 1110le rats. The discovery sheds iimportant 
light on how the society of naked 1110le rats could 
have evolved. 

Both research groups subjected naked !llOle rats 
to genetic fingerprinting. The te~hnique reveals 
individual idiosyncrasies in the structure of 
regions of DNA known as •inisatellites. 

Reeve and his colleagues at Cornell found that 
naked 1110le rats from a single colony have al1110st 
identical genetic fingerprints. This is very 
unusual for a population of 111a11111als. Rodents, such 
as mice, cuuld achieve such unifo ... ity only if they 
inbred for 60 generations. A colon~ of naked 1110le 
rats is, therefore, very llUCh like a clone. 

Faulkes and his tea. at the Institute of 
Zooloqy also took genetic fingerprints. But, in 
addition, thev looked for a variation in a diverse 
r:luster of genes known as the inajor 
histocompatibtlity complex (l'lfC). This is a 
COlllDOnent of the i1111111ne system. In ~any soecies of 
'llall'Mlal, individu~ls who are not r~lated will have a 
different genetic signature written in ~heir~
However. Faulkes and his colleagues found that 
within a colony of naked ~ole rats, all signatures 
are similar. Members of different colonies from the 
;ame qeographical area are slightiy different. but 
the genetic resemblance remains strong, suggesting a 
recent COlllllOn ancestry. 

These findings go a lon9 way tow~rd~ explaining 
the '!xtraordinary social life ot the mole rat, which 
lives in colcnies of 100 or so beneath the ~un-baked 
soils of East Africa. Breeding in the colonies is 
entire 1 y the preserve f)f a s i ".ql e queen and one er 
two r.onsorts - a -.-.alian equivalent of the royal 
castes of insect ;ocieties. The r~ining 1110le rats 
in the burrow suppress their reproductive urges and 
instead spend their time digging new tunnels, 
defending the colony against snakes and caring for 
the queen's offspring. These are often their own 
baby brothers and sister1. 
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The success of the na~ed 110le rat oives the li~ 
to the tradit;onal notion that inbreeding is alwa~s 
undesirable. As a result of the inbreeding, each. 
member of a colony carries the sc111e highly adapted 
cOlllbination of oenes - a state of affairs that seeins 
very desirable. - Yet there inay b~ a flaw in the mol~ 
rat's approach. If disease strikes. for example. · r 
environmental conditions alte;·, all inmates ot the 
colony are affected equal!~. Genetic variation is 
the r..aw inaterial or ~-uiution. after all. Without 
it, a population is condt!mned to stabilit~ in an 
ever-changing world. !Source: Nf!f Scientist. 
IZ "'1y 1990) 

Drvas indi;strx turns ani!!ils into "bioreactors" 

~ni-als ger.etically engineered to become living 
factories that produce useful dru9s or proteins in 
their •ilk onay soon become the tools of a new 
industry. Researchers around the world, in 
universities and in industry, are clai•inq to have 
produced valuable phaniaceuticals in anieals in 
commercially viable amounts. 

One company. Transgenic Sciences, a 
1 ife-sciences firm based in Massachusetts, said last 
week that it had altered •ice so that they secrete 
h~ growth horaone in their •ilk at levels of up 
to half a gram per litre. The company claims that 
its •ice. developed in collaboration with researchers 
at the University of "'1ssachusetts, show no adverse 
side-effects at all. 

Scientists at the company say they now ai• to 
scale up the techniques they have used on •ice. and 
apply them to rabbits to develop ~hem as "c111119ercial 
bioreactors". The company ~stimates that in just 
three years it will ~ave reached a stage where it is 
producing nUl'an growt~ hormone in rabbits at a third 
of the cost of the ~•cterial cultures used today. 
and in sufficient quantities to allow laboratory 
~rials. The c09!0any hopes to have gained appr~val 
for the process from the US Food and Drug 
Administration by 1996. 

John Clark, a leading researcher in this field 
b~sed at the Institute of Ani.al Physiology and 
Genetics Research in Edinburgh, has been working 
with a local company called Phaniaceutical Protein~. 
with a view ~o C011mercializing his research using 
genetically 111anipulated sheep as "bioreactors". 

Recently. the company tested a lamb grown froe 
an etnbryo injected with a fragment of ONA that codes 
for an antitrypsin, a chemical which can help in the 
treatment of iung diseases. Th~y found that the 
gene has bepn successfully incorporated into the 
lamb's genetic material. By the ti~ the lamb is 
lactating next year. they will know whether it can 
produce the drug in its milk, and at what yield. 
The company is confident t~at the sheep will produce 
high enough yields to be ca..ercially viable, and 
hopes to be selling the drug by 1995. 

When the researchers injected the s.-e 
c.lllbination of ONA, or genetic construct, into the 
elllbryos of mice, the resulting ani111als produced 
encouragingly high yields of •JP to 8 grM1s of 
the chemical per litre of milk. This is sOllle 
1,000 times as high as yields produced previously at 
Clark's :nstitute. The scientists believe this 111ay 
be because they have included extra sections of ONA, 
known as introns. into their construct. These were 
once thought to have very little genetic effect, but 
their presence now app~ars to be responsible for an 
increa;e in the yields of proteins for which the 
111ain gene is coding. 

Other researchers ha~e alreaJy tr•nsferred 
genes into •ice. shee? ar.d pigs wh"ch allow the"r 
new host to produce substances such as insulin, 
tissue plas•inogen activator (a blood-clotting 
agent I, and factor IX (a substance missinq in some 
ha...,philiacs). But in lllOSt cases. the amounts 
produced have been too s!!ill to be CQlllmt!rcially 
useful. 

Scientists at Transaenic Sciences used a 
standard technique of biotechnology to inject their 
fertilized lllO~Se embryos with the human gene that 
codes for growth hormone, along with the genetic 
"instructions" for secreting it. The technique. 
known as "•icro-injectionn. uses tiny needles to 
insert the forei9r1 qenes into the t!llbryos. 

The researchers inserted the altered t!llbryos 
into a female 1110use. Once these t!llbryos have 
been born and grown mature, they mate to produce 
offspring of their ooon. As t~ey lactate to 
feed their pups, they produce the ho1190ne in 
their ~ilk. 

Scie~tists at the CQll!Pany are not yet sure why 
their approach does not induce adverse side-effects. 
but believe it may be because they have target~ the 
extra gene so that the ~ice produce the growth 
ho.-.one only !n their 11a111111ary glanos. The 
researchers hope to unrzvel the 11echanis11S behind 
t~is lack of adv~rse side-effects with the hope of 
relieving the c0111mercially inefficient effects shown 
by cattle and pigs treated with growth factor to 
encourage them to grow faster, or to have a higher 
ratio of lean meat to fat. These ani.als often 
suffer from arthritis and infertility. <Source: 
Nev Scientist, 14 April 1990) 

ttouse !!Qde br!nas leukal!l!ia treat!fOt closer 

Researchers in California have developed •ice 
whose genetic .aterial carries an inserted fragment 
of human DNA. The fragment, long though~ to be 
associated with sOllle forms of leukaemia in people, 
appears to have the same effect in the mice, so 
confirmin? a genetic basis for the disease. The 
researchers say their ani111al IM!del of leukaemia will 
111ake it easier to study the disease and to test 
potential drugs to treat it. 

Scientists have known since the 1960s that 
people with SOiie fonns of leukaemia have specific 
chromosomal abnol"lllalities that can be detected in 
their bone inarrow. In such people, two c~romoSOllM!$, 
9 and 22, have swapped SOllle of their ONA; a 
relatively large piece of 22 bec0111es attached to 9. 
while a small piece of 9 joins onto 22. This 
translocation of pieces of the ONA results in ~he 
so-called Philadelphia chromosoee. 

Two fonns of leukaemia - chronic myelogenous 
leukae111ia and acute lymphatic leukaemia - have been 
clearly linked ~o the Philadelphia chrOlllOSOllle. 
~cientists now know that more than 98 per cent of 
patients with chronic myelogenous leukaemia have the 
chromosome, and it is pr·~sent in about a quarter of 
those who have the acute lymphatic fonn of the 
disease. 

The Philadelphia chrOlllOsone ~ehaves-differently 
frQfll 111any other translocations, because it is not 
simply a rearran9t111ent of genes. In the process of 
swapping, a co~~letely new gene is fon11ed, made up 
of a frag111ent of ONA frOtll a gene called~~ on the 
original 22, togethtr with a gent called i2J_ 
from 9. Tht COlllPOSite gene, ~. codes for a 
protein called pl90. 
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Until now. no one ~new for sure whether the 
'J@"e was implicated in leuka~ia. although the 
association between the Philadelphia chromosome and 
the diseJs~ was well known. Now Nora Heiste~kainp, 
Jc'n Grof&e" and theu· colleagues at the Children's 
Hospit3l of Los Angeles have studied a group of !O 
mice into whose qenetic material they had inserted 
the bcr/abl fragiBent. Wi~hin 58 da)S of birth. 
eiCJht of the Mice had died or were near to death 
with acut~ leukaemia - either in its chronic 
myelogenous fo,.. or as acutP lymphatic leukaemia. 

The disease was indistinguishable frOll its 
h1111an fonis. say the researchers; their findings 
"confi,.. the association of the Philadelphia 
chro.osome with leuka~ia in -an". White blood 
cells could be affectet• by pl90 at an early stage of 
developmient, the researchers believe, so leading to 
the disease. (Source: New Scientist, 14 April 1990) 

Spider silk 

A gene frOll the golden orb spider has been 
il!lplanted in bacteria to produce a high-strength, 
stretchable fibre for use in parachute line, 
bulletproof vests and clothing. The spider silk can 
stretch to 118 per cent of its original length. The 
protein produced by the engineered bacteria is spun 
into fibre by researchers at the US Aniy R & D 
centre in ~tick, HA. The econa.ics of c011mercial 
production of the f~bre are now being studied. 
(Extracted fr011 Cheiaical Week, 7 Harch 1990) 

Rcsurch on plfllt genes 

Better rice varieties 

Scientists are using genetic engineering to 
produce better varieties of rice by -aking exist;ng 
strains 1110re resistant to disease, drought and 
pests. A progrillllme to develop better rice variet'es 
is being co-ordinated by the Rockefeller Foundation 
to co-ordinate efforts worldwide, including in 
laboratories in third world countries where rice is 
a staple food. Researchers have for the first time 
-anaged to grow whole rice plants fr,,. protoplasts, 
a feat never before acc0111plished with cereal 
plants. [n a second major breakthrough, scientists 
have succeeded in inserting foreign DNA into the 
rice nucleus and that DNA was passed on to the next 
generation of rice plants. A third major advance 
has been the analysis of the entire rice genOllle. 
F•1rther refineinent of the gene map is needed, but 
S. Tanksley of Cornell University has indicated the 
probable areas of specific gene< on rice's 
12 (hromos011es. The inap can already be used to heip 
with conventional breeding of plants to provide 
desir~d characteristics. 

Tr~nh Ton That of FAO says conventional rice 
genetics has reached a plateau, and further advances 
will likely COllle frQlll genetic engineering. Rice 
prov.des 20 per cent of the world's food, in ten11s 
of calories. The Rockefeller Foundation has already 
spent S25 million on the prngraawe to improvP rice. 
and now spends about S6 million per year rn t~e 
project. !Extracted from Plew Vorlc Tiir.cs, 
6 February 1990) 

Mouse !!!ibs grown i..!L.Jobacco o li!J..U 

S(ripps Clinir. & Research Fou"datio" fla Jolla, 
(Al has developed a technology for growing mouse 
monoclonal antibodies !Mabs) in tobacco plants. 
Researchers cloned gi!!!!!j ANO~ i11111uno9lobulin 
qenes fro~ mice. Ear.h gene was injer.ted into 
different tobacco plants, which were cross-pollinated 

when mature. In 25 per cent of the tobacco progeny. 
the two 1110use genes combined to taake functional 
Mab~. l"liobs created by this pr~cess 11ay .1ct cause 
the i119111ne rejection problems in patients that often 
occur with nonial 1110use Habs treatinents. The 
process 111ay decrease product;on costs frOll the 
current SS,000/g to pei:+aps 10 cents/9. !~xtracted 
frOll! Genetic Engin~rina ~s. January 19901 

Slyshing plant cell 

!t is now easy for genetic engineers to create 
new varieties of plants oy transferring genes fr011 
one species to another. But the researchers' task 
could now bec09le easier. To keep track of the genes 
in transit. they need to make use of so-called 
~reporter genes•. These are genes that act as 
markers indicating which cells in the receiving 
plant have taken up the foreign D~ and are 
producing proteins frOll its instructions. Molecular 
geneticists in the US have found a new type of 
reporter gene: it causes cells to produce a red 
pigment which is visible to the naked eye, llilking 
the affected cells easy to detect. 

Researchers at the University of Georgia at 
4thens, and at Pioneer Hi-Bred International at 
Johnston, Iowa, used a gene known as ~. isolated 
frOll taa i le. It is a IM!llber of the !! f ami 1 y - genes 
that :ontrol the location, ti•ing and amount of a 
p·gment called anthocyanin that is produced in maile 
CF- . 5. 

The t~ retM>ved the non.al sequence of DNA 
't controls the rest of the gene, and replaced it 

w1th another control sequence which would a'iow the 
gene to -ork in all cell types. loin.:.-. ~:1ey 
introduced this altered gene into plant cells, t~ese 
cells produced anthocyanin and each cell turned 
bright red. 

The appeal of the new marker is that 
researchers can see the red pigment without any 
further biochemical trea~nt. If the tissue they 
are exa11ining is near the surface, they do not need 
to disturb the plant. Hany tests now used to 
identify genetically altered cells kill them in the 
process: others do not distinguish so readily 
between adjacent altered and unaltered cell lines. 

The researchers irtroduced the ~ gene into 
maize tissues by bOlllbarding thet11 with 
microprojectiles bearing the gene. As a genetically 
altered cell replicates in the developing plant, the 
biologists can watch a red streak grow. !Sou~ce: 
l~cientist. 5 May 11901 

~lter•d gene in corn passed to next generation 

Plan~ Science Research (l"linnetonka. MN) has 
developed the first genetically engineered corn 
hybrid that passes the altered gene to the next 
generation. The C0111pany has filed fJr a patent for 
its genetic technology and will apply for USDA 
field-testing perwiission. The COlllflany did not 
explain its technology or which gene was 
transferred. According to R. ~lees. president of 
Plant. Scienr.e Research. genes which may be of 
interest are those for tryptophan and lysine, whir.h 
would increase the nutritional value of animal feed 
r.orn, and the cow pea trypsin inhibitor gene ... hich 
offers insect resistance. Genetic engineering of 
monor.ot seeds such as corn has been difficult to 
achieve while maintaining fertility. [f the 
ter.hnology is applicable to other monocots such as 
wheat and rice, the company will have an advantage 
in the market. Plant Science Rese•rch is a 



:•1bsidiary of Biotechnica rr-tnl !Cambridge. HAJ. 
Tht: "or! d market fn~ corn jl'roduct!: i:; ~st iinated to 
be a1·ound S70 bill;nn. '.E•t-tctt'll fr·•"~~~ 
En('incerinq News, Harch :qCjO~ 

Sacteria ysed in "111aqic bullet" d!J!S1 

Geneticzlly modified bactt>ria are under 
investigation by a nUlllber of companies as a vector 
for ~ransport:.in9 Jrn9s to specific target tissues in 
the body. 

Wellcome Biotech's Jr. Gordon Oouoan described 
at a recent Biochemital Society meeting in the UIC 
now the COlllPany's scientists have been able to alter 
bacteria so that their ability to enter host tissues 
~ins unaffected ..tiile their ability tc multiply 
and cause dis~ase :s destroyed. 

Oou9'ln explained that the qenes necessary for 
proliferation of the bacteria can be re110ved so that 
they no lonqer have pathogenic properties. In 
addition, qenes which encode antigens from other 
bacteria or for therapeutit proteins can be 
introduced into the bacteria. In this way, the 
bacteria are rendered ha,.less and can be used for 
the •magic bullet• delivery of drugs. 

Some bacteria, such as S•l!!Qntllt, are 
particularly useful for delivering products to the 
illl9Une system cells, which they directly tarqet. 
This would be useful for products like 
interleukin-I, according to Dougan. 

Altered Stll!Qntlla bacteria have also been used 
to deliver a vaccine for diarrhoea diseases, while 
altered bacteria, which infect the respiratory 
~ract, have been used agatnst lung diseases such as 
whooping cough. Wellcome 8iotech is using the 
:11ethod to develop an oral tetanus vaccine. 

Wei lr.~'s scientists are attempting to 
identify the proteins on the bacterial cell surfaces 
which attach the bacteria to the target cells in the 
host. If the qenes that provide a blueprint for 
these ~ttachment and invasion proteins can be 
charactori~ed, Dougan believes it .. Y be possible to 
use themi to produce proteins that will deliver the 
drugs specifically to the cells without using the 
bacteria. <Source: Europffn Cht!!!ical News, 
ZJ Apri I 1990) 

Anlibodx genes rloned in bacteria 

The entire repertoire of an ani111c1l's antibody 
9enes can be cloned and expressed in bacteria, 
rather than in hybrid0111a-cell cultures, reported 
Richard A. Lerner of t:.he Scripps Clinic and Research 
[nstitute. The technology was developed jointiy by 
a group headed by Joseph ~- Sorge, CEO of Stratagene 
Corp., a privately held biotechnology fin11. 

Stratagene has founded a subsidiary, Stratacyte 
Corp., to c01n11ercialize the antibody technology. 
Stratacyte plans using the technology to develop 
therapeutict for cancer. autoi,.....ne and infectious 
diseases, to refine diagnostic tests and develop 
enzymes for 111edical and industrial processes. 

The bacteria-~roduced antibodies will ~ake it:. 
possible, says a Stratacyt• pr•ss r91ease, "to 
inexpensively screen and produce ~ure-hU111an 
~noclonal antibodies, •li~inating the probll!lll of 
han11ful i11111Une reactions in patients rec•iving 
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anilftcll-derived antibodies". In addition. the 
tompany states. the bac:eria1 technol~gy byp•sse~ 
tunour celli ano ani~3ls in producir.g ~ntibbdies. 
th!:S sdvir.q til!IC, exiJPrise and an; ... 1 -.acrif;c~. 
Strdtacyte plans t~ t..,rov~ t~e technology to aliow 
screeriinq of trillions of 1110nocl~nal~ instead of 
~iilions: thereby increasing the chances of finding 
rare, val~able 1110noclonals. 

The techniqce for cloni~9 antibody variable 
geries directly for expression was initially 
developed by senior scientist Gr~ Winter and his 
colleagues at the ~ical Re!earch Council's !HRCI 
laborator"f of P1ole .. .Jlar Biolog,. Cill!brid9e. UK. 
ihey created chimeric antibodie'.i ;,, .. ;:ich the 
specificity of a rodent antibod1 was transferred to 
a numan antibody. "Chimeric antibodies are 
promising for treating a w'.de ranqe of diseases, 
frQll cancer to infections." r!'I 1988, "in the first 
study to show the clinical effectiveness of chimeric 
antibodies," Winter added, he and co-workers used 
such antibodies, produced in ani11al cells, to induce 
rl!lllission in two patients with non-Hod~kin 
1,_ohom.. Winter expects this antibody. currently 
under evaluation by WelicOlle Biotechnoloqy ltd., 
Kent. UIC. to reach the 11arket by the •id-1990s. 

Despite the potentia of the new technology, 
Winter is cautious in his assesS11ent, particularly 
about the prospects of bypassing animals 
C0111Pletely. ~nother question is how well the .. ss 
screening methods. which are a critical feature of 
the bacterial technology, can be applied to a 
variety of antigens. Winter sees •a very big field 
opening up, but success will depend on the 
availability of good s~reening methods for the 
antiqen. The li•iting step is scr~ning, not the 
fusion. One of the advantages of ~xpression in 
bacteria is that it will encourage development of 
new screening -thods." (Source: HcGraw-Hill's 
8iotechnology Nc!<swatch, 15 January lg90) 

Btctcria QNA identjfication systf!! 

Shi11adzu Corp. has developed a bacteria 
identification process with gene amiplification 
technology and has d~veloped a clinical system that 
detects pathological bacteria quickly and very 
sensitively. This bacteria DNA identification 
system uses a reagent for directly detecting the DNA 
of bacterial genes to identify specific types of 
bacteria. 

With the conventional bacteria identification 
~ys~ewi (culture inethod), tests are conductP.d by 
culturing which takes tiine. so two to three days at 
least are required for sampling specimens frl)lll the 
patient and analysing the r~sults. Also, since the 
~esults depend largely on skill. the accuracy is 
rather unstable. 

The new systet11 uses a newly developed reagent 
that binds to a specific ONA sequence from a gene 
and attaches a flltlrker that fluoresces directly 
identifying the bacteri1111 strain. The tillll! required 
is Jout five hours, and testing is possible even 
when only about 100 pathological bacteria are 
present in the speci111en, so diaqnosis is quick and 
very sensitive. So far, reagents have been 
developed for eight kinds of fuod poisoning bacterra 
such as salmonella and Welch bacillus. 

The syste111 enables early identification of 
pathological bacteria, and pen11its optimum selection 
of drugs such as antibiotic agents at an early stage 
of the disease. Further details available from: 



'::1i-aczu C.:ir:;:;ra~ ;or. 
r".arket i "9 l\e!><?~rt.:1- &ud Pl :mni l'O Deot. 
I Ni sh; .1okyo Ki:w~i>~rc:-cho. tia~agyoku 

Kyoto 
lel .: 07S-832-llll Fak: o~S-811-3188 

(Source: ~. Hay 1990) 

Researchers are still trying to ascertair. how 
biological nitrogen fixation works, in an effort 
to develop new catalysts for illl!Onia oroduct1on. 
The c011m10nly used Haber process to convert 
atmospheric nitrogen into c11m10nia requires 
tetiperatures of 400-SOO•C, and pressures of 
250 at1110soheres. Biological nitrogen fixation 
occurs at nornal temperatures and pressures. 
Nitrogen fixing bacter!a have an enzyme 
(nitrooenasel that includes iron and 1110lvbdenumi. 
which are both transition ele.ents. The. initial 
step of transro,...ing dinitrogen to diazene 
!HzNz1 requires a 1reat deal of energy. 
Instead, biological systeias probably use 
molybdenumi to bind to one nitrogen of din1trogen, 
allowing the triple bond to the other nitrogen to 
break, thus freeing the second nitrogen at011 to 
bind to an atOll of hydrogen supplied by an acid. 
rhe second and third bonds also becOlle relatively 
easy to break, yielding ammonia. The reactions 
also generate a new dihydrogen <Hz> molecule. 

At least one type of nitrogen fixing 
bacteriumi does not use aolybden......t>ased 
nitrooenase, but rather a vanadi~ased 
nitroqenase. This produces three extra dihydrogen 
!llOlecules. Yet a third type of nitrogenase has 
now been discovered, which contains only iron. 
The nitrogenases •ight. in fact, all operate 
independently of the transition -etal that they 
contain. further research may soon unravel th! 
•ystery of how nitrogen fixation really occur~ 
(Extracted frOll New Scientist, 10 February 1990) 

Reuard! on Yi ra 1 genes 

HPV can cause cells to proliferate 

Humian pa~ill011avirus (HPV) genetic .aaterial 
can cause h11111an breast cells to proliferate 
indefinitely in vitro, according to researchers at 
the Dana-Farber Cancer Institution (Boston). This 
i~ the first tiine researchers have had a way to 
transfonn healthy breast cells. HPV has the sa.e 
effect on skin cells. The ONA frOlll HPV t··oes 16 
and 18 caused br~ast cells to grow for two years 
as they would in a benign tU1110ur. Further studies 
are planned to detennine if the cells can be 
inutated to make thl!tll cancerous. \Extracted frOlll 
Sd ence Pips, 27 January 1990) 

Various CO!!Qounds that arc specific. potent 
antiviral agents •qainst the hUll!Jn 
i!l!!!Unodcfic1ency virus type I have been 
synthesized uy researcners at the Katholieke 
Universiteit Leuven and the Janssen Research 
Foundation in Beerse, BelgiU111, and Spring 
House. PA. The antiviral agents all belon9 to a 
class of c0111pounds known as tetrahydro-imidazo 
(ti, 5. 1-jkl ( 1. 4)-benzodiaztpin-2( IHl-one and 
-thione derivatives. They can inhibit HIV-I, but 
have no effect ?n HIV-2, ONA OR RNA ~;rusei. The 
new r.0111po•mds contain a novel tricycl it; system in 
-hich 5-. 6- and 7-<11~ered rings are Joined 
together. SOllle of the derivatives can inhibit 
HIV-I replir.ation in r.ell r.ulture at nanOl!IQlar 
r.onr.entrations 20,000-30,000 ti,...s lower than 
levels t~at i111Pair ~he viability of uninfected 
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"uinan T.-m;i~ccvtes. Zido.-u3ine iAZT) inhibits H!'l-·l 
rep!icat•on ~t l level only 6,CDC ti~s le~s than 
i ··. cytotoxic concentrat: n. lhe safety margin is 
smaller yet for the '!XP'!ri•r· 'll antivir;il agents. 
DOI and DCC. All of the new derivatives have a 
(+l-(Sl configuratio~ at CS. which set111s to be 
~ecessary fQr anti-H1V-1 activity. !Extracted with 
per-miss'"" from Ch!!!!ical and Enginegrjnq ,;ew:;, 
5 February ·,990, p.p. 5-6, R. Oaga.. Copyright 
American Chemic;;.1 Society, 19·10) 

Chi111p vi r:n 

Qesearchers in Paris have finished sequencing 
the genetic material of an AIDS-like ~irus isolated 
frOll a chimpanzee in Gabon. 

Initial studies showed that the virus was very 
si•ilar to HIV-I, the first vir>Js identified as the 
cause of AIDS. It is 1DOre coimion than l-!IV-2. which 
is found mainly in West Africa. 

The details of the virus's genetic sequence 
will tell scientists how closely related it is to 
other viruses that attack the i11111Une system in 
humans and in other pr•inates. <Source: 
Ne• Scientist, 24 February 1990) 

American sc;entists have isolated the virus 
that causes what is believed to be one of the mos! 
lethal for95 of hepatitis in the third world. They 
are now preparing a test for the virus before 
developing a vaccine. The test .ay reveal whether 
hepatitis E is a relatively new disease in humians. 

Hepatitis is infl~ticn of t~e liver. It can 
be caused by chemical da.age, or by disease-producing 
organisms. Hepatitis A is an acute infectious 
disease, caused by a virus spread on eating 
utensils. Hepatitis B is a chronic viral infection 
trans•itted in blood and other bodily fluids, and is 
linked with a .ajor cancer, hepatocellular 
ca:~ina.a. Both are cOllllOn in t~e third world and 
can be identified in simpie screening tests. 

Hepatitis viruses other than A and B have also 
been identified. Last year, scientists isolated the 
hepatitis C virus and the D virus. both blood-borne. 
Hepatitis E is much more important. It is spread 
through water conta-inated with faeces fr0111 infected 
people. Hark Kane, who works for the World Health 
Organization in G~neva, esti.aates that it affects up 
to a million people each year. In Asia, says Kane, 
it probably accounts for over half the cases o; 
acute viral hepatitis in adults. Pregnant W0111tn are 
especially vulnerable; a fifth of those ~ho 
contract the virus die. lhe exact prevalence of the 
virus is unknown because there has been no simple 
way to test for it. 

Daniel Bradley, head of hepatitis research for 
the Centres for Disease Control in Atlanta, says the 
hepatitis E virus now isolated by his laboratory is 
larger than the other viruses and is not related to 
them. It was found in faecal sa111ples frOffl patients 
in Mexico, !lorneo, SOlllal ia, Bunna, and Tashkr.nt 1n 
the Soviet Union. The virus infected 111&caqu~S and 
was present in their gall bladders in large 
quantities. 

The genetic material of virus E has now been 
s~quenced by Genelabs of California. The ~iral 
proteins expressed by the cloned genes will be used 
to develop a simple screening test for hepatitis E. 
Public health authorities -ill then be able ~o track 
the incidence of inf~ction. 



The ~ext step wi 1 1 be~ vaccine. Bra~ley 
says 110nkeys iniun i :i:ed wi ~h a weilkenelj vi rt.is from 
one Qeooraphical location were orotected frOlll 
infection with virus from els~where, sugges~ing 
that it may be possible to develop a general 
vaccine. 

~epatitis E priinarily affects young adults. 
however, •hich nay show that it does not induce 
·'!;-v effe-:tive i...iunit·1. [nfection in childhooo 

.n;:Jht cc.us,;. p.;r~ iai i.lr'JI'; ~ ... ,.h;~h re;irs off to 
,>eniit re-infectio•• ;;, .;c!ui :~-ood. Th~s d'>eS no~ 
necessarily !!lean a vaccine baS"d on thP ._. 1 ., .. s .. : 11 
induce only parti~l innunity. 1here ~re ways of 
making a vaccine that confers 1110re innun1 ':.y th;;.> 
its parent organisn, says Kane. He says the 
tendency of hepatitis E to strike young adults inay 
not be a sign of poor i11m1Unization; it may lllP.an 
that the virus is a new disease. [f it were new, 
it would be relatively scarce so that people would 
not encounter it until adulthood. (Source: 
N~ Scienti!'.l, 24 March 1990) 

Ribozyines cleave AIDS virus genetic llliterial 

Catalytic ribonucleic acid 110l~cules, or 
riboz,.es, have been ~esigned to cleave, sequence 
specifically, the RNA of the hu.an 
i1m111nodeficiency virus {HIV). The work could lead 
to use of ribozywies as therapeutic agents against 
HIV, the virus that causes AIDS, or eventually in 
anti-HIV gene therapy. 

The research was carried out by Nava Sarver, 
section chief in the developi11ental therapeutics 
branch of the National Institute of 
Allergy & Infectious Diseases' AIDS branch in 
Bethesda, Md., working with John J. ~ossi, 
John ~- Zaia, and co-workers at the City of Hope 
Hedical Centre, Duarte, California. 

Sarver says Rossi is exper;11enting with 
111echanis•s for delivering the ribozywies as 
therapeutics. Their lllOSt potent application nigh~ 
be in gene therapy, in which an AIDS patient would 
receive bone .arrow cells enqineered to express 
the riboz,.e. Such gene therapy, however, i' at 
least several years away. (Extracted with 
pe,..ission fro- Chemical Engineering News, 
12 March 1990, p.6, R. Ba11111. Copyright Allerican 
Che111ical Society, 1990) 

Cell protejn enhances AIPS-li~e infection 

S~ientists at Southwest Foundation for 
Bionedical Research in San Antonio have shown that 
C04, a protein on the surface of human cells, 
plays an integral role in the AIDS infection 
process. This genetically engineered protein, 
currently being used in clinical trials as a 
therapy for AIDS patients, actually enhances 
infection of a related AIDS virus found in 
1110nkeys. In addition to using C04 as a pri~ary 
receptor for infection, these AIDS viruses can 
infect white b 1 ood cells thro•igh secondary 
sources. This discovery is expected to provide 
better understanding of how viruses penetrate and 
kill hU111an cells and will hopefully lead to the 
devel0Pt11ent of an effective AIDS vaccine targeted 
specifir.ally to these secondary events in viral 
infections of i11111une cells. 

For !!!Qre info['l!!ation, contact Ken Slav;n or 
Dee Pee Po'lil.l!llc..._Oublin-HcCartcr & Assocjates -
512/Z27-02ZJ. !Source: 8io8ytes San Anton;o 
Biotcchnglogy News & Information, 1'1arcn 19901 
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Restarch instn.imentttion 

Oiscr;minatign of i1191ature 1eukocytes with 
~1..ra I network 

H'~achi. Ltd. has develooed a technioue for 
C'icrim1na~ir7 Mature and irnnature leukocytes with a 
high degree ~t accuracy by using a neural network. 

Leukoc;tes in hUlllan bone marrow and other 
tissue consi~t of more than 20 different kinds for 
distributior. into the peripheral blood. The 
leukocytes remoaining in the hematogenous bone marrow 
and other tissue are known as ininature leukocytes 
and those distributed into the peripheral blood are 
known as mature leukocytes. 

In a healthy person, the distribution ratio of 
various leukocytes in the peripheral blood is within 
a fixed range; and when a change occurs in this 
distribution ra~io, they may be suffering fron s0111e 
disease. ~uch skill is required for exillllining the 
distribution of the different leukocytes and judging 
wheth~r there are ininature leukocytes in the blood, 
and such examinations are exhausting. 

The c11111pany conceived the idea of using the 
neural network, which is known to be effective in 
pattern recognition, and succeeded in developing the 
new technique. 

With this new technique, a blood s11ear is dried 
and stained, the leukocytes are magnified with a 
microscope, input into a TV cainera, then digitally 
converted. Next, the leukocyte nuclei and 13 
cytoplasm characteristics (such as area, 
circunferential length, colour tone, and existence 
of granules) are extracted to discriminate inature 
and innature leukocytes. The leukocytes in blood 
can be classified into 30 different kinds: 7 kines 
of mature leukocytes, 18 kinds of i11111ature 
leukocytes, and 5 kinds of artifacts (destroyed 
leukocytes, residual stain substances, etc.). 

The neural network serving as the syste111 1 s 
arithmetical unit incorporates a back propagation 
function for repeatedly acquiring learning to 
gradually minimize the error ratio. Evaluation with 
a simulator showed an innature leukocyte detection 
ratio of g1,5 per cent, previously 83.7 per cent, 
and accurate discrimination of mature and i111111ature 
leukocytes. Further details available from: 
Hitachi, Ltd., Public Relations Secretary's Office, 
4-6 Kanoa Surugadai, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo. Tel.: 
03-258-1111 Fax: 03-25~-5480 !Source: JfIRQ, 
May 1990) 

Heat shock stress protein probes 

CSR International Biotechnologies Corp. (8.C., 
(a~ada and California, USA) offers a wide selection 
of ONA probes and monoclonal antibodies specific for 
the individual heat shock (stress) proteins (HS?), 
some of which have a broad range of species cross 
reactivity. Purified antibodies against the 90kDa 
pr~tein and the inducible and constitutive forms of 
the 7Gk0a proteins are supplied lyophilized. The 
ONA probes are plasmid-based with inserts specific 
for the 27k0a. 60k0a, 70k0a (inducihle), 70k0a 
(constitutive), and two variants of the qOkOa mRNA. 
The reagents are available individually 11r research 
purposes or discounted when purcha<>ed in quantity or 
as the complete set of monoclonal antibodies or ONA 
probes. The company will be releasing additional 
HS?-based research tools against other stress 
proteins and an array of HSP-based expression 



vectors later this year. for additional 
infol"lllation, contact CSR rnternational at 
PO Box 2010. 9865 W. Saanich qd. Sidney. BC, 
Canada V8l 3S3. (Source: ABA 8u 11 et in, Vol. 5. 
No. Z. April 1990) 

New monocl ona I oncoprotei n antibodies for 
research and potential diagnostic use 

Utilizing expertise in the synthetic peptide 
aoproach to antibody production, Cambridge Research 
Biochf!lllicals has produced a range of murine 
hybrido..as secre(ing antibodies capable of 
specifically-targetting epitopes contained within 
the cytoplasmic and external dD111ains of both 
hUlllan EGF-R and c-erbB-2, and fr~ the 
nucleus-associated myc oncoprotein fa11ily. Tnese 
highly specific and sensitive antibodies have been 
characterized for native protein reactivity by 
innunoblotting, flow cytometry, irnnunoprecipitation 
and itmtunocytochemistry. In ·1iew of the perceived 
importance of reagents specific for EGf-R, c-erbB-2 
and myc proteins in the diagnosis and prognostic 
assessinent of various abnormal physiological states, 
the antibodies available from CRB may prove to be of 
considerable utility and value to those involved in 
clinical, diagnostic and therapeutic research. 

The hybridomas are available for licensing or 
purchase and the antibodies form part of a range of 
over 80 oncoprotein-deri~ed antibodies, peptides and 
kits produced by CRB. Ca11bridge Research 
Biochemicals Ltd. is wholly owned by Imperial 
Chemical Industries !ICIJ pie and is part of the IC! 
Biological Products business. In addition to the 
range of oncoprotein antibodies CRB also offers an 
extensive range of peptide antibodies, conjugation 
kits, synthetic haptens and eoitope scanning kits 
suitable for use in i11111t1nology research. for 
further information contact: Dr. Ian Varndell, 
Cambridge Research Biochemicals Ltd., Buttend End, 
Harston, Calllbridge CB2 SNX, Uk. !Source: ~ 
Bulletin, Vol. 5, No. 2, April 1990) 

Bacterial DNA identification kits 

Shimadzu has developed a technique for 
identifying bacterial DNA in five hours using gene 
amplification technolog:-. Specific reagents will be 
used to detect the DNA from pathogenic bacteria and 
label it with a fluorescent marker. Reagents are 
available for eight pathogenic bacteria. The new 
~its can identify bacteria in just five hours, . 
rather than the two to three days now needed for 
~ulturing. (Extracted from Japan Chemistry, 
8 February 1990) 

~satile controlled-release device for 
p_heromones 

Researchers of th~ TNO Centre 1 'r Polymeric 
Materials (•he Netherla1:rls) have developed a new 
type of dispe.~er for pheromones. Major advantages 
of the dispenser are the greater versatility 
compared with other controlled-release devices and 
the excellent protect.ion against chemical 
degradation of pheromones. 

Pheromones are chemical compounds used in 
intraspecific r.011111unication between animals. 
Well-known examples are the sex pheromones secreted 
by females to attract males for mating, trail 
pheromones and alarm pheromones. 

By identifying and synthesizing these 
substances, one can use them in environmental-
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friendly techniques for insect pest control. For 
instance, traps baited with pheromones are used to 
catch a laroe number of 11ales, leadino to a 
decr~ase in-reproduction. This method is ~nown as 
~ass trapping. A decreased reproduction rate can 
also be achieved by the so-called ":nale confusion 
technique": the atmosphere is permeated with 
pheromone with the aim of oreventino the males 
from locatino ttie females.· Traps biited with 
pher~ones can also be used for determining the 
presence, location and deoree of infestation. 
enabling accurate timing of spraying insecticides. 
Finally, using pheromone-insectide combinati?ns, 
one can minimize the amount of insecticide. owing 
to the fact that insects are attracted to 
pher01110ne-baited release systems that have been 
treated with an insecticide. 

To 11aintain an effective concentration of 
pherOlllOnes in air fer a long time. it is necessary 
to have a controllec-release device that prolongs 
ttie biologically ar~ive period in the field. 

nm researchers have developed a new type of 
controlled release system that has greater 
versatility C0111pared with other controlled-release 
devices. The release rate can easily be adjusted 
to local f~eld conditions by changing the 
polymeric fonnulation. For instance, Codlf!lllOne is 
fonnulated in a two-component system. The release 
rate can be varied by changing the fraction of 
these co.inponents in the formulation. The shape of 
the dispenser material can also be varied 
(granulate, rigid blocks. films. coatings). This 
new technique enables almost any pher0tn0ne to be 
formulated. 

The longer the desired field life of the 
pheromones, the larger the quantity of pher.omones 
that will be degraded ie.g. by oxidation and 
isomerizatior. if double bonds). Not only does 
this lead to loss of active substance, newly 
formed cOt11Dounds sometimes also have adverse 
effects on· pheromones. 

In the TNO dispenser several kinds of 
substances can be added to the formulations to 
protect the pheromone. TNO researchers have 
studied the effect of stabilizers (antioxidants, 
UV absorbers, etc.) on pheromone stability under 
both laboratory (accelerated aging tests) and 
field conditions. In this way they have developed 
a formulation with excellent protection against 
chemical degradation of these senstiive 
biologically active chemicals. TNO nas filed a 
patent application for this new ~ype of pheromone 
formulation. 

The researchers develooed a 
(Ont.rolled-release formulation for Codlemone 
IE.E-8, 10-dodecadienyl alcohol). these~ pheromone 
of the fr•Jit moth Laspeyseria pomonella. Field 
studies r.arried out by the Research Institute for 
Plant Protection together with TNO showed that the 
release rate decreased to only 50 per cent of the 
initial release rate over a period of four 
months. Analysis of the remaining material did 
not ooi~t to any chemical conversion of the 
fonnulateo pheromone during this period. 

Besides controlled-reled~· systems for 
pheromones, the TNO Centre •or Polymeric Materials 
also worY.s on formulations for other biologir.al 
insect control agents (viruses, repellents), 
pharmaceuticah and pesticides. (Source: 
~21!.l..itLRnu.lli, December 1989128) 



AutQ!l~_}_jQOQ revolutioni:es affinitx 
separation 

~IYGene Corp. has introduced the 
AutoHASS 1000. a (Ompletely automated membrane 
affinity separation s~stem that drastically 
reduces the t:me and costs of purifying !llQnoclonal 
antibodies and other biopharmaceu~icals used to 
detect, diaonose. and treat cancer, AIDS, and 
other diseases. Since their development :n the 
mid-1970s, monoclonal antioodies and other 
biologicals - new classes of medical weaoons 
derived frQlll the body's i11111Une ~ystem and genetic 
engineering - have been heralded as revolutionary 
new approaches to medicine. But this revolution 
has oeen slowed because, until now, purifying 
biologicals has been essentially an art: The use 
of HPLC and oel columns (the standard separation 
technologies), is costly, labour intensive, 
lengthy, and requires highly trained personnel. 
For example, it can take a senior scientist using 
standard technologies an entire day to purify just 
10 grams of pure monoclonal antibody. 

The NYGene AutoHASS 1000, the first-ever flat 
membrane separation instrument system, has 
transformed this labour-intensive, time-consU111ing 
task into a fast, easy, and reproducible 
scientific method that radically improves the 
econ0111ics of monoclonal antibody pr~duction. The 
coupling of AutoHASS's computer-controlled 
instrument with the core technology of 
NYGene's HASS (Hembrane Affinity Separation 
System) devices offers researchers and industrial 
manufacturers of biologicals unprecedented product 
recovery rates, process and purification cycle 
speeds, and ease of use. ~low, using the 
AutoHASS 1000, 1ne technician can reliably process 
and purify 250 grams of monoclonal antibodies a 
ciay - an efficiency improvement of 2,500 per cent 
over the standard technologies. 

RAt the heart of the AutoHASS 1000 is NYGene's 
HASS device. Introduced in January 1988, 
MASSR devices have reliably delivered yields of 
85-95 per cen~ and p•Jrities of 98 per cent + in 
hundreds of r~search and commercial laboratories 
in the US and abroad. HASSR achieves these 
results in a single four minute pass of solution 
through the device. (In comparison, the next-best 
separation technology takes several !!9.lu:1 to 
produce 50-80 per cent yields.) Protein A, 
Protein G. and Universal Affinity Membrane 
(available with a wide variety of chemistries 
useful to purify interleukins, interferons, 
grow~h factors and other biopharmaceuticals) 
MASS devices are sold in sizes rangiQg from 
1 mg to 1 gram and larger. Each MASS device is 
supplied ready for ~se, eliminating the elaborate 
set-up and time-consuming training associated with 
most competitive separation technologies. Any 
MASSR device (including MASS~ devices with 
chemistries yet to be developed) can be easily 
clamped into the A1JtoMASS 1000, giving NyGene 
customers the ability to change chemistries or to 
scale-up their production capabilities without 
having to change equipment or met~odologies. 
(Source: Cgmoanx ~ews Release, 2 April 1990) 

Ngn-isgtgpic oliagnucleotide label lino kits 

TYA new oliqonucleofide labelling kits, 
E-LINK and E-LfNK PLUS M have been launched 
by Cambridge Research Biochemicals Ltd. 

Each kit provides all the reagents, and a 
simple protocol, needPd to covalently label two 
oligonucleotides with alkaline phosphatase. 
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The E-LitlK PLUS™ kit contains lumi-PhosrM, 
a stable, highly sensitive ~heiniluminescent 
substrate. which produces a signal on X-ray film, 
wi~h r~~ults shown to ~~ equivalent to. or better 
~han. JP. The E-LHIK olioonucleotide 
labeilino kit contains no chemiluminescent substrate 
and allo~s the user to be flexible in their choice 
of substrate. 

Researchers without any cheinistry knowledge can 
perform the conjugation with ease. The procedure 
takes about one hour hands-on time. includino a 
simple chr0111atographic step using a pre-packed 
column provided in the kit which gives a purified 
conjugate ensuring optimal ~erformance. Covalent 
linka~~ reduces the background signals often 
assoriated with indirect labelling procedures and 
simplifies most applications. The protocol includes 
applications notes for Southern and Northern 
b1otting, dot blots, plaque lifts and in sity 
hybridization. The kits are available f~om: 

Cambridge Research Biochemicals ltd. 
Gadbrook Park 
Northwich 
Cheshire CW9 7RA 
England 

Cambridge Research B~ochemicals Inc. 
Wilmington 
OE 19897 
USA 

(Source: Company News Release, 29 March 1990) 

General 

~~ation "bo_Ulenecks" enhance a specllL 
genetic resoyrces 

Species that squeeze through so-called 
population bottlenecks may be better equipped 
genetically to respond to environmental changes, and 
are not impoverished as the standard biology texts 
state. This has important implications for 
understanding how new species might arise under 
natural conditions. 

A bottleneck develops when a population crashes 
because of some catastrophe, and then recovers. 
According to traditional theory, the process 
depletes much of the genetic variation in the 
populatiun, leaving the recovering population with 
less genetic equipment with which to adapt to new 
environments. Hampton Carson and Robert Wisotzkey, 
of the University ,f Hawaii cldim that this is not 
always so. They found that in fruit flies genetic 
variation can increase following a bottleneck. 

Their observations strengthen similar 
conclusions reached recently by Edwin Bryant and his 
colleagues at the University of Houston, Texas, who 
worked with hou~eflies. 

For more than 30 years the genetics of small 
and large populations has figured prominently in 
discussions about the origin of species, with 
bottlenecks always a r.onspicuous feature. The 
question at issue is: Are large populations more 
likely to make the important genetic shift towards 
sper.iation than sma1: populations? 

In the 1950s, Ernst Mayr. at 
Harvard University, suggested that there is too much 
"genetic inertia" in large populations ft.r 
-.peciation to occur easily. New mutation\ - the 
driving force of r.hange - would be swamped in the 
population mix, he said. But, if the popul~tion 
crashed. or if a small -.ub-population ber.ame 



genetically isolated from the parent pop lat on, 
Mayr speculated, then the genetic variat on n the 
small population would be released from ts nertia. 
and speciation miaht result. That was ones de of 
the arguaien t. -

Or. the other side. it was said that larae 
populations are more likely to undergo genetic 
change towards speci3tion. because ~hey contain more 
genetic variation as a whole. The population has a 
greater likelihood of responding to changes in the 
environment. Moreover. if you pluck just a few 
individuals from such a populatior., which is 
effectively what happens in a bottleneck. they will 
carry with them only a small oart of the overall 
genetic variation. So the small population has 
dimin;shed aenetic resources with which to ~ake an 
evolutionary leap when the situation demands it. 

The oosition that small populations inevitably 
have impoverished aenetic resources has become 
embedded in population genetic theory. "! think the 
reason has to do with the limited 1ower of models 
when faced with the great complexity of the real 
world," says Bryant. "!n making models of 
biological systems researchers are forced to 
simplify, and in simplifying out the complexity you 
sometimes distort the outcome," he says. 

The potential complexity of genetic systems 
makes the mathematics extremely cOlllplicated. The 
reason is that genetic variance comes in severai 
forms, the behaviour of SOllN! of which is only little 
understood. 

The increase in genetic variance appears, in 
part at least, to result from a greater prominence 
of rare, recessive and sometimes harmful variants of 
genes (alleles) in t~e new population. (Source: 
New Scientist, 10 February 1990) 

Are molecular clocks slowing down? 

Of all t~e taxonomic groups that have come 
under the scrutiny of molecular clocks, the primates 
have received most publicity. And it is among the 
proponent; of these molecular clocks that the id~a 
of slowdown has been debated most intensively. "You 
see slowdown wherever you look," said Morris Goodman 
of Wayne State University, "but it looks really 
interesting in the higher primates." 

In the face of counter arguments from his 
critics at the University of California at Berkeley. 
Goodman has long argued that a reduction in the rate 
of the accumulation of mutat'ons over •ime was 
inevitable. "In essence, the slowdown hypothesis 
proposed that over P.ons of time natural selection 
increased the internal complexity of life and. in 
safeguarding the new ~nd complex functions that had 
evolved, slowed the r-ate of molecular evolution," 
explained Goodman. From time to time, however, the 
pressure of natural selection shifts as oraanisms 
experience new e~~;p~~ments, ar.d the rate ~f 
mutation may increase dramatically for a while. 
But. overall. there will be a general drift towards 
lower rates through time. 

Here. then, Goodman is arguing for~ gradually 
reduced r-ate of mutation in the protein strur.ture of 
the organism through evolutionary time. But, he 
says, the phenomenon goes dee~er, to the level of 
the ONA sequence, even to sequences that do not 
dir"ectly code for amino ;icids. "The key pr~mise is 
that a majority of g~nomic ONA sequence changes ar-e 
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neutral changes hav;r.g littie 
phenotype," explains Goodman. 
~mutation rates should 
sequence change.·· 

or no effect on the 
"'Thus. decreases •n 

decrease rates of DNA 

But whv should rates of new mutation decrease 
throuah evolutionarv time? The ma;n reason is a 
fine-tunino of biochemical repair mechanisms that 
guard the fidelity of DNA replication. But another 
factor is difference in aeneration time in larae and 
small species. For instance, for every hu•an -
generation. mice run through 100 generations. ~nd, 
as the production of each generation is an 
opoortunity for mistakes to occur in ONA 
replication, you ex?ect to see a much higher rate of 
mutation in mice. ;here is. but it is only a 
five-folJ difference, not 100-fold. 

The reason that the disparity is smaller than 
predicted is that it is in ~he turnover of germline 
cells that replication errors are accumulated, not 
simply at each new generation. "There is a 
correlation between generation time and germline 
turnover, but it is clearly not a direct 
relationship," said Goodman. From this, you would 
expect the small-bodied (short generation time) 
primates to have a higher rate of mutation than the 
large-bodied primates (long generation time). A~ 
primates have tended to grow larger through 
evoluti~nary time, the lower mutation rate 
associated with these species would also be 
reflected in the group's history. 

By now Goodman and his colleagues have 
accU111ulated considerable sequence data about the 
primates, particularly data from various globin 
genes. In primates as a whole, the data show a drop 
in the rate of non-coding changes throush time. In 
addition, says Good•an, the studies "clearly 
demonstrate that markea nonuniformit;es in the 
accumulation of mutations ... have occurred in 
different primate lineages," ::aid Goodman. Rates 
among the small prosimian primates such as tarsiers 
and ~alagos are highest, with New and Old World 
monkeys clocking in about half this rate, and apes 
and humans about half the monkey rate. Completing 
the trend, the greatest slowdown ~eems to be among 
the human ancestors, the hominids. (Source: t!f!! 
Scientist, 10 February 1990) 

Smoking damages ONA in cervical cells 

Doctors have known for a long time that women 
~ho smoke increase their risk of developing ~ervical 
cancer. But the link ~as been unclear. Now a group 
of researchers has demonstrated that smoking damages 
the DNA in cells of the cervix, the neck iJf the womb. 

Penelope Ward ~f 5t. Marv·~ Hospital Medical 
School. London. and her colleagues looked at the 
ti~sue of women undergoing routine cerv· ·al smear 
te~ts. They reported their findings at the annual 
meeting of the British Society for- Colposcopy and 
Cer-vical Pathology. held in Sheffield. 

The r-esearchers suspected cervical cell5 might 
be damaged because previous st..idies have found the 
constituPnts of cigarette smoke int.he mucus whi(h 
coats them. Smoking could damage DllA in several 
ways. One way would be for 1t to cause ONA 
''adducts" - P.xt'"a r.ompounds - to form rJn the '}enetir. 
material of the r.ell. These ;idduc~s are products of 
the aromatic hydrocarbons in smoke which bind to 
OrlA. They ;ire an early step in the development of 
r,ancer. 



Proviouslv. re:earchers have detected adducts 
in •he ONA ')t cells of the lungs and placental 
• 'ssue ot smokers. rhose who smoked the most 
showed the most damage. 

~ard an1 her colleaaues studied :z women. 
They :-ieasuri:>d the quantities of DNA adducts •n 
tissue obtained from cervical smears. ihirteen of 
the women were currentlv smokina; nine had never 
smoked. · -

The non-smokers had no adducts or adduc~s at 
low levels onlv. Of the smokers. two thirds had 
levels of adducts in the same range as the 
non-smokers. but three of the smokers had very high 
levels of adducts indeed. ~ard and her colleagues 
now want ~o know whether these smokers are a 
subgroup of smok~rs specially at risk of developing 
cancer. or orecancerous chanoes. to the cervix. T~ 
•est this. they now hope to-look at adduct levels 
in patients with established 'nvasive cervical 
cancer. (Source: New Scientist. 14 April 1990) 

Advance in site-specific ONA recognition 

in yet another step towards a general chemical 
solution to the problem of sequence-specific ONA 
recoonition, ·hemists at California Institute of 
Technology ha ·e designed oligonucleotides capable 
of binding alternate strands of ONA by triple-helix 
formation. Caltech chemistry professor 
Peter B. Oervan and ~olleagues had shown previously 
that an olig~r.~cleotide containing pyrimidines will 
form a triple helix with homopurine-homopyrimidine 
local tracts within large duplex DNA by binding to 
the purines in the major groove of the nucleic 
acid. Dervan and postdoctoral fellow 
Oa.,id A. Horne have now shown that the 
incorporation of a-3'-3'phosohodiester. and a 1,2 
dideoxy-0-ribose linker permits construction of a 
pyrimidine oligonucleotide that binds to a stretch 
of purines on one strand of the ONA double helix 
and then crosses over the major groove to bind to a 
stretch of purines on the opposite side of the 
major groove. This ability to cross from one side 
of the major groove to the other overcomes in part 
a limitation on triple-helix formation by 
pyrimidine oligonucleotides as a general strategy 
for sequence-specific ONA recognition. Chemists 
may now target a much more diverse set of ONA 
sequences. (Reprinted wi~h permission from 
~cal and Engineerin~. 26 March 1990, 
p. 14. Copyright Amer;can Chemical Society) 

How '{east cells.!!!..Q.w when to divide 

What makes a cell divide? Until ~ow, 
binlogi~ts have not ~nown what tells a growing cell 
~h~t. i• must undergo the process of mitosis and 
split into two daughter cells. a team of 
r"seard1pr~ from Britain and t.he IJS b" l i "v"s d his 
the answer. [t has identified a protein that plays 
a key role in telling a cell that it has 9rown 
enou9h to spli~ in two. 

)er9io Moreno and his colleagues at ~he 
University of Oxford and Scripps Clinir: in 
La Jolla. California, have studied cultures of the 
yeast, 5r~fi.i,z_Q19~_!:'1!!1lll.LR.2..'!!'1..!:· The cell:; ?f thi:; 
organism ar" cylindrical ana they 9row by 
~lonoat•no their tips before dividing 1n the middle. 

The researcher~ noted that cells of~~ 
•.hat have a mutation in a gene known as r...!k_~ are 
unable to divide in mitosis. The gene (Odes for a 
protein called p80t!IJ;O.. The biologists have 
found that as S_,_it.o'!'!!e eel Is grow, the protein 
accumulates, together with its messenger RNA. The 
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~wo s~bstances reach their highest concentrdtion as 
•he cell begins to split in the process .,f mitosis. 

Mor~no and his colleaoues prooosa th3t mitosis 
is ir1~~~ated in a celi whe~ a critical level of 
pSoca L has accumulated. [n ':.his wav, thev sav. 
the orotein causes a cell to divide o~l; when i~ 
reaches a critical size. accordina to ~he 
researchers. if a cell sy~thesizes -~he protein at a 
different rate, it will underoo mitosis #hen it ~as 
reached a different size from.normal. ror example, 
if the protein is produced at a greater rate, this 
re!•·lts in smaller cells. In this way, cell 
division is co-ordinated with eel: size. 

The researchers ~till do not understand 
precisely how p80~ acts at the molecular 
level. but it aopears to activ~te a "protein 
kinase" enzyme known as p34~. The enzyme ac.ods 
a phosphate to the other proteins, and so regulates 
key proteins which are involved in mitosis. 

Biologists have found gr11tein kinases 
analogous to the yeast p3~ in the Xenopus, a 
toad, in starfish, and also in humans. For this 
reason, they believe that t~e enzyme is part of a 
universal control of mitosis which is co11111on to all 
eukaryotic cells, cells which have a distinct 
~ucleus in them. (Source: New Scientist, 
12 Hay 19g0) 

ONA fingerprinting questioned in criminal 
.tr.i.i.l.s. 

ONA fingerprinting is an unreliable method for 
identifying suspects in criminal trials. according 
to leading molecuiar biologists. For practical and 
theoretical reasons. the fingerprinting method 
cannot provide con,lusive proof that a person has 
co11111itted a crime. Hany are so skeptir.al about the 
reliability of the technique that they would not 
allow their ONA samples to be used in 
fingerprinting even if they were innocent in a 
cri~inal case. The scientists claim that the 
problem lies in the tendency of the ONA 
fingerprints to shift or stretch, almost like a 
pattern printed on rubber. However, even if the 
snifts did not occur, the patterns of ONA samples 
are almost impossible to compare and there is no 
basis for determining the probability that DNA 
fin~erprints from two people c~uld match by 
accident. 

The •Br started to analyse ONA samoles in 1189 
and offers the serv;ce to all US pol;r.e 
dP.part.ments. DNA evi denr.e .,as bt:en p.-esent.o>tt in 
hundc.>tts of r.riminal ._ases to datP.. The problem~ 
.. i~.h OrlA finqerprinting ~ro 110.-0 f11ndament;il 
th;in thi:> .. av that par•i(ul;ir l;ibor.:itorio<; 
ped1Jrm ~.he ana 1 ·1ses. 'Snurr:e: ~.le.'!....."._IJ..!:.~ ___ T_i_rne_s, 
:1 Januarv 1010) 

by Or. ~icholas Price. Department of 
Biolo9ical and Moll"cular Sciences. IJniv,.ro;d.y 
of Stirling 

?.-oteins are the most impo.-tant r.1a$S ')f luri" 
rnolP(ules fnund in naturl". A knnwledoe 1Jf •hp .. av 
their long chains assemble ;ind fold within liv1nri 
cell>, to bring certain parts of the chain ~11Jse t.o 
one ;inother, is not only a matter of 'unrlamenral 

• Jhis articll" firH appeared 1n Sp~~.t.r:.v~. 
No. 221, 1990/5. 



biological importance. A better understanding and 
control of the process has many practical 
applications and is vital to the economics of 
producing proteins by genetic engineering 
techniques. Work supported by the UK Science and 
Engineering Research Council is steadily going 
forward to discover the many factors involved and 
the parts they play in this most complex process. 

Proteins are made up of amino ~cids linked by 
what are known as peptide bonds to form polypeptide 
chains. There are 20 different amino acids, 
permitting a huge number of possible structurya0 f~r a chain 100 amino acids long there are 20 
(or approximately 1.3 x 10 130) possible 
combinations. Proteins that are biologically 
interesting range from about 50 to several thousand 
amino acids in a single chain. 

The huge variety of protein structures is 
related to the variety of tasks they are intended to 
do in nature. Some proteins, known as structural 
proteins, have fairly regular structures, which can 
generate the mechanical strength important, for 
example, i.~ beaks or nails, or in transmittin!! 
force, as tendons do. Others, termed functional 
proteins, have irregular, compact, globular 
structures and are meant to interact specifically 
with other molecules. Examples of the latter class 
include enzymes, which are natural catalysts; 
defence molecules, known as immunoglobulins, and 
carrier molecules such as haemoglobin, which carries 
oxygen in the blood. 

Levels of structure 

The structure of a protein can be defin~d at a 
number of IP.vets, as shown in the first illustration 

• ! see page 27). Primary structure refers to the 
sequence of amino acids in the polypeptide chain. 
Secondary structure refers to the way in which the 
polypeptide chain can form localized elements of 
regular, three-dimensional structure sue~. as helices 
or sheets. Tertiary structure refers to the overall 
folding of the polypeptide chain which brings 
var7ous parts of the chain close to each other even 
though they may be widely separated in the 
sequence. Finally, quaternary structure refers to 
the arrangement of polypeptide chains in a protein 
which contains more than one such chain (for 
example, haemoglobin has four chains). The 
three-dimensional structures of over 150 proteins 
have been found by X-ray crystallography, groups at 
Bristol, Cambridge, London and Oxfor~ Universities 
playing important µarts in this work. 

Although the structures of a large number of 
globular proteins have been mapped, the mechanis~s 
by #hich the structures are acquirP.d are much less 
wel 1 understood. In essence, the sequence of amino 
acids in a protein is fixed by the sequence of bases 
in the corresponding part of the organism's genetic 
store. known as deoxyribonucleic acid or ONA for 
short. The information in the base sequence of ONA 
is r.onvertP.d to information in the base sequence of 
a messenger r.alled ribonucleic acid, or RNA, in a 
process known as transcription. The RNA sP.quence 
infnrmation is then translated into protein sequence 
information. At the l"ibosomes, H.e sites of protein 
~ynthesis, suitably activated amino acids are 
brought in the corrP.ct ordP.~ to be joined together 
to form thP. polypeptide chain starting at the 
~1-t.erminus. In some cases the polypeptide chain 
undergoes subsequent modification: so sugar groups 
can be added to give glycoproteins, or the chain can 
be split by the action of proteolytic enzymes. But. 
in all r.ases. it is nece~sary for the polypeptide 
r.hain to fold up so as to form its characteristic 

three-dimensional structure. If the protein has 
more than one polypeptide chain the chains must also 
associate correctly. 

Hany proteins that are synthesized in one part 
of a cell perform their biological function in 
another part or may even be secreted from the cell. 
The movement of the protein product is called 
translocation; during this process the polypeptide 
chain may be modified. In eukaryotic cells, which 
are complex cells that have a distinct nucleus, the 
main store of genetic information is the ONA in the 
nucleus, seen in the second illustration (see· 
page 28). Transc~iption of this ONA takes place 
within the nucleus and translation happens in the 
cytoplasm. However, there is also a small amount of 
ONA in mitochondria, which are responsible for 
producing the energy currency of the ~ell, adenosine 
5'-triphosphate (ATP) and, in plant cells, in 
chloroplasts, the sites of photosynthesis. Hany of 
the features of the genetic apparatus in these 
latter organelles resemble those of bacteria, wnere 
the cells, called prokaryotes, lack a distinct 
nucleus. This fact has led biologists to speculate 
that such structures represent an evolutionary 
remnant of free living prokaryotic organisms which 
then come together to form the more complex 
eukaryotic cells. 

The ONA in mitochondria and chloroplasts has 
the capacity to code for only a small fraction of 
the proteins they need to carry out their work; 
most proteins are coded for by nuclear DNA and 
imported after synthesis in the cytoplasm. Some 
proteins are made up of polypeptide chains frOlll 
different sourc2s, one exal!lple being the chloropiast 
enzyme ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase (RubisCO) 
which catalyses the first step in the dark re?.ctions 
of photosynthesis, the incorporation of carbon 
dioxide into the 5-carbon sugar ribulose 
bisphosphate in the absence of light. This enzyine 
consists of two types of polypeptide chain, each 
present in eight copies. The large chain, known as 
the L chain, is coded for and synthesized within the 
chloroplast, whereas the small or S chain is coded 
for by nuclear DNA and imported. I shali discuss 
the assembly of thi~ complex enzyme later. 

Folding of eolypeptid- chains 

In an article in S~...10.n. I set out some 
of the current ideas relating to the mechanism of 
folding of polypeptide chains. In practical terms 
it is extremeiy difficult to study the folding 
process during synthesis of proteins in the r.ell. so 
the more convl:!ni ent experiment.a 1 .'tppr,,arh ;Jsua 11 y 
adopted is to study the refolding of proteins. A 
prntein is d~natured. which means i~ is made to lose 
i t5 r.haract.eri stir. three-dimensional strur.ture. by 
incubation with compounds such as guanidinium 
chl,,ride or urea; this has no effect on the primary 
structure of the chain. At a known time, the 
denaturing agent is removed, usually by dilution, 
and refolding is monitored by the regain of 
biological activity or the re-appearance of the 
original structure. X-ray crystallography can be 
•Jsed only to determine structure in the crystalline 
state; in solution, techniques such as fluorescence 
and r.1rcular dichroism can be used to give 
structur .. l information that is less complete but 
still valuable. The re~earch groups of 
Or. Creighton at Cambridge and Professor Pain at 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne have been very active in this 
type of study and, through these investig~tions, a 
general picture of the sequence of events in protein 
folding has begun to emerge (~ee third illustration -
page 29). The first stage is the formation of 
elements of secondary structure such as helices, 



sheets and so forth. a process dominated by the 
formation of weak interactions known as hydrogen 
bonds. In the next stage the polypeptide chain 
adopts a globular str•Jcture: the driving force for 
this process is the burying of hvdrophobic or 
non-polar amino acid side chains away frOtll water. 
This structure has been ter111ed a 1110lten globule by 
s0tne workers. to etn0hasize the point that the amino 
acid side chains have much greater 1110bility than in 
the final structure. In the third and final phase 
the 1110lten globule undergoes various structural 
adjust.ients to generate the final structure; the 
biological activity of the protein is usually 
regained in this final phase. 

Association of chains 

A research group led by Professor Jaenicke in 
Regensburg, Federal Republic ~f Geniany, has 11ade a 
detailed study of the processes of refolding and 
re-assl!lllbly of several proteins with 11111ltiple 
polypeptide ~hains. One conclusion from the work is 
that association of the individual polypeptide chain 
is highly specific. For example, there is no 
evidence for the formation of hybrid species when 
pairs of such proteins are allowed to refold and 
re-assl!lllble after denaturation (the conditions used 
for denaturation also lead to dissociation of the 
protein into individual polypeptide chains as well 
as the unfolding of each chain). The overall 
process consists of a sequence of folding and 
association steps; biological activity is s011etiines 
shown by the intennediate, isolated, folded 
polypeptide chains before association occurs. In 
any case, however, the association 111Ust occur when 
the individual polypeptide chains have folded enough 
to generate a specific recognition site and thereby 
allow the interaction with another chain to take 
place. 

A good !l!Od e 1 ? 

The question re111ains as to how good a 110del the 
refolding of denatured proteins is for the process 
of folding during the synt~esis of proteins in the 
cell. So~e evidence suggests that it lllay be a 
reasonable model, and that a n1.1111ber of proteins 
consisting of a single polypeptide chain are able to 
refold at a rate c011111En;urate with the likely rate 
of folding in vivo, which is estiinated to be 
complete within 10 seconds. In addition the 
recover; of biological activity on refolding is 
close to 100 per cent in several cases. However, in 
other respects it has become clear that refolding is 
not a perfect model. and t~is seems to be the case 
especially with larger and more complex proteins. 
[n these, the r~te of refolding is not as rapid as 
folding in vivo and the yield of active protein is 
often much less tnan 100 per cent. The main side 
reaction appear~ to be the formation of larae 
aggregates, probably through non-specific • 
associations between the exposed non-polar. or 
hydrophobic portions of individual folded units or 
polypeptide chains during the refolding process (~ee 
third illustration). 

There is no strong evidence that such large 
aggregates form during the synthesis of proteins in 
the cell, so it is necessary to consider how this 
type of side reaction could be avoided. One 
possibility is that during the process of 
translation the growing polypeptide chain begins to 
acquire three-dimensional structure, a process 
termed co-translational folding. From studies with 
model polypeptides it has been found that stable 
'>tructures r.an be form•d by chains containing 30 or 
fewer amino acids, and the rate of acquisition of 
such structures is much faster than the rate at 
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which the polypeptid• chain grows iesti-ated at 
between five and 10 amino acids added per second). 
Co-translational foldino could therefor• allow the 
growing polypeptide chain to fo,,. one or 1110re folded 
units in a defined sequ•nce from the N-tenminus 
.rhich would then discourage incorrect associations 
leading to the formation of aq9r•9ates. This ;s to 
be contrasted with th• refold'ng typ• of exp•ri.,.rt, 
in which the entire polypeptide chain is allowed ~o 
fold 'at one t;111e• with no specified sequent• ot 
events from one end of the chain. It is not 
difficult to envisaoe that if this is so, incorrect 
folding and association could h?~pen. 

Tne rate of fol"!lliltion of correctly folded 
protein in vivo can be accelerated by the 
1110difications occurring aft•r translation. Secreted 
proteins often contain disulphide bonds in which 
pairs of cysteine side chains are linked. Formation 
of th• correct disulphide bonds during refolding is 
often very slow; however. the.·e is an enzym4! known 
as protein disulphide isomerase which sp!!4Pds up the 
process considerably. Professor Freedman and his 
colleagues at the University of Kent, Canterbury, 
have helped to characteriz• th• role of this •nzym4! 
in detail. Other recent results show that th• 
addition of sugar units to the polypeptide chain, to 
give glycoproteins, may help to discourage incorrect 
aggregates fon1ing during the folding of proteins. 

Studies of protein ~olding and refolding have 
i11portant practical applications as well as being of 
fundamental biological interest. Advances in 
recOllbinant DNA technology have allowed th• genes 
coding for a nUllber of eukaryotic proteins to be 
express•d in prokaryotic systl!lllS. For exa111ple in 
work done at Cell tech. at Slough, southern England, 
the gene that codes for prochy11c>sin, the precursor 
of chyinosin, otherwise known as rennin, ha~ been 
cloned and •xpressed in the bacterium 
Escherichia coli. Rennin is an enzyine normally 
obtained frOll calf stOMach; it is used to curdl• 
•ilk in the process of 11aking cheese. Producing 
prochyinosin by this strain of genetically engineered 
bacteria is obviously 11Uch 1110re conv•nient than 
isolating the enzyine frOlll calf st1111ach. 
Unfortunately, a number of proteins, including 
prochyinosin, when expressed in ~. fon11 an 
insoluble aggregate within the bacterial cell. 
Recovering the d~sired prot•in(sl involves 
solubilizing th~ cell contents. usually with the 
denaturing agent gua~idini1.1111 chloride, and then 
allowing ~re protein(s) to refold when the 
denatura"~ is removed. This refolding step is often 
the most difficult and least understood part of the 
~hole ?rocess. Obviously. better r.ontrol nf it is 
vital to the economir.s of protein production bv 
rec omb i nan t ONA techno 1 ogy. · 

Tr3nslor.ation of proteins 

Because many proteins are translocated from 
their site of synthesis to destinations eith•r 
inside or outside t~e cell, several questions aris• 
about this process. first. how is a protein 
directed to its particular d•stination' Second, in 
what form is th2 protein d~ring translocation? and 
third. how is the protein assemb 1 ed to its matur• 
form' work over the last five years or so has 
helped to provide some answers to these questions. 

first, the dir•ction of proteins to~ target 
appears to be a result of distinct types of 
sequences of amino acids at the N-terminal end of 
polyo•ptid• chains, the first part to be 
synthesized. For proteins which are d•stined for 
ser.retion from th• cell, the ~equenr.e is generally 
15-35 amino acids long and, apart from a basic amino 



acid at or near th~ Pl-tenninus. there is a hioh 
preponderan(e of hvdr~phobic amino acids. Studies 
in ~he USA ha~e shown that this "signal" sequence 
directs a riboslllllt' to the surface of the endoplasmic 
reticulum llM!lllbrane fsee the second illustration! and 
then helps to thread the growing polypeptide chain 
across this 1111!9brane into th~ i~ternal space. or 
lumen. The signai sequence is removed by an enzymie 
within the lumien and the polypeptide chain is 
usually 1110dif1ed, for exampie by for"llation of 
disulphide bonds or the additi~n of sugar residu~s. 
prior to transport to the Golgi apparatus and 
subsequent secretion from the cell. 

Proteins which are destined for import into the 
eitochondrion also contain the appropriate 
tarqetting infor11ation in their N-tel"'llllinal 
sequences; there are different types of sequence 
for the di'ferent destinations within the 
eitochondrion (see second illustration). For 
example. the typical targetting sequence for il!port 
into ~~e inatrix of the mitochondrion contains a 
regular arrange111ent of basic amino acids with very 
f'!W carbuxylic acid groups. Once the protein has 
arrived in the inatrix the senuence is removed by the 
action of one or, in s<1111e Co~es two, proteolytic 
enzymes. Variations of the 111atrix-targetting 
sequence allow the other possible destinations 
wit~in the •itochondrion to be specified. Si•ilar 
tarqetting sequences have been found for proteins 
that are to be imported into chloroplasts in plant 
cells. How i11portant these sequences are has been 
demonstrated by a number of elegant experi11ents 
involving reca.hinant ~ technology in ""'1ich 
so-called hybrid polypept;de chains have been 
constructed. The hybrid chains contain a tarqetting 
sequence added on to the N-tel"'llllinal end of the 
polypeptide chain of a protein which would not 
nonia!ly undergo translocation. The hybrid protein 
undergoes the translocation specified by the target 
sequence so that a protein can be directed to a 
destination different from its nol"'llllal one. 

Relating to the second question. several lines 
of evidence point to the fact that the protein is in 
a largely unfolded state during its translocation, 
which 111eans the polypeptide chain can be envisaged 
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as being threaded through the appropriate membrane 
rather than being transported as a compact globular 
unit. So the C-tel"'llllinal portion of one of the 
polypeptide chains of the enzyme involved in 
svnthesizinq ATP in the 11atrix of the eitochondrion 
can be digested by an externally added enzy11e at the 
silllle time as the N-tel"'llllinal tarqettino sequence is 
being re.oved by the appropriat~ enzy8es in the 
~atrix. This clearly shows that the polypeptide 
(hain has an extended unfolded structure, traversinc 
both the inner and outer membranes of t~e · 
•itochondrion. 

With regard to the third Quest;on. the 
transition of the translocated protein into its 
final. ~1ture fol"'llll is the least understood part of 
the proces3. In view of !he finding that the 
protein is trans1ocated in a largely unfolded state, 
it is particularly puzzling that certa;n .. ture 
mitochondrial proteins cannot successfully refold 
after denaturation. We have shown that glutamate 
dehydrogenase. an enzyme involved in the metabolism 
of a.ino ac;ds, and another enzyme called citrate 
synthase which plays a part in the tricarboxylic 
ac'd or TCA cycle, are •itochondrial proteins of 
this type. Other workers. including Professor Ellis 
at Warwick University, have reported that the 
chloroplast enz111e RubisCO cannot be re-asselllbll!d 
after denaturation. 

Clues as to how the asse91bly process •iqht 
occur in vivo have recently begun to emerge. In the 
case of RubisCO, Professor Ellis and his group have 
found that there is a binding protein vit~in the 
chloroplast vhich forms a tight c0111plex vith the 
large (L) polypeptide chain of the enz111e; (the 
chain is 11ade within the chloroplast). The complex 
is known to be dissociated vhen ATP is added. 
Isolated L chains cannet refold after denatu:ation, 
but fol"'llll large aggregates instead. It is proposed 
that, in the chloroplast, L chains are released fro. 
the complex for11ed with the binding protein in a 
controlled way to allow the correct associations 
with the imported small <Sl chains to occur (as in 
the fourth diagram: see page 29). Analogous 
binding proteins have now been reported in other 
biological locations. 
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~bs against tetanus 

Qesearchers at the Morinaga Institute of 
Biological Science (Yokohama City, ~ana9awa 
Prefecture) have developed human llOncclonal 

• antibodies for tetanus. The antibody is available 
in six types and can be mass produced for clinical 
use. It neutrali~es tetanus toxin at better than 
0.001 IU/109 •icrogram efficacy ~r 10-lCO ti.,.s the 
efficacy of conventional globulin tetanus 
antitoxins. In addition, because the monoclonal 
antibody is not 11.1nufactured directly fro. ~lood 
like Qlobulin antitoxins. there i~ no associated 
threat of viral infection. !Extracted from ~ 
re~~nology Japan. January 1990) 

Arthritis dryq in UK trials 

Bio-Technology General Corporation has 
initiated a clinical trial ailled at testino the 
safety and efficacy of its recombinant human 
superoxide dismutase !SOD) in rheumatoid arthritis 
patients. 

The study is being co-ordinated at the London 
Hospital in the UK. The cc.,,any says the 
responsible clinicians have been at the forefront of 
clinical research efforts atte.,,ting to assess the 
causal relationship between the presence of oxygen 
free-radicals and the development of arthritis in 
the joints. 

The group has de1110nstrated increased levels of 
oxidation products a~ well as elevated amounts of a 
superoxide-generati~g enzyme, xanthine oxid4tse. In 
addition, the group has shown that the arthritic 
joint generates damaging free-radicals during a 
rest-exercise cycle. characteristic of reperfusion 
injury. 

[t is felt treat111ent of rheumatoid joint 
infl....ation with injections of the free-radical 
scavenger SOO directly into the joints niay prove to 
be clinically valuao:c ~i ~locking the da.aging 
effects of free-radicals. 

Although individuals with osteoarthritis have 
been treated •i h a non-human SOO (bovine) for 1110re 
than a decade in Germany. BTG says it believes its 
clinical trial to be the first ever to evaluate 
recOlllbinant h1191an SOD in the treatinent of rheumatoid 
arthr; tis. 

Meanwhile Synergen has discovered a protein 
that can block the effect~ of rheumatoid ar~hritis. 
fhe protein inhibits interleukin-I. which can cause 
the oain and swelling and cartilage decay of 
rhe11111atoid arthritis. [nterleukin-1 is normally 
involved in fighting infections. The newly 
discovered protein apparently blocks interleukin-I 
receptors on cells. Synergen says the protein will 
not reverse dainage already done by rheU111atoid 
arthritis. but it will halt progression of the 
disorder. Testing on humans could begin by 
end-l?QO. Synergen and Hoff111ann-La Roche will 
jointly develop a synthetic equivalent of ~he 
protein. 

The new drug ~iqht be valuable in treating a 
variety of i11111Une system disorders, such as 
diabetes, asth•a. lupus, etc. !Source: QI_~ 
Marketing ~epor~gr, 19 March 1990 and New York 
~. 30 January 1990) 
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Oryg found to treat Qsteoporosis 

~ drug sold by Proctor & Gamble's Non.rich 
Eaton pharmaceutic3?s subsidiary reverses the bone 
damage from osteoporosis, a disease suffered by a 
quarter or elderly WOiien, suggests a study 
published in the New England Journal of Medicine. 

The authors of the paper, from Sundby 
Hospital ;n Copenhagen conclude that Oidr~ 
!disodium etidronide) has a significant effect in 
prev~nting fractures ot the degenerative disease. 
The wor~. based on a three-year trial of 66 ..o11en 
suffering the bone embrittling disease. fo~nd 
patients taking the drug averaged a S per cent 
oain in bone llilSS while those on the olacebo 
showed a 3 per cent loss. . 

Etidronide is currently used to treat Paget's 
disease of the bone. However, the drug is 
believed to modify the dynamic equilibrium that 
exists of •ineral ~le11ents (such as calcium! in 
the bone. Minerals are continuously absorbed from 
and deposited in bone tissue. with the ti"le for a 
COl!plete turnover about three 90nths. The 
S(ientists believe Oidronel partially inhibits 
absorption. 

The study provides the first conclusive 
evidence that drugs can increase bone mass and 
prevent fractures in women affected by the 
disease. Current therapies for treating 
osteoporosis, such as hormone replacements and 
fluorides, tend to slow rather than reverse the 
deterioration. Both existing treatllents have some 
disadvantaqes, for example, questions over the 
integrity of the new bone. However, HRT does have 
some beneficial seco~dary effects. 

Norwich Eaton hopes the drug will be shown to 
COl!plement existing therapies and studies may show 
synergy. (Source: European Cht!!!ical News, 
14 May 1990) 

Hibs-drua rgduces septic shock deaths 

Centocor's human monoclonal antibody drug 
Centoxin significantly reduces 110rtality in 
patients suffering potentially-fatal gr~egative 
bacteraemia and sepsis, the cOl!pany's scientists 
intend to report. 

An abstract of a report, which will be 
p~esented to the American Society for Clinical 
[nvestigation, claims a 39 per cent drop in 
lllf>rtality rate compared to a placebo. ~oreover. 
in septic shock, a more serious condition, the 
mortality drops by 42 per cent. 

Last year. the rival US biotech c01119any XOtlld 
published trial results of its Mabs-based drug 
Xomen-ES. XOllla reported a simiiar reduction in 
mortality for sepsis, but published no resuits t~ 
compare efficacy in septic shock. 

Both drugs await approval in the US and 
Europe and the first launches are e~pected th1s 
year. The two drugs could be the first big 
~ellin9 Habs-based phan11aceuticals. !Sour~e: 
Europran ChC!li ca 1 rlr.os, 30 Apri I !!~90) 

IJS...lii!l...Uscribes oral insulin administrili'l.!l 

A•1 oral form of the protein insulin inay soon 
repla•.e subcutaneous injections for diabetic 
pati~nts. Scientists at the Medical College of 
Ohio have developed a way of overc11111ing the 



oroblem that insulin taken o~ally is broken d°"'n b~ 
t~e body's diaestive en~.-es in the Silll!e wa~ as 
other p~otein~ in food. -

Pro'essor Murray Saffran and colleagues have 
coated ins•JI in in get.tin capsules .. ith a waterproof 
plastic ... hich aopeaN; to orotect the capsule fr!J9 
destruction in the sta.ach and small intestine. 
When the capsule reaches the !araP intestine 
!colon,. naturally occurring bacteria break the 
plastic coating. allowinq the insulin ~o be released 
and absorbed. 

Saffran described his "°rk at the recent 
Biochemical Soci-ty m@eting at ~th. UK. where he 
~·plained that studies in diabetic dogs (made so by 
the r1!910val of the Pancreas) had shown the oral 
fon1Ulation to control blood sugar levels. 

9ecause the capsule takes SOii@ ti-. to travel 
through the ali-.ntary canal. Saffran explained that 
it ·~uld be taken about four hours before -.als. in 
~nticipation of raised glucose levels. He believes 
it will be suitable for insulin 4ependent diabetics. 

Saffran said that, although insulin 
administered thN?ugh the colon has a low 
bio-availability, the proxi•ity of the colon's blood 
vessels to the liver makes it sufficiettt to control 
diabetes. His team has studi~ the use of an 
adjunct (~thoxysalicyclic acid), a derivative of 
aspirin, to increase absorption. 

In contrast. insulin delivered subcutaneously 
enters the general blood circulation and only a 
small part reaches the liver. Apart from the 
advantage of convenience, the oral form iaay reduce 
ca.plications that occur from insulin in the blood 
~trea- acting on nuscles, causing hypertension, 
neart disease and kidney failure. 

The oral fol"lllUlation is different to the 
technique used by Cortecs, a London-based drug 
delivEry fi.,.. but the approaches lead to the sa11e 
effect. Cortpcs uses a •icrce11Ulsion of insulin in 
fatty acid and fat 1110lecules to protect the 
insulin. (Source: European Ch!!!!ical News, 
23 Apri 1 1990) 

IL-Z Products in Europe 

Cetus dnd Hoffr.ann-La Roche have agreed to 
co--arket their i11terleukin-Z (IL-2) products in 
Europe. Under the agree11ent, each will inarket both 
Prol-~kin and Rof-ron-A, respectively Cetus' and 
Qoche's products. in s~itzerland and all 
EC countries, with the exception of Oenmar~ and 
Greece. ~kin is approved for renal cell 
carcinOllla, and Roferon-A approved for various 
cancers and viral infections in most of Europe. The 
two companies are collaborating on the develoP91ent 
of IL-Z for additional indications. !Source: 
European Chemical Plews, 30 April 1990) 

TNF sycces;. 

BASF's Knoll pharmaceutical subsidiary has 
reported success in recent clinical trials of tU1110ur 
necrosis factor (TNF). Knoll claiMs that patients 
S•J ff eri ng f r0111 kidney cancer have shown a 
''substantially" improved recovery r-ate wt-en treated 
with TNF r.Olllbined with human i111111Jne syst.-i proteins. 
such as alpha 2 interferon. This combination ha$ 
resulted in tumour recession of 50-100 per cent in 
tr-ials conducted in Hamburg. Hearings on BASF'~ 
applir.ation to bui Id a plant to 111anuf.\cture TPIF at 
Ludwi9shafen are scheduled to r-estart soon. 
!Source: European Ch!'7r;cal News. 4 April 19901 
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Genex Corp .• Geithersbu~, l'td., sold its first 
thr-ee bottles of Adhera-Cell . a r-ecombinant 
bio-adhcsive ba~~d on the "~Juen that anchors blue 
:nussels to seashore rocks. The protein, which 
differs 60 per cent fromi the natural a-ino-acid 
sequence, is used by laboratories as a sur-face 
support for cultured, anchorage-dependent cells. 
Although it has not yet started clinical trials with 
this glue, Genex plans also to develop the engineered 
protein as a dental and ophthal•ic adhesive, a 
surgical suture replacement and for use in skin 
grafts. 

Two other- products are also being devel~ for 
!lledical applications: Anti-fluorescein SCA . a 
single-chain, protein~ngineered, antigen-binding 
l901ecule that contains only the non-antigenic rv 
portion of the antibody, is designed for 
cytochemistry studies. Concurrently, Genex is in 
Phase I trials with the recombinant 110lecule linked 
to a radioactive llilrker, as an imaging agent for 
colorectal cancer. Gamaaeind Fab Separator, ...tlich 
isolates IgG antibody fra~nts in research and 
scale-up settings by ~inding only to the Fe region of 
the target 110lecules, is being readied as a 
therapeutic. Genex says the cloned protein will be 
useful in aphoresis colUllll'ls to purify the blood of 
patients with autoi811Une diseases. (Source: 
f1cGril!f=Hill's Biotechnology Ncwswitch, 19 Harch 1990) 

First hU!liln amt-therapy trial gets first of 
sgvcn feclcral Pt!'l!issions 

Based on the success of recent gene-transfer 
experiments, the rnstitutional Biosafety Committee of 
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) has approved 
the first gene-therapy experiment involving h1111ans. 
If the protocol passes several other qovern.ental 
reviews, clinical trials in patients who lack the 
functional gene for the enzyme adenosir.• deaminase 
(ADAl could begin before the end of this 1ear. 

Under the proposal by W. French Anderson of the 
National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (MfLBI) and 
R. ~ichael Blaese of the National Cancer Inst'tute 
(NCI), the ADA gene sequettce ~ill be inserted 
in vitro into T cells r-l!WIOved frl)ll patients with 
severe combined i1111Unodeficiency (SCIO), a genetic 
disease caused by the body's inability t~ produce 
ADA. The transfonned T 1Y111Phocytes, grown in large 
numbers in the laboratory, will then be injected back 
into the patient's bloodstream to produce the 111issing 
enzyme. 

Anderson's team has alr-eady accomplished ~he 
first step - successfully inserting the gene in~ 
into the T cells of SC!O patients, so they would 
pr-oduce ADA. A major goal of the clinical trials 
will be to iearn how long the cells continue 
producing the missing enzyine, after being injected 
into the patients. 

Ander-son hao teamed up with Blaese and 
Steven Rosenberg of NCI to design a pr-ntocol for 
inserting a bacterial neomycin-r-esistance gene into 
tUlllOur--infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL cells) 
administer-ed to ten11inal cancer patients. This 
''IJOl!ne-transf"!r" experiment al lowed Rosenber-g to tra1.• 
t:1e TIL cells dur-ing the patient's tr-eatment. but 
otherwise contributed nothing to the transformed 
c-.lls' ther-apeutic effect. However-, before it could 
be conducted, IHH's institutional biosaftty COllll'littee 
had to be convinced that patients would suffer no 
adverse effects fr-om the r-etr-ovirus used t.o car-ry ~he 
r-esistance-factor marker gene into the TIL cells. 
Ander-son notes. 



ihe eventual safety and success of the 
still-onooina TIL experi~ts laid the aroundwork 
needed to proceed with the ~ide-tracked-AOA 
!Jene-therapy ~r;als. Anderson's new protocol 
duplicates as closely as possible the TIL-qene study 
desiqn. The Samt! lllOu~e retrovirus will be used to 
transfo,... ~he same kinds of r cells, except that the 
ONA sequence actually inserted in vivo will be a 
h1111an ~ne ~hat exoresses AOA. rather than a 
bacterial ~ne for neomycin resistance. 

If the .lOA ~e-th~rapy experiment with r cells 
succ~s. Anderson says he will finally returr. to 
his ori9inal concept - transfo,...in9 bon~rrow 
cells to produce norwa· lymphocytes over the 
patient's lifetime - thus, a pe~nent cure for 
SCIO. •Source: P!cGra~ill's Biotechnology 
NpsWitch. 19 March 1990! 

Cancer testing kits 

Cancer research has a :ong road ahead in 
developing ~cancer-testing kits". The i.,,artance of 
genes as being a factor in cancer development, and 
other genes that suppress cancer, prQlllPted the 
thought thit qenes could be a help in identifying 
people w•~h the highest risk of getting the 
disease. Testina kits. however, are slow in 
developing. partly due to problems in identifying 
the right gene. While about 50 genes that can cause 
cancer have been identified, just 12 have be.n 
linked to specific tU110urs that arise in h1111ans. 
(Extracted fr011 The EconC111ist, 23 February 1990) 

~rt dryg debtte grows 

r..., new studies are adding to the debate over 
which drug should be used to reduce deaths from 
heart attacks. Three products - streptokinase, TPA 
and '"Ulinas~" - art all vying t;:. supply this 
critical 111arket. 

The latest is a 180-patient trial ca..,aring 
S.ithKline 8eecha11's "Ulinase• (anistren~ase) with 
Genentech Inc.'s "Activase" brand TPA. French 
researchers reported at the American College of 
Cardiology that the two were basically 11atchcd in 
their ability to open blocked arteries and 11aintain 
the pU111ping function of the heart. 

According to SKB, the only difference found 
between the two agents in the study was in the 
fibrinogen level {clotting factor I: it was inuch 
lower in "E•inase'" pabents at six hours than in TPA 
patients, and is attributed to the longer half-life 
of "Ellli nase". 

r.enentech. however, considers this finding a 
plus for TPA. because bleeding c0111Plications can ~e 
1110re easily halted when the drug clears from the 
bcdy more Quickly. 

SKB also points to ease of injection as a plus 
for "Eminase". because delays in the hospital can be 
reduced by giving the drug in an emergency room or 
before the patient reaches the hospi ta I . ''Emi nase" 
requires a two-to-five minute injection while 
~treptokinase needs a 30-to-60 minute infusion and 
TPA a three-hour infusion. 

Earlier, a 111Uch larger st1Jdy found that 
streptokinas•. market•d by Hoec~st-Roussel 
Phannaceuticals [nc. as "Streptase" and by Kabi as 
"Kabikinase", was basically equal to TPA in 
prev~ting mortality. 

H~ver. this study is disputed as well. 
spe€;fically re~r-'ing when a supportinq injection 
of the anti-coagulant heparin should be injected. 
<n the stud~. ~~parin was not given until 12 hours 
after patients r-eached the ~ospital. ~nentech 
contends the study is flawed because earlier 
injection is called for. 

All three heart aqents have yet to be compared 
in a head-to-head study. although the !SlS-3 study 
now under way will atte-pt this with more than 
40.000 patients. For now, the most notable 
difference between the three is in price: TP4 is 
about S2.ZOO per dose, "Ellinase" is Sl.700 and 
streptakinase is around $200. 

,..anwhile. another new study published last 
~k in the ~ Engl;and Jovrntl of Hedicine 
ir.dicates a daily dose of aspirin can cut in half 
the risk of strokes in people who suffer from an 
irregular heartbeat. 

The study of l,244 adults found that asoirin 
cut the risk of stroke by SO to 80 per cent JmlC>ng 
patients suffering fl"Oll atrial fibriilation, a 
cCJmllOn heart condition that leads to about 70.000 
strokes every year. The research also discovered a 
si•ilar protection against stroke a11ang patients 
taking warfarin. a prescription anticlotting drug. 
(Source: (hf!liCil fkrketinq Reporter, 26 March 1990) 

Will !!Qnoclonfls out-do lisers in !!Qpping up 
rf!!!fnt catarfct cells? 

If D011inic Man-Kit La.i's toxin-linked 
monoclonal antibodies perform as well in vivo as 
they do in vitro, they will offer eye surqeons an 
alternative to lasers in correcting secondary 
cataracts. Acting as 1110lecular scalpeis, Lam's 
110noclonals - specific to human-lens epithe'ial 
cells, and coupled to cell-killing ricin A - will 
llOP up and wipe out the opaque .anolayer of cells 
that often grows back to cloud vision after surgical 
removal of the pri11ary cataract. 

Lam, who is founder and chair11an of Houston 
Biotechnology. Inc., calculates that with half of 
the •ill ion cataract patients requiring secondary 
cell scavenging, at $1,000 each, his antibody systee 
would confront a half-billion-dollar 111arket. At 
$100, it ''would be cost-effective, and hopefully 
viable comiercia'i 1 y'". 

Cataract extraction is one of the 1110st popular 
surg;cal procedures in the world, with lllQre than one 
million done in the USA alone each year, at a cost 
nf $2,000 to S3.000. In half of these cases. the 
f-w cells that the surgeon's instrURients ~annot 
rt!ach cre~p back to cover the interior rt!ar ~all of 
the lens capsule. At this point, Lc191 explained, 
i:urrt!nt procedure "is to blast a hole through the 
wall "ith a laser". This costs, typically. another 
Sl,000 and risks dainaging the retina or other parts 
of the eyeball behind the lens. 

If the antibody-toxin conjugate is instilled at 
the time of the priMary surgery, it eli•inates the 
need for a return en9aget11ent. by extirpating every 
last opaque epithelial-cell re111nant. Because this 
is a ont!-shot procedure. the 111Urine cQlllponent of the 
monoclonal would not risk i11111une reaction or 
rl'!ject ion. 

In many instances. the ophthalmologist insert~ 
a plastic lens into the ll'!ns cavity after removing 



the ori-.ry cataract. This already aopr~ved medical 
device can be coated vi th the conjuqate. as a 1110re 
elegant delivery approach than instillation. 

Still in the preclinical testinq stage. the 
ant;body-ricin conjugate has "proven efficacious in 
selectively destroying lens epithelial eel ls". 
(Source: Hc5raw-Hill's Biotechnology Newswatch, 
16 April 1990) 

Triton Biosciences releases two new ;anccr 
research products 

Two new 110noclonal antibodies are now 
available. for research use on!y. in detecting. 
diagnosing and monitoring the course of certain 
cancers, it was announced by the Diagnostics 
Division of Triton Biosciences Inc. 

The first. RB Gene Product Antibody (Hahl), is 
for use in studying the role of the retinoblasta.a 
(RB) gene in the pathogenesis of cancer, whilst the 
second. a mon9clonal antibody against HPV-18 E7. is 
for studying the role of hU11an papillomavirus IHPV) 
in c:alignant transformation. 

The RB gene was identified as the first "tumour 
suppressor" gene in the childhood cancer, 
retinoblastoma. Retinoblastoma occurs during the 
first four years of life. affecting about one in 
Z0,000 live births world-wide. 

Tumour suppressor genes are thought to function 
by suppressing the cel~'s ability to proliferate. 
When this regulation is removed through genetic loss 
or 111.1ta<ion of the gene. the cell is then able to 
prol;ferate uncontrollably, one of the 
characteristics of cancer. The loss or inactivation 
of the RB gene was established as the key event in 
retinoblasta.a tumour development. 

RB gene 11111tations have also been demonstrated 
in osteosarcoma. s111all cell lung carcinOl!a, breast 
cancer, bladder carcinoma and prostate carcinoma 
cell lines or humian tumours. Triton researchers are 
~xploring possible applications of ~he RB Gene 
Product Antibody (Habl) in these other indications. 

The RB Gene Product Antibody (Habl) has oeen 
shown to detect. by rad!~i!!!!!'~noprecipitation and 
Western blot analyses. an unphosphorylated protein 
of Hr 110 kD. An associated, less distinct, 
variable region of Hr 100 kD to 16 kD w~s also 
identified. which represents the various 
phosphorylated fonns of the RB orotein. 

Triton researchers established the specificity 
of the antibody by positive reactivity with bladder 
r.arr.inatna and norwial foetal fibroblast cell lines 
known to express the RB protein. Both Western blot 
and radioi1N1Unoprecipitation have been blocked by 
antibody readsorption with a synthetic peptide from 
the published RB DNA sequence. Ne9ative reactivit:t 
was detn0nstrated with a retinoblastOllla cell line 
known to lack the RB gene. 

Specific types of huinan papill0111avirus (HPV) 
have been shown to be associated with cervical 
r.ancer. HPV types 16 and 18 viral DNA have been 
deter.ted in up to 90 per c2nt of c!rvical carcinOt11a 
binpsies. Independent research has detnonstrated 
~hat the HPV type IS early protein, E7, has the 
r.apacity for r.ell1Jlar tr'1nsfo""'1tion, a function 
that may be of i111portance in the multistep 
progression of cervicAI cancer. 
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Triton's HPV-18 E7 monoclonal antibody has been 
shc~n to det~ct the HPV-18 E7 gene product in 
western blot and i11mUnoprecipitation analyses. 
!11111Unohistocht!lllical stainino performance on h11111an 
tissues as well as correlation of staining 
performance with ONA probe techniques is under 
investigation. 

The specificity of the antibody was established 
by positive reactivity with a bacterially-derived E7 
fusion protein and the expressed E7 protein in h11111an 
r.ervical carcinOMa cell lines containing HPV-18 
DNA. Neqative reactivity was shown with other HPV 
fusion proteins and with other cerical carcinOlna 
cell lines containing HPV-16 ONA or negative HPV ONA. 

The HPV-18 E7 antibody joins Triton's related 
research product. a 110noclonal antibody to 
HPV-16 E7, which was released in September 1989. 

Triton Biosciences ~nc. is a wholly-owned 
health care subsidiary of Houston-based Shell Oil 
C0111Dany. The company is focused on the development 
and c1111mercialization of diagnostics and 
phal'Wlaceuticals for cancer, viral diseases and other 
serious illnesses. (Source: CO!!!pany News Release. 
Hay 1990) 

AIDS vaccine gets FDA okay for use in US 

The US food and Drug Adainistration has 
approved nationwide testing of a post-exposure AIDS 
vacdne developed by D1 lonas Salk, who 35 years 
ago pioneered the polio vaccine. Dr. Salk's vaccine 
will first be given to about 6D people who are 
infected with the AIDS virus, but who have not 
developed any sy11pt011S of the disease. 

FDA officials say the new vaccine fllanufactured 
by Inmune Products Ltd. of San Diego, California, 
has already been tested in chi111panzees and about 
100 AIDS-infected people in California, which has 
its own AIDS drug testing proqranne. 

It is hoped the vaccine, which consists of 
inactivated or "killed" AIDS virus (HIV), will spur 
an i11mtUne response that will halt or even reverse 
the s?read of the deadly virus in people suffering 
fratm AIDS. It can take 10 years or longer frOlll the 
ti111e people are infected with HIV u11til they develop 
AIDS. 

The Salk vaccine is the third experi111ental AIDS 
vaccine FDA has approved for human testing. Sites 
9f the FDA-sanctioned tests. which will r•Jn for nine 
months, were not named. Last June. Or. Salk 
reported two HIV-infected chimps lost all signs of 
the AIDS virus after receiving his vaccine. Results 
nf early tests in HIV-infect~~ patient~ have not 
been made public. But researchers have asked 
California health officials for permission to widen 
testing to include 10 uninfected people at very low 
ri~k of AIDS infection. 

Or. Salk has pledged to be the first un1nfected 
person to take the AIDS inoculation. The vaccine 
carries the potential for infection if all the virus 
used is not completely killed. 

[n theory, researchers say one of the most 
effective ways to prevent the spread of AIDS would 
be through vaccination. But because of the complex 
'1nd rapidly mutating structure of the AIDS virus. 
most experts predict any vaccine is at least five 
years away. 



fests of a genetically-engineered vaccine made 
fr()lll an insect virus, produced by Hicrogenes~~ Inc. 
of West Haven, Conn., started in August 1987. wh;le 
8ristol-Hyers Squibb Company of New York received 
approval to test a genetically-engineered vaccine 
:nadl:' from the vaccinia virus in November 1987. fest 
results reported so far have not been impressive. 

Developers of a fourth vacci. e, made by Alpha I 
Bioinedicals Inc. of Washinqton, D.C., and Cel-Sci 
Corporation of Alexandria, ·va., were granted 
pennission by California officials to conduct human 
tests in that state earlier this month. 

Meanwhile, FDA is asking Bristol-Hyers Squibb 
Company for more information about an experimental 
AIDS drug following reports of six deaths from 
adverse reactions. The phannaceutical COlllpany 
confi"llled that drug-related infl;umation of the 
pancreas killed five of 8,000 AIDS-infected people 
who received dideoxyinosine, or 001, in a new 
"expanoed access" plan, as well as one of 
700 patients who got the drug through traditional 
tests. (Source: Chemical Marketing Reporter, 
19 ~rch 1990) 

Major development in AIDS drugs 

StnithKline Beecham (UK) reports a major 
developnent in a new kind of drug to treat AIDS 
victims. A similar developnent was reported by 
Upjohn. Scientists at both finns report discovering 
a nUlllber of COlllpounds that make the AIDS virus 
impotent in test-tube experiments. The researchers 
s•y the chetnical compounds are being used as 
prototypes for what they anticipate as a new 
category of drugs to prevent the HIV-1 (huinan 
i11111Unodeficiency virus) frOlll reproducing itself in 
~ells that have not been infected. The two drug 
finns, as well as researchers at Herek, Abbot 
Laboratories, Monsanto and others, are trying to 
find a chetnical that can thwart the work of an 
enzyme known as protease. (Extracted from ~ 
~t Journal, 26 January 19gO) 

Roche plans AIQS ~rug collaboration 

Hoffmann-La Roche and Genetics Institute are to 
collaborate on research directed at finding 
therapeutic agents for treating AIDS. 

The collaboration will focus on reverse 
transcriptase IRT) inhibitors, drugs which block a 
vital rnzyme unique to the HIV and without which the 
virus cannot replicate. 

The agreement binds the two companies to 
exchange technical infonnatian and contribute 
research materials, but fund their own programme. 
In addition, GI will have marketing rights to 3ny 
protein or biosynthetic peptide and Roche will nave 
rights to any synthetic moleculP aris11.q from the 
collaboration. Both companies will receive 
royalties f-om each other if a product is 
commercialized. (Source: European Chemical News, 
26 March 1990) 

French institute claims progr~ss with AIDS 
~.tl!!.e 

A potential vaccine against HIV has produced 
encouraging results at a laboratory in Paris. Two 
chimpanzees, each of which received differPnt but 
related inoculations, appear to be free of the virus 
six months after French researcher~ deliberately 
infected them with it. But Harr. C.irar~. the deputy 
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director of the Pasteur Institute. who ied the teill'll, 
warns that !llanv obstacles remain before the 
e~periments can be called a success. 

The search for a vaccine against HIV has so far 
eluded scientists, partly because the virus 111Utates 
rapijlv and - unlike other human viruses - comes in 
many different fonns that 111ake the body produce 111any 
different types of antibodies. So even if 
scientists could design a vaccine that could 
stimulate the body to produce one or 1110re of these 
antibody types in people, they m:ght not protect 
completely against infection. 

A second problet11 is that, once irfected with 
HIV. the innune system's cells fail to respond 
normally. So the best hope, says Girard, is to 
produce a very high level of innunity. 

The first chimp received three successive 
inoculations. First, Girard gave il 
genetically-engineered vaccinia virus - the basis of 
traditional smallpox vaccine - with an inserted gene 
fr0111 HIV. This gene 111akes the vaccinia produce the 
protein from HIV's coat, calle1 gp160, which, in 
theory, should stimulate antibodies capable of 
"neutra Ii zing", or engulfing, the virus. However, 
the chimp failed to maKe antibodies. 

Next, the French teillll gave the chimp a direct 
inoculation of purified gp160. This time, the dtilllJ> 
produced scrwe antibodies, but not the vital 
neutralizing ones. Finally, the researchers gavP 
the chimp a synthetic Feptide - the building block 
of prot~in - copied frOlll a loop in the protein coat 
of HIV known as VJ. This time, the animal produced 
plentiful neutralizing antibodies. 

Researchers already known that VJ is vital for 
the virus to insert its genetic aiaterial iftto the 
host cell. If antibodies can be made to attach 
themselves to the loop, the virus could be disabled. 

The second chimp received a different 
combination. First, it had a classical "vaccine" of 
inactivated virus, which produced only very few 
neutralizing antibodies. Second, the chimp received 
purified gp160, like the first animal. Again, it 
produced some antibodies, but few neutralizing 
ones. Final 1y, the second chimp also received the 
synthetic peptide frOlll VJ. This animal, too, 
produced plenty of neutralizing antibodies. 

Both anim;ils then received live HI'/ into their 
bloodstream. Six ~onths later, the researchers have 
been unable to find any trace of the virus either 
in their lymph nodes or by amplifying the ONA from 
their i:ells •Jsing the polymerase chain reaction 
tei:hn1que. This suggests that the inoculations have 
protected them - so far at least. Two control 
animals injected with HIV have developed symptoms. 

However, Girard stresses the problems that 
remain. It is still possible that the animals are 
infected but that the team has failed to pick up 
signs of the virus. Secondly, and the biggest 
problem, the researchers do not know which 
inoculation or combination of inoculations has 
provided the apparent protection. Theoretically, 
ea~h in1culation or combination of them should have 
been tested separately on separate animals but this 
is impractical, says Girard: the o1nimals cost 
S40,000 each and are hard to come by. 

The P~steur Institute and its offshoot 
Pasteur Vaccines, which did much of the work, are 



collaborating with the company Transgene ;n france 
and other centres in the US. Girard olans to trv 
to r~peat the tests and find out the role of V3.· 
If this is successful. he will apply for 
permission to test the peptide in people. 
(Source: New Scientist, 5 May 19901 

Roche. Miles ~ee AIDS advances on two fronts 

Research scientists ~ave reported two 
advances in therapies which may potentially be 
used to treat AIDS. 

British scientists. i~cluding a team from 
Switzerland's Hoffmann-La Roche & Co., said they 
have synthesi~ed more than a dozen new proteinase 
inhibitors. Proteinase is an enzyme by which the 
AIDS virus reproduces itself and numerous drug 
companies have focused their AIDS research 
on developing molecules to block the enzyme's 
action. 

The British team claims their proteinase 
inhibitors are "of considerably enhanced potency", 
and potP.ntially less toxic than other reported 
inhibitors. 

The second report focuses on a calcium 
channel blocker, ni1110dipine, sold by Hiles Inc. 
under the na11e "Ni111<1top". A team of neurological 
researchers, studying the effects of AIDS on 
calcium build-up in the brain have suggested thi~ 
build-up is how the virus damages nerve cells and 
may underlie the detnentia afflicting about 
two thirds of AIDS patients. 

Though the researchers said their theory of 
the virus-induced calcium build-up and nerve 
damage is yet unproven, the experiments suggest 
further experiments should be done, aimed at 
eventualiy testing nimodipine on AIDS patients. 
(Source: Ch!!!!!ical Marketing Reporter, 
23 April 1990) 

Oral doses of alpha interferon absorbed 
through the mouth can alleviate symptQ!!s of AIDS, 
according to D. K. Koech of the Kenyan Medical 
Research institute (Nairobi). Interferon is 
normally not given orally because of the belief 
that it would be destroyed by the acids in the 
stomach. Koech claims, however, that wafers 
impregnated with alpha interferon can alleviate 
AIDS symptoms within weeks, restoring appetite, 
and reducing fever, fatigue, fungal infections, 
diarrhoea and swollen lymph nodes. Symptoms were 
alleviated within five weeks in all 99 patients 
tested. Other experts are skeptical that the 
treatment works. Injections of far higher doses 
of interferon have previously been ineffective. 
Further ~tudies of the oral therapy will be 
r.onducted in the US and by WHO in several other 
nations. The longest any patient has been treated 
so far is six months. CD4 lymphocyte counts rose 
sharply. 

.J. H. Cu111111ins of Amari Tio Cell Cultur"! says 
that animal studies on other diseases nav"! offered 
some supporl for the effectiveness of oral 
interferon therapy. J. M. Hassett of Mount Sinai 
Hospital (Hew York, NY) says h"! doubts that the 
henefits of oral interferon will be as great as 
described by Or. Koech, but even if the therapy 
only improves appetite or reduces fatigue, it will 
still be very useful. Trials at Mount Sinai on 
35 patients could begin in May 1990. <Extracted 
from New York Times, 4 April 1990) 
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Trials ;,ontinue on experimental ~IDS dryg 

Project Inform, a San "rancisco group, has been 
given permission by fDA to continue its clinical 
trials of compound Q. an experimental AIDS drug. In 
1989 a doctor at San Francisco General Hospital 
announced that the drug, which is derived from 
cucumber ~oot, kills AIDS-infected iinnune system 
scavenger cells but does not hurt uninfected cells. 
The report generated a great deal of excitement 
among peop 1 e with AIDS ant their advocates. Project 
Inform began importing compound Q from China for 
secret trials. Advocates for AIDS patients say the 
move was necessary in light of government 
regulations they regard as excessive. But when 
three people involved in the compound O trials died, 
fDA took steps to block further testing. Some AIDS 
researct.ers are criticizing FDA's decision to allow 
the compound Q trials to resume. They accuse the 
agency of caving in to pressure from AIDS patient 
support groups and backing away from its 
responsibilities. FDA counters that it is simply 
trying to bring the compound Q trials into the 
f~rmal clinical trials process. The new study will 
be done by the Salle private physicians who were 
involved in the secret trials. Genelabs, a 
subsidiary of Sandoz Pharmaceuticals, will supply a 
synthetic form of compound Q. (Extracted fra11 !:!f!! 
York Times. 9 March 19901 

livestock iPPlications 

What to do with an animal maP 
Cattle will likely be the first farm animals 

for which researchers produce a genetic map. And 
although many of the participants at the recent 
Banbury Center meeting talk of the benefits of a 
cattle 11ap in terms of dollars per steak, Alan Teale 
of the International Laboratory for Research on 
Animal Diseases in Nairobi has a different use in 
mind for the map, whenever it is done. 

Teale does not want to produce a leaner steak. 
Rather, he wants to provide food for a protein-poor 
region of Africa. To do so, he wants to track down 
the genes that control resistance to trypanosomosis, 
better known as sleeping sickness. 

Because of this tsetse-borne disease, some 
10 million square kilometres in Africa are 
unsuitable for cattle. Eradicating the tsetse fly 
will be difficult if not impossible, and prospects 
for a vaccine are dim, says Teale. Short of those 
two ootions, resistant cattle would be a tremendous 
boon. Teale considers them "a backstop that might 
save you from catastrophe". 

One breed of cattle. the ~l'Oama, are resistant 
to the parasite, but thet are scrawny and are poor 
milk producers. Teale wants to use the genetic map 
now being developed by James Wo~ak of Texas A&M 
University and others to find markers associated 
with the resistance so that he can introduce it into 
the popular Boran breed, though he admits at the 
outset that he tias "absolutely no idea how many 
genes are involved". 

Although the cow genetic map has been oarnering 
the most attention ~o far, pig maps may welf be 
next. ~t the University of Illinois, Larry Sr.hook. 
~arris Lewin, David Mr.Lar9n and Matthew Wheeler ar"! 
just starting to look for markers with a grant from 
the National Pork Producers Council. They want to 
find the genes that control the huge litter ~ize in 
the Chinese pig, a fat, homely animal reminiscent of 



a Shar-?ei dog. The Chinese pig has ZO or SJ 
piglets per litter, as opoosed to eight or ten in 
the litters of domestic animals. but the meat is too 
fattv. If the group can find markers close to the 
genes. then they can select for tnem to breed the 
larae-litter trait into the domestic pia. (Source: 
S:ience, Vol. 248. p. ssz. 4 May 1990! -

Sericulture labour-soving technology using 
plant hormone 

Oaicel Chemical Industries ltd-, and the 
National Institute of Sericultural and Entomologicai 
Science have jointly developed a ttchnology for 
stimulating silkworms to move up to their cocooning 
frames by using a plant hormone. 

A cocooning frame is a corrugated board frame 
partitioned into square compartments the size of a 
photographic film box. Silkworms about to produce 
cocoons move up to this frame to do so. This is an 
important process in sericulture, but since it 1111.1st 
be accomplished w~thin one or two days, this has 
been a major problem in large-scale sericulture and 
for achieving labour-saving in the trade. 

~cdysone was discovered in Japan in 1944, 
extracted in Germany in 1954, and its structure was 
elucidated in 1964. Feeding silkwonns this hormone 
is known to stimulate them into moving up into the 
cocooning frame. This hormone, extracted fr0tn 
insects, is very costly, so it is not used in 
sericulture. 

Daicel Chemical Industries and the University 
of California, Berkeley (USA) discovered that the 
roots of Vitex strickeri, an indigenous African 
shrub, contain a high concentration ofjl-(!cdysone 
and established a technology for economically 
extracting the substance. At the same time, the 
comoany developed a technology jointly with the 
National Institute of Sericultural and Entomological 
Science for applying the substance to sericulture. 

In experiments at the institute, it was 
confirmed that whereas or.ly 80 per cent of the 
silkworms not doped with.'.>-ecdysone climbed into the 
cocooning frame in 40 hours, those that were fed 
with leaves sprayed with 10 ppm of the substance all 
climbed into the cocooning frame in 20 hours. As a 
result, the work of moving the silkworms into thP 
cocooning frame has been conspicuously alleviated, 
mass processing is now possible, cocoon quality 
deterioration due to long-unattended cocoons is 
prevented, and the yield has been substantially 
improved by increasing the turnover ryf moving the 
;ilkworms into their cocooning frames. Further 
details available from Oaicel Chemical Industries 
Ltd., Researr.h Centre, 1239, Shinzaike. Aboshi-ku. 
Himeji City. Hyogo Pref. Tel.: 0792-73-8524, Fax: 
0792-74-l074. (Source: J.fl.RQ, May 1990) 

ONA-probe tests used in turtle repopulation 
~ 

ONA-probe tests have been used to distingui!h 
the sex of newly hatched ridley sea turtles, in 
research by S. Demas at the University of Tennessee 
(Memphis). The tests are based on the ONA 
fingerprinting process. The probe in this test is a 
ONA fragment from a poisonous Asian snake which 
attaches to gender-specific ONA fragments. Small 
blood samples from the ridley turtles were used. 
The procedure correctly distinguished the seK of 
29 out of 30 ridley turtles tested, and ? out of JO 
green sea turtles tested. Qadioimmunoassay for 
testosterone is 90 per cent accurate for 
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lwo-~ear-nld turtles, but that would slow the r;dley 
tu rt 1 e repopu 1 at ion progranne of t.1e Nati O'la 1 Marine 
Fisheries Service (Galveston. TX). The ONA test may 
also be used to understand the effects of incubation 
temperatures on the gender of turtle hatchlings. 
There are more female hatchlings whrn the incubation 
temperature is comparatively warm. Male hatchlings 
are more numerous when the incubation temperature ;s 
s-a~c lower. <Extracted from Science News, 
13 January 1990) 

Transgenic carp; outdoor test 

The first outdoor experiment with a genetically 
engineered, transgenic fish has received tentative 
approval from the US Department of Agriculture 
(USDA). Pending final public connents, the action 
clears the way for Auburn University researcher 
ReK Dunham to see whether carp containing a trout 
growth honnone gene can transfer the genetic trait 
from generation to generation and to monitor how the 
gene affects fish development. 

~t issue is whether the experiment would pose 
any environmental threat to Alabama streams. Dunham 
plans to stock IQ ponds with the fry from nine 
transgenic carp that will be spawned in a 
laboratory. The fish will be grown and studied for 
on~ year and then destroyed before they reach seKual 
maturity. 

USDA's Office of Agr.- :ultural Biotechnology 
says the safety measures that Auburn has taken to 
make sure the fry do not escape into nearby streams 
are adequate. But this finding is being challenged 
by the National Wildlife Federation (NWf). NWF 
biologist Margaret Mellon, citing the presence of 
carp and other exotic fish in nearby waterway~. 
questions Auburn's containment mechanism. 

Moreover, she says the department's 
environmental assessment should be augmented with a 
more detailed environmental impact study (EIS) that 
includes the participation of other federal agencies 
such as the Department of Interior's fish and 
wildlife division. The organization may seek a 
court injunction to stop the experiment pending the 
outcome of an EIS. (Source: Science, Vol. 247, 
p. 129B, 16 March lg90) 

The sweet way to build a bigger pig 

Pig farmers could produce better, heavier 
animals that need fewer antibiotics with the help of 
a feed of combined sugars. The sugars work by 
nourishing beneficial bacteria that l;vP in the 
pigs' intestines. 

RioEurope, a French biotechnology firm, has 
rleveloped the specialized food additive. It ;s a 
1roup of sugars which increase the pig'• weight at 
market by up to 9 per cent. The company says the 
sugars could replace the murh-criticised antibiotics 
that farmers now feed routinely to livestock to 
boost growth. 

Farmed animals grow bigger and faster if they 
are fed antibiotics that work against a wide 
spectrum of bacteria, whether the animals are 
obviously sick or not. This practir.e, widespread 
among farmers, is thought to work by killing harmful 
gut bacteria, a source of much ill-health amon~ 
crowrlP.d. stressed animal~. though the drugs also 
kill beneficial bacteria. But the practice also 
brP.eds antibiotir.-resistant bacteria, and leaves 
residues of the ~rugs in meat, much to the alarm of 
consumer groups. 
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BioEurope describes its sugars as 
"pre-probiotics". Probiotics are beneficial bacteria 
that normally ir.~abit the gut. Fran~ois Paul. a 
resear~her with BioEurope, says probiotics are 
beneficial to their host animals because they compete 
with roliforms and other bacteria such as 
C1ostridium, which ~auses botulism and oth•r 
infections. The probiotics reduce the numbers of 
such bacteria and help to diaest sOll'le food, maKina 
more available for the animai. They can also · 
stimulate macrophages. white blcod cells in the gut 
which destroy harmful micro-organisms. 

SOllle researchers have attempted to boost the 
nUlllbers of probiotics in the gut by feeding them 
directly to animal~ - and huaians - but their atte111Pts 
have so far been disappointing, says Paul. He says, 
for example, that there is no evide!'lce that the 
1actobacillus bacteria in live yoghurt join the 
colonies of similar tacteria already resident along 
the gut wa 11 . 

BioEurope's technique to boost probiotics 
involved designing a molecule that could survive its 
journey through the digestive tract to the colon. 
where the bacteria live. The !llOlecule would then 
have to feed probiotics. but not harmful bacteria. 
The cmnpany's researchers used enzymes that link 
sugars together in ways that cannot be broken down by 
digestive enzymes in the saliva, st011ach or small 
intestine, to create various chains of the simple 
sugars sucrose and glucose. known as 
oligosaccharides. Next. the team fed the 
oligosaccharide to cultures of gut bacteria, and 
selected those chains which could be digested only by 
probiotics. 

The researchers then fed the oligosaccharides to 
oigs and compared the animals' growth with that of 
pigs in the same barn that were fed ncne of the 
sugars. After three months - the normal fattening 
period for farmed pigs - those on the pre-probiotic 
were on average 6 kilograms heavier than the control 
pigs. an increase of 9 per cent. (Source: ~ 
Scientist, 14 April 1990) 

Agricultural applications 

"Shaking up" genetic transformations in plants 
fild insects 

Using a dime's worth of silicon carbide whiskers 
and a commonplace laboratory mi~er, an agricultural 
researcher has found a way to 5peed up genetic 
transformation of plants and insect eggs a 
thousand fo 1 d. 

"The idea is simple. We put the insect eg~s 
intn ~ ~olution with the ONA that we want to 
introduce. Then "e add something small, hard and 
sharp - the silicon ~arbide whiskers - and agitate it 
in a vortex mi><er", says research geneticist 
Andrew Cockburn, at the US Oepartment of Agriculture 
(USOAJ Insects Affecting Han and Animals Research 
Laboratory here. The whiskers poke tiny holes in the 
eggs. allowing ONA to seep in. 

Cockburn views this technique as an alternative 
to micro-injection. a painstaking method in which 
technicians take the embryos ~nP. by one and inject 
ONA into them. 

The new technique, which Cockburn describes as 
"b~ing in a jacuzzi with a porcupine", is also, he 
says. far less costly. "[ have done hundreds of 
experiments with one free sample of silicon carbide 

whiskers. which would have cost about ten cents if 
I bouoht them. And a vortex mixer costs about 
s1eo." he estimates. adding that •icro-injection 
equipment, which includes a good microscope, a 
micromanipulator and needle-'llaker. can cost about 
$15,000. 

The USDA filed a patent for the technique. 
which has potential applications in genetically 
engineering crop plants as well as insect pests. 
(Source: McGraw-Hill's Biotechno'Jgv Newswatch, 
19 March 1990> 

Genetically uniform potato seed 

TSP Partners has been fanned by Escagenetics 
(San Carlos. CA) and Pioneer Hi-Bred International 
to producP. genetically uniform potato seed. 
Because potato genes produce seed in a wide 
variety of combinations. farmers have had to sow 
dormant buds of full-grown potatoes. where the 
genetic COll'lbination is already fixed. 
Escao~netics' researchers have come up with 
pare~tal strains of potato planls that produce 
genetically uniform seed. Escagenetics then 
formed a joint venture with Pioneer Hi-Bred, the 
large seed company. TSP Partners. the new 
formation. is now producing ~eed by the hundreds 
of kilograms. According to a cor.ipany 
spokesperson, one kilogrilll can plant approximately 
20 acres at a much cheaper cost than using cut 
potatoes. (Extracted frOlll Wall Street Journal, 
8 February 1990) 

No quick fix for raising crop yields 

Cerea! crops whic'1 can "~ix" ~heir r,wn 
nitrogen frQlll the environ111ent have becOll'le one of 
the holy grails of scientists working in 
agricultural biotechnolo~y. If genetic engineers 
could alter the ONA of staple crops such as wheat 
and rice in this way, then farmers may no longer 
need to spread ton after ton of nitrogen 
fertilizer on their fields. 

But by concentrating on nitrogen fixation the 
biotechnology industry is not promising to solve 
any food crises. Reducing the use of fertilizers 
would almost certainly cut costs for farmers. and 
may even help to protect the environment. But it 
is only in developing countries, where farmers 
cannot afford to use fertilizers today, that 
yields of crops could be expected to rise. 

The biotechnology COllWlunity is divided over 
whether crops which fix their own nitrogen would 
produce any more grai~ than those grown elsewhere 
in the developed world with an abundant supply of 
fertilizer. Hany scientists believe ~hat natural 
limitations on the photosynthesis which creates 
energy in plants will prevent the new technology 
from raising the yields of such crops. 

Leguminous plants are well adapted to exploit 
nitrogen from the soil and air. They have a 
symbiotic relationship with bacteria which r.onvert 
nitrogen into a form the plants r.an use. 
Barry Smith, from the AFRC's Nitrogen rixation 
Laboratory at the University of Sussex, is trying 
to shift the 20 genes in these b~cteria 
responsible for nitrogen fixation into the genetic 
blueprint of other crops. 

Thi~ is very diffit·ilt. Biotechnoloqists can 
usually shift only one or two genes into new 
hosts. And, to date, the standard techniques of 
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genetic engineering have failed to incorporate an~ 
foreign genes at all into the cereal crops. ~mith 
believes it will be at least 20 years before his work 
will produce a commercially useful crop. 

Smith and his colleagues also acknowledge that 
these engineered crops will still "decide" for 
themselves the amount of solar energy they should 
convert into a useful form. by photosynthes's. This 
"photosynthetic rate" will limit the amount of energy 
available to the plant as a whole, because the crop 
~ill use some of the energy it converts to express 
the genes for nitrogen fixing. This energy will not 
therefore be available for swelling the seeds and 
increasing the yield of the crop. 

Colin Law, head of the AFRC's Cambridge 
laboratory for plant breeding, believes that nitrogen 
!ixing ~ay only be one part of the puzzle of 
1ncreas1ng yields. It may also be necessary, he 
says, to insert foreign genes to alter the 
photosynthetic rate of plants. "At the 1110111ent it is 
not clear what genes you need to put into plants to 
increase their yields. There are lots of unknowns." 

Law is more optimistic about other ways in which 
biotechnology might help to increase yields. One 
example would be the use of !llOlecular probes to 
select the best plants to breed fr0111. This might 
help farmers to overcome "plateaux" in their yields -
when no matter how much extra fertilizer they put on 
to their fields the yie''; of their crops stubbornly 
refuse to increase. Law also believes that 
biotechnology may help to increase the resistance of 
crops to their COlllllOn pests and diseases. 

John North, from the Oepartment of Land Economy 
at Cambridge University and former head of the 
Government's-agricultural advice. service, is ad">.Nnt 
that attempts to add genes confprring the ability to 
fix nitrogen will never increase yields from crops. 
Plorth believes ':hat in countries where there ( s no 
limit on the amount of nitrogen fertilizer available 
the crop will stu~bornly photosynthesize only the 
energy it decides it needs. (Source: New Scientist, 
31 March 1990) 

~e~ technology for oanicum crop 

A new cell culture technology using 
dedifferentiation/redifferentiation media for the 
autumn pasture crop panicum has been developed in 
r~s~arch at the National Agricultural Experiment 
Station (Shikoku). The sterilized seed is first 
cultured in the dedifferentiation media for two 
months, followed by the redifferentiation media. lhe 
dedifferentiation ratio reached 38 per cent with 
60 grammes per litre of glucose and 2 grammes per 
litre of hydroli~ed casein in the media. The 
adoition of 2,4-oichlorophenoxyacetic acid as a 
growth regulator also improved production. Autumn 
~can grow in moist areas, making an excellent 
feed grain for rice-paddy use. (Extracted from ~ 
Chemistrv, 8 March 1990) 

One man's pe~ 

Res~arch in agricultural biotechnology aimed at 
developing crops with genetically-engineered 
resistance to chemical pest:cides threatens t~ 
"entrench and extend t~e pesticide era", according to 
a scathing report• issued by a coalition of 

• 8iotechnology's Bitter Harvest: 
~icide-Tolerant Crops and the Threat to 
Su.itailli~Agrjcultu.r:1, Biotechnology Working Group, 
March 1990. 

environmental, fann, church and consU111er groups in 
the United States. Genetic engineering techniques 
should be used instead, the report argues. to reduce 
the dependence of modern agriculture on chemicals. 
But that, biotechnologists reply, is exactly ~hat 
they are trying to do. 

The report ;s especially critical of the use of 
more than SlO million of pubiic funds over the past 
four years on r~search into herbicide tolerance. 

The report identifies 58 research projects at 
27 private companies and 21 public universities and 
research centres that, it claims, will increase 
agricultural dependence on chemicals which continue 
to poison fann workers and find their way into food 
and water supplies. But Alan Goldhanner of the 
Industrial Biotechnology Association, a lobbying and 
trade group of biotechnclogy companies, says that 
the c~;tics play down the ability of research into 
herbicide tolerance to sustain environmentally sound 
agricultural practices. He argues that the 
Environmental Protection Agency would have 
regulatory control over any potential COllllN!rcial 
products, and that no-one in industry wants to 
connercialize a herbicide-resistant product that 
will encounter regulatory controversy. 

But Jane Rissler, a plant patholo.~ist at the 
National Wildlife Federation, and one of the 
principal authors of the report, is not so sanguine 
about either the current state of regulations or the 
direction of industry. She believes the 
agri-chemical industry "needs to be taken to task on 
the betrayal of their promise" to use biotechnology 
to lessen dependence on chemical pesticides, and 
says the report is intended to draw the attention of 
the public to research which takes the industry in 
what she seei as "absolutely t!le wrong direction". 
The same arg1111ent was made last week by various 
members of the coalition of public interest groups 
at three separate press conferences. (Source: 
~.Vol. 344, 29 March 1990) 

Foat! eroc(uction and Processing 

Pfizer give~ go-ahead to market first 
~~inant food ingredient 

The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has 
given Pfizer Inc. the go-ahead to se'l the first 
genetically-engineered food ingredient, a 
bioengineered copy of rennin. Analysts see the 
Jecision giving Pfizer a head start over 
competitors, such as Gist-Brocades, which aim to 
enter the market for recombinant milk coagulants. 
The new product promises better qual;ty control in 
c~ 0ese production. 

Pfizer uses Escherichia coli K-12 to produce 
the genetically-engineered rennin, which is 
identical to the natural enzyme. The bacteria are 
fermented at a new plant near Terre Haute, Indiana. 
It took the FDA 29 months to clear the product. 
!Source: Biotechnology Bulletjn, Vol. 9, No. 3. 
Apri 1 1990) 

Cht!!!!icaJ industry applic1tions 

Extraction and purification of catechin from tea 

The National Rese~rch Institute of Vegetables. 
Ornamental Plants and Tea has developed an efficient 
method fnr e~tracting and rurifying catech1n from 
tea leaves or processed tea for use as a food 
add.tive. 

• Catechin, a kind of organic substance known as 
a polyphenol compound, belongs to the same family as 



the tannin in tea leaves. It is also found in grape 
seed. Featuring antibacterial, oxidation 
prevention, deodorizing, and other properties. it 
seems pr0111isi~g for use as a natural additive in 
food. 

Tne volume of tea disposed of due to its lack 
of COIMlercial value amounts to roughly 
10,000 tons/year, so research is in progress to 
extract catechin for its connercialiiation; but 
since the separation of caffeine in tea leaves is 
quite difficult, there was a need to develop a 
selective catechin extraction and purification 
technology. 

Sy using 80 per cent ethanol as an extraction 
solvent, the institute succeeded in extract;ng 
catechin frOlll tea. 

Tea extracts with ethanol, which were adsorbed 
on to a polymeric adsorbent resin or lipophilic gel 
filtration material, were washed with water, then 
extracted with an organic solvent containing water. 
Specific adsorption of catechin onto the gel 
filtration material occurred. 

Leaching of caffeine and other impurities, 
except catechin, was perfonned by washing the gel 
onto which the tea extracts were adsorbed with a 
15 per cent ethanol-water solution. The residue was 
extracted with an 80 per cent ethanol-water 
solution, and a catechin mixtu-e containing few 
impurities ~as obtained. 

The impurity content in the catechin mixture 
was less than 3 per cent, and the caffeine content 
was 0.1 per cent. The recovery of catechin ~as 
57-73 per cent of the content of catechin in tea, 
depending on the amount of lpading onto gel. 
Further details available from the rlational Research 
Institute of Vegetables, Ornamental Plants and Tea, 
the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, 
2769, Kanaya, Kanaya~achi, Ha:baragun, Shizuoka 
Pref. iel.: 0547-45-4101. Fax: 0547-46-2169. 
(Source: JEIRQ, May 1990) 
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The raw material 1,4-butandiol is a cOllllllOn 
c~emical in which hydroxy ~roups ~r~ ~anded to both 
terminals of bu~ane and is available at a low cost. 
The microbe does not 111Ultiply in the process of 
hydroxybutyric acid production, but can be 
multiplied with ease in the preceding culture 
process. Further detail~ available from University 
of Tsukuba, Institute of Applied Biocheomistry, 
1-1-1, Tennoudai, Sakura-mura, Niiharigun, Ibaraki 
Pref. (Source: J.f.IRQ, Hay 1990) 

Biodegradable plastic hits the proJuct~on line 

The United Kinqd011's largest chemicals cQlllPany, 
rcr. has announced the launch of the first practical 
plastic that is totally biodegradable. The 
111aterial. called Bi1Ful, took lS years to develop 
and Wella, an international hair-care cOlllpany, ?lans 
to begin packaging shampoc in bottles made frQlll it 
this 1110nth. The bottles will be available only in 
Gennany. 

Warner Lambert, a chemicals cO!llpany in the US, 
announced in February that it has developed a 
biodegradable plastic 111ade frOll starch, although it 
is not yet in a usable form. Many COlllpanies claim 
to make plastics that are biodegradable. but the 
parts that degrade in these products are mounted on 
lattices of non-biodegradable plastic. 

ICI has used a natural polymer called 
polyhydroxybutyrate (PH8) which degrades to form 
carbon dioxide and water. The rate at which fungi 
and bacteria break down the material varies, but it 
can disappear totally wi•nin weeks. The CCJllPan~ 
obtains the material frOlll a connon bacterium, 
Alcaligenes eutrophus, which stores PHB in the sa111e 
way that humans store fatty tissue. The company 
puts the bacteria into vats containing a broth of 
glucose and essential nutrients, where they 111ake the 
PHB. 

The amount of carbon dioxide that is released 
as the material degrades matches the amount 
extracted frOlll the air by the plants providing the 
glucose, says ICI. This means that there is no 
overail increase in carbon dioxide, a major 
contributor to global wanning. 

Sxnthesis of biodegradable olastic raw materials 

Headed by Professor T. Nakahara, a research 
team of the University of Tsukuba has succeeded in 
using microbes to synthesize 4-hydroxybutyric acid, 
the raw material for producing a biodegradable 
plastic. The starting material is 1,4-butandiol 
mass produced as a raw material for manufacturing 
polyethylene. Adding the microbe into a solution 
containing this material converts nearly 90 per cent 
of the butandiol into hydroxybutyric acid in 24 
hours. Since virtually no energy is required, the 
material can be produced at a much lower cost than 
by existing chemical synthesis processes. 

Most microbes have the property of storing 
granular polyesters inside their bodies, and the 
biodegradable plastic is produced by using this 
polyester that is later dissoved with ease by 
microbes existing in the ground. The 
4-hydroxybutyric acid, produced by a microbe, 
~andida rugosa, ii used as the raw material for the 
biodegradable plastic. 

The microbe is first cultured in a liquid 
containing nutrients, then transferred to a separate 
container containing 1,4-butandiol. In the 
experiments, a solution containing 50 g/l of 
1,4-butandiol provided 50 g of 4-hydroxybutyric 
acid, a molar yiel~ of roughly 90 per r.ent. 

Scientists can control the properties of Biopol 
by adding fixed amounts of a simple organic acid to 
the glucose. This generates a series of so-called 
copolymers which are mixtures of PHB and another 
compound, hydro:-::;-,,alerate. David Barstow, the 
Biological Products Business Manager at ICI, expects 
that the company will be able to supply a family of 
biodegradable plastics suited to particular 
applications. 

The company, which ~anufactures Biopol at 
Billingham in north east England, plans to increase 
production to between 5,000 and 10,000 tons per year 
by the mid-1990s. (Source: New Scientist, 5 Hay 
1990) 

l!acterium that secretes excellent water 
absorbent substance 

Dr. R. Kurane, Head of the Bioconversion 
Laboratory of the rennentation Research Institute, 
has discovered a soil bacterium, Alkiligcnus latus, 
that secrP.tes a substance that can absorb a large 
volume of water, like synthetic polymers currently 
used for sanitary products and paper diapers. The 
newly discovered substance absorbs up to 2-5 timts 
more water than synthetic polymers and it is 
biodegradable, so it does not cause environmental 
pollution. 
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llhen cultured in ~ inedium conta1n1no •inerals 
and various oroanic substances, the bact@ri1111 
secretes a wat@r absorbent substance that 111akes the 
water look as if it contains dissolved starch. 
Purifying, drying, powdering, and analysing the 
substance showed that it consists of a type of 
polysaccharide: and a survey of its water absorbency 
proved tt.at it absorbs about 1 .000 t iines 110re water 
than its own weight. which is about five times 
greater than that of conmercialiy available water 
absorbent acryllic polymers which absorb 
200-400 ti111es l90re water than th~ir own weight at 
llOSt. In salt water, the substance's water 
absorbenc7 is 400-500 times its own weight. or 
5-20 times greater than that of synthetic materials. 
Horeover, the substance is also superior to the 
current synthetic polymers in absorption speed and 
water retentivity in dry environments. 

The institute is presently conducting 
experiments on the bacterium's culturing conditions 
to enable it tc be Cbltured in tanks, and studying 
other uses for the secretec substance. 

The Hinistry of International Trade and Industry 
is conducting an experiment in Egypt to prevent so;i 
aridity by using water absorbent polymers with the 
objective of greening deserts. The synthetic 
111aterials used in the experiment resist decO!lpOsition 
and flow out frOll the soil into rivers to cause 
environmental pollution, however. The substance 
secreted by the newly discovered bacterium is readily 
biodegradable and is therefore 1111ch safer. further 
details available frOll fennentation Qesearch 
Institute, the Agency of Industrial Science and 
Technology, 1-1-3, Higashi, Tsukuba City, Ibaraki 
Pref. Tel.: 0298-54-6024. fax: 0298-54-6009. 
(Source: .ltIBQ, May 1990) 

Biotreatinent to '1ean up creosote 

UK CQlllPany Biotreat111ent is atte111pting the 
i.rr...1.i1JL clean-up of creosote-contaminated soil using 
PseudQ!!Onas bacteria. It is the first time the 
technique has been tried on creosote, and the first 
time with the soil still on site. 

The clean-up will cost SOllle $1.6 111illion and is 
taking place in Stockhol•, on land that once housed 
Sweden's first gasworks. It is now scheduled for 
apartment blocks, but plans were postponed after the 
creosote was discovered. The Swedish National 
~nviro11111ent Protection Board is contributing S320,000 
to the project and will be assessing the results 
t;J osel y. 

The area to be c~eaned covers 5,000 m2 and is 
full of creosote to a depth of 2-5 m. The polluted 
area has been boxed in with walls of sheet steel 
piles encapsulated in concrete. A layer of clay 
•Jnderneath the soi 1 prevents the creosote from 
escaping, and a "1 id" for t!te area has been made from 
aluminium foil and stainless steel covered with 
concrete. The PseudQ!l!Onas were injected by pipe in 
Apri 1. 

The soil will be tested in two years' time, by 
Ahich time the ground should be fit to be built on. 
The bacteria should reduce the creosote to carbon 
dioxide and water, which will be evacuated through a 
pipeline system. (Source: European Chemical ~.fl!l, 
7 May 1990) 

BioEnergy olans scale-vp of biomass ethan!tl 
PL!lil.ll 

BioEnergy International LC has licensed a 
genetic~lly-engineered bacterium which it says can 

produce ethanol from biomass such as agricultural 
wastes, w<>o~ and garbage at half the cost of 
traditional com-based processes. 

The exclusive world-w;de licensee of the 
University of rlorida Research roundation Inc .. 
Bi0Ener9y plans to conmercialize a recombinant 
version ot ~- which can efficiently produce 
ethanol tram five-carbon sugars. 

Oevelofll9@nt of the organism was announced 
two years ago by Lonnie D. Ingram. a 
•icrobiologist at the Inst;tute of Food and 
Agricultural Science at the University of 
Florida, but it was not until recently that 
increased efficiency and tolerance to alcohol has 
aade it c0111petit;ve. 

BioEnergy says it will embark i1111ediately 
with a pilot progr..-. on selected feedstocks, 
using strateg;c partnerships - one of which 
should be announced shortly - to transfer the 
technology on an international scale. 

Trad;tional ethanol production eimploys 
yeast to consUlle the s;x-carbon suyars and 
starch present in the edible portion of the 
corn plant. However, according to BioEnergy 
president. ThOllas Hayes-Morrison, until 
Dr. Ingram's breakthrough, th~re was no way to 
ut;lize the inedible portion of corn and other 
feed crops. 

This fibrous fraction, known as roughage, ;s 
CQlllPOSed about half of cellulose - a polymer of 
six-carbon sugars - and half of he11i-cellulose -
a poly111er of five-carbon sugars. Because of the 
presence of the five-carbon sugar, tradit~onal 
yeast fermentation ;s ineffective on-roughage. 

Five-carbon sugars are, however. the basis 
of other che11istries and are used in the 
production of furfural and xylitol. 

BioEnergy's five- and six-carbon production 
process is about as efficient as the traditional 
six-carbon yeast-based route, with ~he advantage 
that feedstocks are low cost, free or even 
negatively priced, since otherwise they are often 
1isposed of as waste. 

A huge potential feedstock pool for the 
process exists in dgricultural waste - for 
exCllllflle corn stalks, leaves and cobs; rice straw 
and hull; and sugar cane baqasse - that is 
currently burned. buried or mixed into cattle 
feed. 

A feedstor.k source with more i11W1ediate 
r.ommerr.ial potential i~ waste streams fro~ food 
processing facil;ties. Hr. Hayes-Morrison 
believes that within two years his firm could 
have a COlllllercial operation at a food plant 
producing anywhere frOlll I million to 10 million 
gallons of ethanol annually, depending on the 
type of waste strea~. 

The plant would be, in effect, 
bioremediating the customers' waste at the same 
time it produces ethanol, either for sale into 
the merchant market or for internal consumption 
as a fuel source. 

This approach would also be effective. 
Mr. Hayes-Morrison says, at replacing existing 
waste treatment processes in pulp and paper 
plants and sugar mills. (Source: Cbemical 
Marketing Reporter, 30 April 19901 



Biological 1110nitoring is by no means new. For 
exa..,,le. canaries have been deployed for centuries 
to sense toxic gases in coal mines. [n general. 
any Of1'1anis111 of appropriate sensitivity can 
function as on effective threshold orobe. And 
although biological sensors lack certain 
specificity offered by p~ysicochemiical analysis. 
they have the advantage of i11111ediate response. a 
first clue to the biological effects of unwanted 
cheinicals. Can a slllilll. invertebrate sea oroanis• 
111anitor water quality as efficiently and reliably 
as conventional cheiaical techniques? LY way uf a 
watchdog system, it can. says the Dutch 
Organization for Applied Scientific Research, TNO. 
Since last year. TNO, together with two research 
institutions and the c0111pany Delta Consult, have 
been experimenting with an nearly warning systemn 
based on living mussels, one that seeias to tell 
instantly when water quality deteriorates. 

The success of the nl'fussel Monitor", as the 
~1ste91 is called, rests on a fa11iliar behaviour 
pattern of the Bivalva or two-valve 1110lluscs: they 
shut their shells (valves) wi;en the ai.t>;:nt oxygen 
level drops or when the concentration of toxic 
solutes in the water reaches a critical level. 
Under normal conditions. the 11Ussels pump water 
through their gills to breathe oxygen and clam up. 
so to speak, only occasionally. The trick of the 
1110nitoring systein consists in faithfully recording 
the valve 1110vemients of a set of animals submerged 
at a particular probing spot. 

Each tell-tale kit consists of a 30-kilogra.. 
cylindrical, watertight stainless steel case 
cra1111ed with electronics - attached to a cage 
containing eight mussels. These - either the 
~Olllllon lllClrine species Hytilus edulis or the 
freshwater-dwelling Dre$)ena polywiorpha - each have 
high-frequency electr1111agnetic induction sensors 
attached to their valves. The submerged llUSsels in 
the "Hon i tor" 1 ook 1i ke i so 1 a ted ears, pri eked to 
capture 11111sic supplied by headsets. Of course, the 
signals are go;ng the cpposite direction frOlll a 
Walk!lliln: the ~ensors connect to a small COlllputer 
that tracks the closing times of the valves. [f 
lllOSt of the 111Ussels (e.g., six out of eight) keep 
their valves shut over a prolonged period (say five 
minutes or 1110re), an alar11 is activated. 

Laboratory experiments have conclusively shown 
that a set of eight mussels can function 
effectively as such an early warning system, with 
r~sponse tiine as low as a few minutes. Perfon11ance 
tests indicate a high sensitivity for several 
important trace pollutants. Detection limits fo~ 
zinc and lead are below 500 micrograms per litre: 
r.admium and selenium are found at concentrations 
below 100: copper and chlorine below even 
10 microgrilllls per litre. The system is now 
operating in coolwater systems, both at the 
Haasvlakte near Rotterdam and at Dow Benelux. 
Oelta Consult expects to market the device in 
spring 1990: "We believe there is a market for 
several hundred world-wide," says manager 
F. P. Hontauban. At a price of 25,000-28,000 Dutch 
guilders (ECU 10,870-12.000), "[f we sell about a 
hundred units, we will have recouped our costs." 
Apart from the "Mussel Honitor". TNO is also using 
a long-tenn, mussel-based system in which molluscs 
act as a living filter. Buckets containing a 
hundred healthy mussel~ are suspended for six weeks 
at sea; the animals pass 200.000 litres of water. 
[n the process, to>dc r.ompounds accumulate in •.heir 
tissues and post-fl!Ort.em analysis reports on 
pollutive trends. This system operates along the 
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Dutch (Oast. especially n~3r the estuaries of the 
Rhi.1e and other rivers. Fu!"ther infoniation: 
Or. Kess J. ~- Kraiiier: Laboratory for Harine 
Research. HT/TNO, PO Box 57. Nl-1780 AB Den Helder. 
Tel.: !22301 32924, F'ax: (2230) 30687. r Source: 
Scientific European, Apr?l 1990) 

Industrial micnpbiolOQY 

Biotech cellulose scales up 

US-based Weyerhaeuser, ;n conjunction w'th 
biotechnolo9y comoany Cetus. has developed a 
bacteria to produce a commercially useful form of 
cellulose fibre. The 11aterial. called ~!l!!. is 
avaiiable in pre-production quantities. with 
caa.ercial prices anticipated in the $6-10/lb ran9e. 

The cellulose is produced as an intricately 
crosslinked. fine fibre network, rather than the 
individual fibres of distinct length cllll90n to 
natural forms. This, plus the fibres' thinness 
(typically 0.1 ~width) and hydrogen bonding 
capability. make it suitable for thickening Ii ~uids 
at low concentrations and for coat;ng paper. 
Weyerhaeuser is looking for uses in the oil, food, 
cosmetics, paint and ink markets. US FDA food-use 
approval will be sought once data are fully 
developed. 

Cetus has developed a strain of Atetobacter 
bacteria for Weyerhaeuser that can produce the 
cellulose in l&rge-scale commercial production. The 
CQlllPanies had to overc1111e the proble91 of the 
bacteria being ad~ersely affected by the shear and 
agitation required to get oxygen to theta in large 
tanks. Another problem, the tendency of the species 
to produce significant illlOunts of byproduct acids, 
was overc1111e by 11111tagenesis. 

Production is currently proven in fel"llenters up 
to 50,000 gal. capacity. Weyerhaeuser points out 
that to date 110st development work has been on 
s.all-scale static bacterial production, resulting 
in high-cost cellulose .aterial. Other c011panies in 
the field include Ajin0110to, ICI and Bio Fill 
Productos Biotecnologicos of Brazil. (Source: 
European Chf!!ical News. 30 April 1990) 

E. PATENTS MID INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

Ecogen files patent for corn rootwonn biopesticide 

Ecogen Inc. has filed a US patent application 
for a purified, crystalline protein that has 
insecticidal activity against the c~rn rootwonn. 
The insecticidal crystal protein (!CP) was isolated 
from a novel strain of the bacterium ~~ 
thuringiensis f!!tl- The patent application covers 
the !CP, the gene which governs the production of 
the !CP and !tl. strains which contain the gene. 
Ecogen researchers discovered the corn rootwonn 
activity of the !tl. strain as part of a research 
r.o 11 aborat ion with the Ho11santo Co111pany and 
subsequently cloned and sequenced the ICP encoding 
gene. Ecogen has granted Honsanto an exclusive 
lir.ence to use this gene in corn plants and certain 
bacteria. According to US Department of Agriculture 
estimates, pesticides used to control corn rootwonn 
comprise the single largest insecticide market in 
the USA. The insecticides are applied to the soil 
at planting time to prevent the corn rootworm from 
feeding on the underground stetn and root system of 
the corn plant. ~from: Ecogen Inc .• 
2005 Cabot Boulevard West, Langhorne, PA 19047-1810, 
USA. (Source: fulliliriology Bu!letin, Vol. 9, 
Plo. 3, April 1990) 



British Librarx's Datent express otf~rs Currentscan 

Currentscan keeps a watch on patents published 
by any of the major countries of the world. Copies 
of patents fitting a pre-set profile can be 
despatched to subscribers by fax. courier or first 
class post. ~ fr0111 Currentscan. ~atent 
Express. 25 Southampton Buildings. London WCZA IAW, 
UK. 

Patent infonnation 

[t is esti-.ited that approxi-.itely 85 per cent 
of technical infonnation found in patent 
specifications is not published in any other fon.. 
Furthennore. even where there is another 
publication. it frequently occurs after publication 
of the patent specification. Therefore patent 
specifications represent an eno,...,us technical 
resource. which is very poorly used by research 
workers other than thnse in ca..ercial 
laboratories. Although this large body of 
infor11ation is available. and can readily be 
accessed by CQlllPuter data bases such as Derwent's 
World Patent [ndex and World Patent Index Latest. it 
can be difficult to obtain full value fromi searchers 
unless the searcher is fa11iliar with the 
international classification sy~tl!ll, and the way in 
which info,....tion such as date of publication, etc., 
is indexed. The British Library has now published a 
guide to people who need to search for infol"'llation 
in the patent literature, entitled "Introduction to 
Patents Info,...tion" by Stephen van Dulken. The 
book explains the international classification 
syste11, the codes used by patent offices, different 
methods available for searching by nilllle or subject 
inatter. and provides a bibliography on all aspects 
of industrial property protection. Details of the 
publication, priced at £20. fr0111: Publications 
Sales Unit. Document Supply Centre, Boston Spa, 
Wetherby, West Yorkshire, LS23 7BO, UK. (Source: 
ASA Bulletin, Vol. 5, No. 2, April 1990} 

Plant variety rights 

Following accession by Poland, there are now 
19 lllelllber States of the International Union for the 
Protection of New Varieties of Pl~nts. The lllelllber 
States are as follows: Australia, BelgiUlll, Oen111ark, 
France. Federal Republic of Gennany, Hungary, 
Ireland, [srael, Italy, Japan, Netnerlands, New 
Zealand, Poland, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, 
S~itzerland, United KingdOlll and USA. 

Several organizations have advised the Plant 
Variety Rights Office of their interest in carrying 
out plant variety rights growing trials on behalf of 
applicants, and a list may be abtained from the 
Plant Variety Rights Office. These organizations 
include seven Australian and one overseas bodies, 
and include State Departments of Agriculture, CSIRO, 
university departments and co11111ercial bodies. 
!Source: ASA Bulletin, Vol. 5, No. 2. April 1990} 

et!.entability and convention priority 1n the United 
fu.lli 

Th~ US Patent and Trademark Office Board of 
Patent Appeals and Interferences has upheld 
rejection of claims directed to ''human NGF 
comprising the amino acid sequence ... and ~hich is 
free of other proteins of human origin". The 
inventors had synthensized NGF using recombinant ONA 
technology, and therefore it was free of human 
pr?teins which would otherwise be expected to 
contaminate the preparation. Prior publications 
disclosed what appeared ~o be purified B-human NGF. 
The Examiner stated that the claimed invention was 
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prima facie obvious, and that the applicant 
therefore had to demonstrate that at the priority 
date there was no known or obvious method of onakin9 
the claimed composition, or that the claimed 
c9111Position possesses une~pected characteristics. 
It was held that neither of these facts was 
established by the evidence. 

The f~ct that the inventors were the first to 
clone the gene for NGF and to dete,.,.ine the :uiino 
acid sequence of NGF was ~ sufficient to 
demonstrate patentability of the claims. 

This case represents the US Patent and 
Trademark Office's current position concerning 
allowance of such clai•s. Therefore, where a 
previously known protein has been cloned fo~ the 
first time, it will not be possible to obtain a 
patent for the protein itself; however. it iaay be 
possible to obtain clai•s to the 111ethod for 
production of the protein, and to the protein as 
produced by that method. (Source: ABA Bulletin, 
Vol. 5, No. 2, April 1990} 

"Use" cl a i !!IS and "second l!Cd i ca 1 use" cl a i 11S to be 
allowable in Canada 

Following two recent court decisions, in which 
it was held that a new use of a known compound or 
composition is patentable, and that a specific use 
of a novel c0111pound or c0111position is also 
patentable, the Canadian Patent Office will now 
accept clai•s of the following types: 

(al When the invention is a novel compound X 
or a novel COlllposition V: 

1. Compound X (composition Y} for the use of 

2. The use of compound X (cOlllposition V} 
for 

J. The method of using c9111pound X 
(C9111Position V) comprising ... (set forth 
various steps of the method}. 

(bl When the invention is a known comipound A 
(composition B): 

I. Compound A (composition Bl for the (n!wl 
use of ... 

2. The use of CQtllPOund A {composition Bl for 
(the new use I. 

Where the use of the compound or r.omposition is 
a medical one, claims of types 1 and 2 above will be 
allowable, but not claims of type 3, because tne 
latter would define non-allowable methods of medical 
treatment. 

Because of the prohibition of claims for 
methods of medical treatment, the Canadian Patent 
Office has previously only permitted claims for 
>er.and medical use in the highly restricted European 
form. and there has been some doubt as to whether 
the courts would uphold even these. Thus Canada now 
becomes much more attractive as a countrv in which 
to tile patent applications involving second ~edir.al 
u§e inventions. (Source: ABA Bulletin, Vol. 5. 
No. 2, April 1990) 

C~'1!!!.Q!!....pool of patent infonnatjon to be established 

The US Patent and Trademark Office, the 
J~panese Patent Office and the European Patent 
Office have si9ned a memorandum of understanding 



which comiits ther.1 to develop a cOlllllOn standard for 
~he electronic coding of patent dOCL"llents. and will 
create a c0111110n pool of patent documients which will 
be instantly available ' om any of these three 
offices. This will enable searcher~ in one country 
to access patents fro11 another, via c~uter and 
lllOdPR. The eventual aim is that all countries will 
conform to the cQll90n coc'na standard, and 
speci&ications will be available on the same day in 
all countries. Abstracts of European and Japanese 
specifications will be available in En9lish, and 
will enable quick access by key word searching. The 
European and US Patent Offices will issue their data 
base on CD ROH discs, and these will be made 
available to the public on a trial basis. (Source: 
ABA Bulletin, Vol. 5, No. Z, April 1990) 

New r~quireinents for b•otechnoloqy patent 
applications 

Because of the CQlllPlexity of patent 
applications dealing with nucleic acid or a111ino acid 
sequences, Patent Offices have had great difficulty 
in carrying out searches in order to determine 
whether a given sequence is novel. Although they 
have 111ade use of the inajor existi~g data bases, it 
is still difficult to comp~re whether two sequences 
are related. Hitherto there have been no standards 
for the representation of sequence data i .. patent 
applications, and applicants have used a variety of 
sequence descriptions and representations. 
Following detailed discussions between the US Patent 
and Trade11ark Office, the European Patent Office, 
and the Japanese.Patent Office, these organizations 
have decided to adopt a standard format for 
presentation of sequence data, which will be 
compatible with the six niajor non-Patent data bases, 
and which will be machine readable. 

Effective 1 January 1g90, the US and European 
Patent Offices are adopting new rules, the latter 
being on a trial basis. From 1 April 1g90 
applicants to the European Patent Office are 
strongly rec01111ended to use the new format, which 
will eventually become 11andatory. 

The new rules state that patent applications 
which disclose a sequence of four or more a.ino 
acids, or a sequence of 10 or 110re nucleotides, 1111st 
contain the sequences in computer readable for'll, 
using machine-readable OCR characters. Standard 
terminology must be used. For US applications, 
applicants will be required to sublnit a 
COtllputer-readable diskette or tape containing the 
relevant sequences, which will also help in accurate 
printing of the patent specifications as issued. 
The US office will accept the following 
computer/operating system configurations: 

1. Computer: IBH PC/XT/AT, IBM PC/Z or 
compatibles 
Operating system: PC-DOS or HS-DOS 
•versions z. I or above). 

2. Computer: IBH PC/XT/AT, IBH PC/2 or 
compatibles 
Operating system: UNIX or XENIX System V. 

1. Computer: Apple Macintosh 
Operating system: Hacintosh. 

The European Patent Office has stated that if 
there is sufficient demand, it will make available a 
diskette with an input progra11111e (~ntitled 
"AUTHORIN"l which elicits all the information 
required in a prepared, standardized form, wh;~h 
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follows as closely as possible the subaliss~on fonn 
used by the six major non-Patent data base 
producers. This diskette will also be distributed 
by the US Patent and Trademark Office. 

A cooy of the notification appeared in the 
Official Journal of the European Patent Office on 
18 Deceinber 198g, as a supplement to Official 
Journal 1Z/l98g_ (Source: A8A Bulletin, Vol. 5, 
Ho. Z, April Jg90) 

New US Patent Office rules on deposit of biological 
.:aterials 

New rules regarding deposit of biological 
111aterials came into effect in the United States on 
1 January 1990. Most Gf these rules clarify 
previously existing procedures. The;r key points 
are as follows: 

(a) A biological mater;a1 is defined as "any 
material that is capabie of self-replication either 
directly or ;ndirectly". 

{b) A biological material need not be 
deposited if it is known and readily available to 
the public, or can be made or isolated without undue 
experimentation. 

(c) Deposits 11ay be 11ade in any International 
Depositary Authority established under the 5udapest 
Treaty, or any other depositary recognized by the US 
Patent and Trademark Office. 

(d) A deposit 11ay be made before the filing of 
a patent application, or while it is pending. 
Deposit before filing the patent application is 
recOlllllended. (NB: for the purposes of other 
countries, it is necessary to make the deposit 
before the earliest priorit1 data of the 
application.) 

(e) If a deposit becomes conta11inated or has 
lost viability or function, it may be replaced 
either while the application is pending, or after 
the patent has been ;ssued. It llily be necessary to 
show diligence in 111aking the replac1!91ent deposit. 

(fl The deposit is -ade for at least 30 years, 
and at least f;ve years after the 1110st recent 
request for the furnishing of a sa11ple by the 
depositary. 

(g) A viability test lllUSt merely demonstrate 
that the deposited material is capable of 
reproJuction; ;t is necessary to demonstrate that 
it can perfonn any of ~he functions described in the 
application. 

th) The r.onditions ~f deposit must assure that 
the Patent and Trade111ark Office will have ac~ess to 
the deposit while the application is pending, and 
must assure that all restrictions imposed by the 
depositor on the availability to the public of 
depositeu material will be irrevocably re-aved on 
grant of the patent. (NB: for the purposes of 
other countries, ~amples of the deposit 111Ust be 
available following publication of the application). 

(ii If during ~xa111ination of the application 
the Examiner detennines that a deposit is nffded, 
and has not been made, or that the deposit does not 
r.omply with the regulations, the ExaM1ner should 
reject the affected claims. with exolanation of why 
a deposit is needed and/or why a deposit alrP~~Y 
made cannot be accfpted. The applicant can then 



respond to such a rejection by inaking an acceptable 
deposit, or by assuring the office that an 
acceptable deposit will be inade on or before payment 
of the issue fee: alternatively. the applicant may 
argue why a deposit is not necessary under the 
circU11stances. If an application is otherwise in 
condition for allowance. and the office has received 
a written assurance that acceptabl~ deposit will be 
!'lilde on or before payment of ~he issue fee. it will 
issue a Notice of Allowance and issue fee due. 
together with a requirl!9ent that the necessary 
deposit be made within three llOnths. 

For each deposit made in accordance with the 
new guidelines. the specification 1111st contain the 
followinq inforination: 

I. The accession n...t>er of tne de!14>sit. 

2. The date of the deposit. 

3. The name and address of the depositary 
institution. 

4. A description of the deposited mate~ial 
sufficient to identify specifically, and to penmit 
exa.ination. (Source: A&A BJlletin, Vol. 5, No. 2, 
April 1990) 

Stinforc( patents pay 

Licensing genetic engineering technology is 
bec:iming .,re lucrative by the day for Stanford 
University. The institution esti.ates that since 
1981 it has earned USS17 •illion alone on a single 
three-part patent covering gene cloning techniques. 

Developed back in 1973 by Stanford geneticist 
Stanley N. Cohen and Herbert W. Boyer. a chem1st at 
the University of California at San Francisco, their 
patented discoveries accounted for 42 per cent of 
Stanford's technology licensing inc~ in 1989. The 
institution has just issued its IOOth licence 
covering t~e rights to the gene cloning methods to 
Henkel Research Corporation. 

Stanford currently is charging companies with 
75 or aaore e11ployees a USSSO.DOO sign-up fee, 
requires a USS50,000 annual payment, and imposes a 
2 per cent royalty on end products that rely on 
patents held by the institution. (Source: ~. 
V~l. 247. p. 1,298. T6 Harch 1990) 

F. BIG-INfOllMTICS 

Biotechnolo~y marketing sourcebook 

This is a new publication frOlll the 
Biotechnology [nfol"lllation Service at the British 
Library. It lists over 250 English language 
periodicals. newsletters and abstracts of inte~~st 
to those working in the life sciences. 
biotechnology, health care. bioche111istry and related 
fields. Price: 130.00. !l.e..t.ii..!.. fr0111: 
Paul Wilson. Marketing and Public Relations. British 
Library. 25 Southa.pton Buildings. London WC2A JAW. 
UK. 

Chine;e biotechnology market 

A report c0111piled by the Division of Biologi(al 
Sciences of the Chinese Acadetny of Sci~nces. 
~iotechnology jn the People's Repyblir of China, is 
now available. It covers the agencies. institutions 
and universities involved in biotechnology. And it 
predicts that the biotechnology industry market in 
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China will be worth over $14 billion by the 
year ~000. ~ of the report, priced at $80.00, 
&ro-: Han Yingshan, ~IBIO. Chinese Academy of 
Sciences. P.O. Box 74006. l'toshan, Wuhan 430074. 
People's Republic of China. 

B:otechnology dirrctorv - new edition 

The ABA recently c~leted all material for the 
second edition of the Australian and New Zealand 
Biotechnolo9y Directory and it is n~ in the hands 
of the printers. Australian Industrial Publishers 
are once again publishing this Directory in 
conjunction with the ASA and will handle all 
lll<lrketing as in 1989. Australian Industrial 
Publishers expects to be releasing the Directory in 
l'tay. Prices have been redu~Cd for the second 
edition to SSS.00 for A~ ~rs and ~5.0C for 
non__,..,ers (plus SS ;>ostage and packaging). For a 
Directory of this quality. it is certainly good 
value at this price. 

For those of you ..tio did not see the first 
edition, first of all you •issed out on a really 
good working tool ..tiich should be on everyone's 
desk: and secondly, you will have known nothing of 
the contents. The Directory contained 150 pages 
packed with info~tion vn companies working in 
biotechnology-related areas, and on organizatio~s in 
biotechnology, not only in Australia and New 
Zealand, but also in Asia. There were also a n...t>er 
of specialist sections on .atters such as Govern11ent 
contacts, training courses and •icrobial culture 
co 11 ect ions. 

The new second edition contains all this and 
.,re. The classified section on types of companies 
and areas of business they are in has been 
CCJlllPletely revamped aod put into a 1111ch .,re usable 
fo~t. The info~tion on R&D in Asia has been 
extensively revised, enlarged and i11proved. The 
section on Government contacts and contacts for 
registration of products has also been enlarged and 
improved. The section on training courses in 
biotechnology has e~panded dramatically in this 
second edition. (So~rce: A8A &ulletin, Vol. S. 
No. 2, April 1990) 

Feeding tO!!Qrrow's world 

Will the benefits of the "green revolution" of 
the 1960s and progress in food production meet the 
needs of the world population at the end of this 
century? Will the "biotechnoloqical revolution" 
offer a solution to world food problems? How can 
aid to agricultural development and self-sufficiency 
be attained. particularly in developing countries? 

In re•d;ng TQ!!!Orrow's World, Albert Sasson of 
UNESCO tr;es to answer these and -any other oressing 
questions through a pluridisciplinary approach to 
hU1WcJn nutrition and food production. Thp book, 
addressed tQ a wide readership, provides a 
r!lllarkable synthesis of the scientific, econ09lic, 
sociQ-econ0111ic and environinent1l aspects of 
nutrition throughout the world. 

Subjects treated: 

Human nutrHion 

Nutritional needs 
Protein deficiency and malnutrition 
Nutrition and infection 
Children's diet 
Changes in diet and attitudes toward~ fo~d 
Oiet and health 



Production -.I tr-He in ~icultural 
foodstuffs 

Probl~ of evaluation and diaanosis 
Chances in food D•oouction -
~actors affectina food-production patterns 
Effects of cli-atic variation on oroduction 
Reaional and nat'onal situations 
Ptodalities of production, acquisition and use 

of aaricultural cCllllllOd;~;~s in the 
deveiopin9 countries 

[nternational trade in agricultural 
commodities 

Achi~ts Mii potential; inte~ti-1 
c~tion Mii ll'ntsperts 

Hunger and poverty 
Requirements for rural development 
The •green revolution• 
lgriculture, agro-forestry and livestock 

husbandry: international agricultural 
research centres, reqional and inter
national co-operation. transfer of results 

Conservation and utilization of plant 
genetic resources 

International assistance and co-operation 
Prospects 

FCfdinq TQ!IOrrow's World (Sextant. 3), 1990, 
805 pp. ISBN: 9Z-3-IOZ083-3. ff ZZ5.00; 
SUS 53. 00; $Can 56. SO ; f34. 00. Co-,ub 1i shed wi th 
the Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural 
Co-operation (CTA), •0e Rietk~enft. 
Galvanistraat 9, 6716 AE Ede, Netherlands. 
Worldwide sales rights: UNESCO, 
7 place de Fontenoy, 75700 Paris, France. 

~hnoloqy of vi~a11ins. piQ!Cnts and"arowth 
fK1.gn 
~lsevier Applied Biotechnology Series 
edited by E. J. Vand.-..e. Laboratory of General and 
Industrial Hicrobiology, State University of Ghent, 
Copure Links 653, B-9000 Ghent, Belgi1111. 

C0111Prehensive coverage of the •icrobial 
synthesis and production of all econ011ically 
i~ortant vita.ins and several key pigments and 
growth factors is presented for the first ti111e in 
this authoritative handbook. 

An international group of contributors frCJll 
Jaoan, Europe, Australia and Israel stress how 
deeply biotechnology - based on the action of 
bacteria, yeast, fungi and •icroalgae - is involved 
in the production of vita.ins and related CCJlllPOunds. 

The introductory chapter sets out basic 
in;onnation on vita~•ns and their econ0111ic 
production. Th~n follows a c0tnplete and systematic 
overview of the biosynthesis of all water-soluble 
and fat-soluble vita111ins, oigments and special 
growth factors, including ATP, polyunsaturated fatty 
acids, gibberellins and co-enzymes. 

Each chapter h~s data on discovery, cheMical 
and physical prop~rties, production by •icrobial or 
al~l strains. scre~ning, biosynthesis and 
regulation. strain iinprovea;ent and genetics, 
fe,,,..ntation or biocon~ersion processes, recovery 
and purification, !bio)assay 111ethods, biological 
properties, ~heMical synthesis, for.aulation. 
applications and econ0111ics. 

Given this wide scope, the book will benefit 
biotechnologists, bioche111ists, biologists, 
•icrobiologists, nutritionists. organic and 
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analytical chemists, physiologists. pharmaculo9ists. 
feniientation specialists. etc .• both in research and 
acad~ic institut•~~s and throughout the pr"cess 
indu'."tries. 

Copious illustrations, foniul; ta~les and 
f!owsheets feature in each chapter. as does an 
uP-tG-date bibliography. Price £68.00/SUS IZZ.50. 
lvai l~ble from Elsevier Applied Scie·:ce. Crown house. 
Linton Roa~. Barking, Essex IGJI 8JU. l.Jt. In USA and 
Canada: Else~ier Science Publishin~ Co. Inc., 
P.O. Box 88Z. Hadison Square Station. tte.. York. 
NY 10159. 

P!Qnoclonal 1ntibodies - an international market 
analysis 

This ncv report analyses the evolving 110noclonal 
antibody markets. The HAb markets may well be the 
110st dyna11ic of the healthcare industry; the 
technology and product applications seem unending. 

The study is designed to provide marketing and 
business execulives with market data and corporate 
profiles (not technical info....,.tion). The study 
covers market issues with a primary focus on new 
developments and trends. This includes the 11arkets 
for 1110noclonals used in i....,no-conju~te, in-vitro 
diagnostic and therapeutic applications. 

An exaii:ple of the dyna11ics of the l'tlb 11arkets 
is their use in thera~utics. Using llOfloclonals as 
drJg c3rriers will enab!e drugs to be targeted to 
very specific locations. This 111ethod will be 
useful in treating cancers, cardiovascular 
diseases, anti-infl....atory and ~nti-infect1,• 
conditions. While the current 11arket for 
110noclonals in therapeutic applications is nil, by 
1994 worldwide sales will be over USS550 •ill ion. 
And this ll!arket is expected to grow strongly into 
the early ZOOOs. 

In total, 11arket data are provided for 
16 different 110noclonal antibody applications. 
These applications include in-vivo diagnostics SdCh 
as 11alignant .. 1ane111a, colorectal cancer, ovaria~ 
cancer, lung cancer, bre~st cancer, prostate cancer, 
ste111ach cancer, pancreatic cancer, heart attacks, 
deep-vein thrOllbosis, strokes, pul110nary ~oli591 and 
atherosclerosis; in-vitro diagnostics; research and 
therapeutics. Each of these 16 applications are 
evaluated for future potential separately for the 
United States, Western Europe and Japan. 

These data are s11191arized in 57 tables. Each 
table provides the projected nsarket to the year 1994 
as well as current sales. 

~ separate section of the report provides 
corporate profiles of 92 c0111panies involved in the 
~evelopment of 1110noclonals. This includes cOlftpanies 
in the US, Canada, Western Europe and Japan. Each 
corporate profile includes f'1Abs currently being 
developed and joint ventures for development. Report 
No. 981, Dectlllber 1989. Ill pages, 57 tabl~s. 92 
~orpordte profiles, USS795. 

Oiaonostjc imagjng eaujl!!llfnt 

Theta has published a report which analyses the 
growing US 111arkPt for diagnostic imaging equip111ent -
ina9netic resonance imaging, C0111Puterized ~011109raphy, 
positron emission to11109raphy, lllil!WOgraphy, digital 
substraction angiography, di1ital radiography, 
radiographic/fluoro9raphic, radiographic X-ray, 
lllO~ile i1111ge intensifiers, 1110bile X-ray and portable 
X-ray. 



The world-wide !llarket for diaanostic ;..._,oino 
equip91ent reached USS6 billion in 1988. 1'1uch-of
that growth can be attributed to the success or 
HRI. Sales of 11RI units in 19(18 reached 385 for a 
dollar volume of USS66S •ill ion. 

The iaar~et for PET scanners will also orow 
strongly. Althouqh the PET market ~as stagi;ant 
until 1988 with unit sales of only nine that year, 
Theta predicts. based on PET's effectiveness in 
cardioio9y, that during the next five years the 
market will grow at an avera9e rate of 54 per cent 
reaching a volume of SO units per year by 1993. 

The report includes 53 tables and 22 figures 
which provide annual sales projections to 1993 in 
both unit and dollar volume for each market se011ent 
as well as historir.al sales fioures fro. 19(15 to 
1988. -

The tables also provide corporate iwarket shares 
for each seqment including unit sales. 

A separate section profiles 15 of the major 
competitors. This section includes background 
information on the company, unit sales. distribution 
.iethods, technological advance11ents. marketing 
strategy and corporate outlook. 

ihis study is the result of pri..ary research 
with 1!9phasis on new developments, trade regulations 
and future trends. Report No. 921, Novetmber 1989. 
112 pages, 53 tables, 22 figures, USS995. 

HIV and AIDS diagnostics 

This report inve;tigates C011111ercial aspects of 
~IDS screening and diagnostic testing in the US, 
Japan and Western E~rope (Federal Republic of 
Gel"llilny. France and Italy), as well as Australia, 
New Zealand. South Korea, China, the Middle East and 
South A.erica. 

The report gives market share held by c0111panies 
in the US and Western Europe, evaluates the 
COlllpanies marketing different types of tests -
ELISA, confinnator1. and diagnostic screening. The 
C011Petitive intelligence section of the report 
discusses 29 ca.,,anies in depth. 

A.ong the topics covered in the report are 
market size and share data. growth forecasts in 
units and dollars, pricing infonna~ion, penetration 
levels. future trends and developments. 

This ~~udy i; the result of primary research 
and extensive secondary research. Alnong those 
interviewed were corporate executives, scientific 
and research groups, and governmental and regulatory 
organizations. Report ~o. 983, October 1989. 
107 pages. 32 ~ables. USS795. 

Oiaanostics for olant diseases. pesticide rosidues 
~~ food. An international market analysis 

This new report fr!MI Theta is an i nternat i ona 1 
analy~is of the markets for plant diseases, food 
testing and oesticide residues. The primary focus 
of the report is on conwerr.ial aspects and rel~ted 
issues ~oncerning diagnostics. The report reviews 
efforts being made by different companies world -ide 
to develop applications for detecting residues and 
bacteria in food, for diagnosing plant disea~es and 
for detecting and monitoring pesticide residues. 

The lftilrkets for diagnostics, by application and 
by ~onsumption, are discussed separately for the US, 
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Western Europe and Japan. The report prov;des 
market data at the reaional level for each of the 
differPnt types of diagnostics. 

The report evaluates new technologies, the role 
of re9ulatory agencies and trade regulations. 
E11111hasis is placed on demand expectations and the 
receptiveness of different market regions ~o new 
techn?logies and resulting product applications. 

This report is based on interviews with C011Pany 
executives, industry consultants, scienti~ic and 
research groups and authorities at national, 
9ove~ntal and regulatory agencies. Report 
No. 989. January 1990. as pages. 54 tables. 
39 corporate profiles, USS795. 

9iotechnoloqy instrumentation markets 

This report deals with biotechnology and the 
~ale of instn.-ents to 500 c1191panies and an 
additional 500 or so COllPanies in related areas as 
well as 1,000 major university and public research 
institutions. Four sectors are addressed: 
C011Panies whose ..ain character is biotechnology; 
biotechnology operations within pharmaceutical 
c011panies: academic biotechnology units: and 
institutional biotechnology units. Products covered 
include: DNA synthesizers, DNA sequencers, peptide 
synthesizers, peptide sequencers, electrophoresis, 
liquid chrCMiatography and bioreactors. 

According to Theta findings, CCJllPanies can 
expect to encounter unusual difficulty in 
establishing new instru11ent technology in this 
.arket. Currently, al110st 250 biotechnology 
c011pani es are c0111pet. i ng for capita 1 in an i nvest.llent 
.arket expected to show little short te,,. growth. 
Theta esti111ates, in the next five years. about 
60 biopharmaceuticals will enter the ..arket at a 
cost of USS6 billion for c011111ercialization. 

The first CCJlllPanies to bring products to .arket 
are generating significant sales in relatively short 
periods of ti111t. C011panies are learning they have 
to add value to their products by developing a niche 
market .ientality. 

The i!llpact or the market of cost reduction 
nieasures, mergers, contrict production activity and 
FDA Good Manufacturing Practices are analysed. 
Baied on the n11111ber of products 1110ving down the 
introduction pipeline, Theta believes the 
biotechnology instrU111entation business has qreat 
cause for optimism. Sales for all categories 
combined are growing ~t an average rate of 
15 per cent per year reaching US$746 million in 1993. 

Each instrument category is discussed from both 
a ~.echnical and marketing perspecti·1e. Det.ai led 
tables provide sales by market segment for 1989 in 
dollars and by per cent. Other tables project 
growth in dollars and units by category through 
1993. five companies are profiled in a separate 
corporate intellige~ce section. Report No. 903, 
January 1990. 109 pages, 32 tables. USS795. 

~tation systl!!!!S 

This report covers the research and pilot plant 
market for fermentation systems designed for 
mir.ro-organism cultivation. 

Companies profiled are the following: B. Braun 
H,.l~ungen (8. Braun 81oter.h), Chemap AG, If't 
Pharmaceuticals, LSL Group, New Brunswir.k 
Scientific, Porton International, Sulzer Biotech 
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Syst@a't, Wheaton [nstruml@nts, and Setr;c Genit 
[ndustr el. Report P4o. 971. January 1990. 
104 pagts. 27 tables, USS795. 

July 1920 

JO July to 
2 August 
Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia 

Auaust 1990 

15-16 August 
Srokane, 
Washington. 
USA 

Seotembtr 1990 

2-5 Septl!llber 
Paris. France 

4-10 Septl!llber 
Cold Spring 
Harbor, 
New York, USA 

6 Septl!llber 
P•ris, France 

7-8 September 
Calllbri dge, UI< 

7-9 Septt!lllber 
Aberystwith, 
Wales, UK 

G. 1'£ETillGS 

Trends in Biotechnology in Asia 
and the Pacific Region. Further 
details fn111 The Secr~tariat, 
S,..,c>'..iUll on rrends in Bio
technolog1 in the Asia-Pacific 
R~ion, Department ef Bio
technology, r~culty of Food 
Science a"d Biotechnology, 
Universit• Pertanian Malaysia, 
434DO UPH Serdang, Selangor, 
Malaysia. 

AgBiotech Interna~ional: 
Business Opportunities for 
the 90s. Further details 
fn111 AG Bureau, P.O. Box Z147, 
Spokane, Washington 99210, USA. 

Institut Pasteur. International 
Conference on Bacillus subtilis 
Genome. Further details frOll the 
Secretariat of the Conference. 
Unite de Biochi•ie Hicrohienne, 

,Institut Pasteur, 24 rue l'I 

Dr. Roux, 75724 Paris Cedex IS, 
France. 

Origins of Human Cancer. Further 
details frOll the Meetings 
Co-ordinator, Cold Spring Harbor 
Laboratory, Cold Spring Harbor, 
NY 11724, USA. 

Institut Pasteur. Paris, France. 
Allersha11 SymposiUll on the 
Technological Aspects ~f Happing 
and Sequencing Gen0111es. Further 
details 'r~ the Syinposi1111 
Secretar1at, [nstitut Pasteur, 
ZS rue du Dr. Roux, 75724 Paris 
Cedex lS, France. 

Fourth Cainbridge SyinposiUlll on 
The Neurological Basis of 
Anxiety. Further details frOfll The 
Symposium Secretary. Parke-Oavis 
Research Unit, Addenbrookes 
Hospital Site. Hills Road, 
Cillllbridge CB2 ZQB. UI<. 

University College. Fifth 
Harden Discussion Meeting 
on 8io-chet11istry and Physiology 
of Inorganic Phosphate. 
Further details frOlll 
Or. S.P. Shirazi-Bwechey 
(Harden Discussion Meeting), 
Department of 8iochet11istry, 
University College of Wales. 
Penglais, Aberystwyth, 
Dyfed SY23 3DD, UK. 

• 
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17-20 Septetllber 
St. Louis, 
"'i ssouri • USA 

24-27 :ieptl!lllber 
Cold Spring 
Harbor. 
New York, USA 

26-28 September 
Piscataway, 
New Jersey. USA 

27-Z8 Septl!llber 
Rennes, France 

October !22il 

11-12 October 
New York, USA 

24-26 October 
Adelaide, 
Australia 

30 October to 
1 Novellber 
Helsinki, 
Finland 

Nov!!tllber JQ90 

7-14 Noveinber 
Alfriston, 
East Sussex, UK 

27-29 "oveinber 
Washington, OC, 
USA 

AgTechnology '90. International 
Conference and Seminar on 
Agr~culture - The Decade Ahea~. 
Further details frOll 
Bill Freiberg, AgTechnology '90, 
P.O. Box 7, Cedar F~lls, 
IA 50613, USA 

Centennial Symposi1111 on 
Evolution: Fr!MI Holecules 
to Culture. Further details 
frOll the Meetings Co-ordinator, 
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory. 
Cold Spring :tarbor, NY 11724, 
USA. 

Advances in Receptor-ligand 
Interactions. Further details 
from Advances, Center for 
Advanced Biotechnology and 
Medicine, 679 Hoes Lane, 
Piscataway. NJ 08854-5638, 
USA 

Polya11ines: Chemistry, Biology 
and Medicine. Furtt.er details 
frOll the Department of Cell 
Biology, Faculty of Medicine, 
2, ave. du Prof. Leon Bernard, 
F-35043 Rennes, Cedex (France) 

The Plaza Hotel. New York, USA. 
I1111t1nology in the 21st Century. 
Further details frOll the 
Registration Manager, 
SLACK, Inc., 6900 Grove Road, 
Thorofare, NJ 08086, USA. 

IHVS Second Research Symposium 
on Cancer Research and 
Treatment - Directions for the 
21st Century. Further details 
fra. Prof. H. Vadas, IHVS, 
P.O. Box 14, Rundle Hall, 
Adelaide, S. Australia 5000, 
Australia. 

KEHIA '90 - Finnish Chemical 
Congress - Syinposi1111 on Bio
technology (Forest Industry) 
Further details frOlll 
Hs. Eeva Kota-aho. Association 
of Finnish Chetnical Societies. 
Hietaniemenkatu z. 
SF-00100 Helsinki. Finland. 

International Science and 
Technology ForUlll on Environmental 
Policy and Management. 
Further details fr0111 British 
Council Representatives 
overseas or from the Courses 
Department, The British 
Council, 65 Davies Street. 
London W 1 Y 2AA, 1JK. 

BIOTECH USA. Further details 
from Hs. Gina Amatruda, 
CHC/BIOTECH USA, 
200 Connecticut Avenue, 
No,...alk, CT 06856-4900, 
USA • 
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December 1990 

<l-lZ Dec~ber 
Tsukuba, JaDan 

.\pril 1991 

ZZ-ZJ Apr; 1 
Florence, I ta 1 y 

June 1991 

9-15 June 
Frankfurt-a.
l'ta;n, F~G 

.1J.!.!..:L!9..2..!. 

ZB-31 July 
Oifford, UK. 

Second rnternat;cnal ~onference 
on Endothel;n. Further deta;ts 
frc;;; Or. Katsutosh; Solo. 
Department of Phal'"lllacology, 
institute 6f Basic Medical 
Sciences. University of Tsukuba. 
Tsukuba, Ibarak; 305. Japan 

Congress Palace, Florence, Italy. 
International Sympos;um on 
Hereditary TUtnOurs. 
farther details from 
Or. Mar;a l. ~randi. Department of 
Clinical Physiopathology, 
University of Florence, Viale 
Pieraccini 6. 50139 Florence, Italy 

ACHEHA'9l. International 
Meeting ~n Chemical 
Engine~ :g and 
Biotechnoiogy. Further detaiis 
from OECHEHA. P.O. Box 97 01 46, 
Theodor-Heuss-Allee 25, 
0-6000 Frankfurt-an-Hain 97, FRG 

B. t., • 91. Meeting 
lleet i ng encmnpass i ng a 11 
aspects of current work on 
Bacillus thurinaiensis. 
Further details-from 
Or. Phillip F. Entwistle, 
Institute of Virology and 
Environmental Microbiology, 
N.E.R.C., Mansfield Road. 
Oxford OXI 3SR. UK. 

H. SPECIAL ARTICLE 

THE CONCEPTS OF RISK ASSESSMENT• 

by 

Alvin G. Lazen•• 

This paper di~cusses the concept of risk 
assessment. how it ·~addressed in differe,.t sets of 
regulations aid guidelines, and what methods are 
most practicable. Several authors have written 
about regulatory matters. but here emphasis is 
placed on the ~ of risk assessment. The paper 
will a Tso foc•1s on the co,.cepts, or ph;J osophy 
underlying risk assessment and will attempt to 
f111fil those goals by discussing risk assessment and 
~anagement examples of risk assessment methods and a 
"practical" risk ~ssessment method. 

• This paper is based on a presentJtion made at 
the Fourth Meeting of the Informal UNIOO/WHO/UP~EP 
Workinq Group on Biotechnology Safety, held in 
Vienna, .\ustha from 18-19 December 19139. 

•• The author i~ Director of Program 
Operations, Con111ission on Life Sciences, llational 
Researr:h Counr.il, IJS llational Academy of Sr.iences. 
The views expressed in this paper are his own. 

Initidlly, redders ~ay be reminded cf the 
distinction between dsk assessr.ent arid risk 
management. [n the area covered here. risk 
assessment of genetically engineered organisms. the 
two realms are mixed as a matter of course. 
Discussions on genetic eng;neer;~g are consUll!ed by 
the means to regul3te t~em. That is a r;sk 
manag@IT!ent decision. a value judgement. that should 
begin, ideally, only after a scientific assessment 
of potential risk has been performed. The .. ord 
"ideal 1 y" must be accorded its ful 1 importance 
because in genetic engineering as well as older and 
better understood situations of chemical risk 
analysis and human health risk assessment. it is !!.2.!. 
realistic to hope to completely separate the 
scientific assessment from value judgemer.ts. 

The paper will then briefly discuss the variety 
of assessment regimens for ecological risks 
associated with the release of genetically modified 
organisms, mainly as they have evolved in the United 
States. 

In passing, a comparison of the US approaches 
to other countries' approaches to the assessment of 
ecological risks will be given. 

In conclusion, an outline of the components of 
a prac~ical schl!llle for assessing risks will be 
covered, in speculation of how this "practical" 
scheme inay be applied in developing countries. 

Risk assess!llt!nt and risk l!!ilnagetnent 

Human health risk assessors have defined the 
four steps in risk assessment of human health 
hazards as: hazard identification, do~e-response 
assessment, exposure assessment, and risk 
characterization. In other words, determining the 
probability of harm attributable to exposure to a 
particular agent and, to the extent possible, 
quantifying the magnitude of risk. These are 
matters based on scientific infonnation. Alt' Jugh 
the tel'"llls do not apply exactly when considering 
ecological risk assement, the concepts behind them 
do, that is, we wish to determine the probability of 
harm to the enviromr.ent and the possible extent of 
that harm. 

In contrast, risk management is the political. 
economic and social business of determining >that to 
do about the risk. for example, if a scientific 
risk assessment determines that exposure to asbestos 
is a hazard, should ~ociety continue its use, tear 
out the asbestos insulation from every building, ban 
the future use of it but leave it in present 
structures. or find some other means of managing the 
situation? 

An example from aenetic engineering 1s that we 
may scientifically determine that a gene has been 
introduced into 3 plant that makes it resistant to 
an economically important insect pest. However, 
there is a ~hance, in this hypothetical situation, 
that t~e gene may be transferred to a weedy relative 
if the weedy relati"e is in the vicinity and impart 
oest resistance to the weed. So much for science. 
'rt is then a risk management decision to detel'"llline 
whether to permit that engineered plant to be 
propagated in a field trial, or more widely on a 
commer~ial basis, and under what conditions. or not 
to be released ~tall. Scipnt1fic considerations 
end at the point where scient: -ts have assessed the 
degree of risk of introducing the modified plant 
into the environment; management r.onsiderations 
begin in deciding whether the risk is small enough 
to Pndure or, a different and harder decision. 
whether the benefits outweigh the risk. 
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~any of the trains of thought and decisions 
h::a:n; :~~~;:tle{! ;:,.~s" ~!'~'!l~s.~nt·1 for ~enetir:ally 
mod1fied organisms are v~luP. judgements with little 
reference to the science of risk assessment. For 
example. the decision to regulate organisms made by 
the process of genetic engineering rather than 
products on their own inerits is a societal value 
judgewient that genetic engineering is a special case 
and an a priori asslJlllf)tion that tne products are 
hazardous. The generally accepted practice of 
exillllining each proposed release on a case-by-case 
basis is also an e~pression of the above 
ass11111pt~on. It would be as easy for those who have 
established this practice to have decided instead 
that a scientific determination will be made of 
"low-risk" categories of releases and that when a 
proposed release fits into this category, it will 
not be scrutinized in detail before approval. 

Think for a m0111ent about the many meetings and 
reports on genetically modified organisms. Almost 
all deal with how to regulate the111 and not on how to 
assess the risks. To be sure, almost all of these 
discussions and reports start with the scientific 
elements that must be considered w~en making the 
regulatory decision. However, how many can you 
think of that focus only on the scientific questions 
that must be asked and answered to determine the 
potential hazard of the use of a genetically 
engineered product? With apologies to those readers 
who know the world-wide practices better than I, and 
with the admission that I may not have relevant 
information frOlll other parts of the world available 
to me, let me say that it is in the United States 
that one may find more examples af efforts to 
examine and analyse scientific risk assessment in 
detail. 

I wi 11 preser.t to you some of the ways n ;Ir 
assessment has been approached. Host of my examples 
are drawn from work in the United States. 

Concepts of risk assessment in the United States 

Others have detailed the regulatory regimens 
for assessing and managing the risks of releasing 
genetically-engineered organisms. I will review 
briefly those eletnents that are background to my 
focus on the assessment of the safty or risk of 
organisms. 

Decisions about releasing genetically
engineered organisms had first been made (until the 
early 1960s) by the Recombinant Advisory Committee 
of the National [nstitutes of Health. NIH/RAC has 
no regulatory authority but their rulings were 
followed on a voluntary basis. Please note that the 
assessment of risk was carried out by a scientific 
organization and not in a regulatory milieu. After 
several decisions by NIH were challenged in court 
under the National Environmental Protection Act on 
~he grounds that environmental concerns were not 
being taken into account by an organization that is 
known for its human health expertise, NIH/RAC has 
worked with the USDA and EPA in helping to make 
decisions on environmental releases but has not 
acted unilaterally. 

Now, under a ''Co-ordinated Framework" pub Ii shed 
in June 1986, the responsibility for assessment is 
shared mai~ly bf three agencies: the Environmental 
Protection Agency, the Department of Agriculture, 
and the Food and Drug Administration. Briefly 
stated, the Food and Drug Administration is 
responsible for human diagnostic and therapeutic 
products, for food products derived from genetic 
engineering techniques (with USDA/FS[S), and for 
animal drugs. The Department of Agriculture 

assesses and requlates ani1110l vacci"es. field tests 
ot genetically-er.gine~re~ ~la~ts ~od ~gricul~~r~:lf
relevant micro-oraa"isms (APH!S toaether with thA 
Enviro11111ental Protection Agency). -The Environinental 
Protection Agency is responsible for assessing and 
regulating the use of certain "new" micro-organis11s 
in ~he environr.ent and, with the USDA. as 11entioned 
above, for plants. 

The means by which these agencies assess the 
risks of genetically-engineered or9anis11s is hard to 
describe in any brief way because the scientific 
approaches va;1 and the assessnents are often 
constrained or tailored to fit the law that governs 
a particular agency or the office within an agency. 
For example, EPA invokes the Toxic Substances 
Control Act in regulating new organisms and, since 
that law applies to new chetnical agents. they have 
defined recombined ONA as a "new chemical". 

Several characteristics are shared in COlllllOn 
a11ong the agencies in the way they assess the 
risks. Two use advisory c011111ittees to help them 
decide on science and science policy 11atters. These 
are the EPA's Biotechnology Science Advisory 
Connittee (BSAC) and the USOA's Agriculture 
Biotechnology P.esearch Advisory C011111ittee (ABRAC). 
All make decisions on a case-by-case basis, i.e., 
there is no general exetnption of classes of 
products. And, though this 11ay change, all tend to 
make decisions on the basis of process (that is that 
ONA biotechnology was used) rather than on scrutiny 
alone of the derived product. 

The scientific data requirements of the 
agencies also share c011910nalities. When ONA has 
been moved frOlll one organis11 to another, the 
agencies require information about the source 
organis11, the identity-.ind characteristic$ of the 
ONA transferred, and the mechanis11 by which it was 
transferred. The agencies then require infonnation 
about the deri-ted organism, including data on the 
characertistics expressed before and after 
manipulation, such as the likelihood of competitive 
success in the environments and of subsequent 
genetic transfer ~o other organisms. Usually, they 
require data on the characteristics of the planned 
introduction such as the environment into which the 
organisms will be released, the size of the release 
area, and the number of organisms to be introduced. 

The collected data is reviewed by the agencies 
applying scientific principles to the determination 
of risk. Before describing how the agencies do 
that, I will refer to the development of the lists 
of scientific principles and frameworks for 
r.onsideration of decision-411aking principles. 

Numerous meetings and reports in the late 1970s 
and 1980s dealt with the scientific considerations 
for deciding on the possible ecological impact of 
introducing genetically modified organisms into the 
environment. Fro11 these there evolved a consistent 
set of scientific issues that must be considered. 
In its broadest categorization, these may be 
separated into genetic considerations and ecological 
considerations. In somewhat more detail, the issues 
were separated into those sunwnorized in figure 3. 

Identifying the questions that must be asked 
and answered is critically important without doubt. 
However, even more important is the fra11ework in 
which these questions are asked and answered. [t i~ 
within a framework that priorities may be set on the 
imoortance of the individual questions. And it is 
when an orderly framework is rJsed, that a logical 
march towards a decision may be realized. Some of 
the ways into which the general scientific issues 
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mt-ntioned above ~ave been oroanized are described 
hereunder. These have all been published in the 
very recent past in a paper prepared by a co ... ittee 
of the Ecological Society of America in April 
!fiedj~ ~_...il .. 19691. Here, ·~e four categories of 
risk assessment information !attributes of qenetic 
modification. e.Q. deletion; attributes of.the 
parent oroanism, "e.Q. level of domestication: 
phenotypic attributes of the derived organis~ 
c0tn0ared to the oarent. e.o. fitness; and 
attributes of the enviro~nt, e.g. proximity of 
weedy re1atives) are further detailed. The issue is 
not only mentioned but a scale of the level of 
scientific consideration to be accorded the issue is 
included. In a footnote the authors caution that 
they consider the scales to be quantitative or 
semi-qualitative and that the level of consideration 
depends upon the relationship of one issue to 
another. 

Attention is drawn to the tact that the 
approach deals with scio?ntific issues only. Ho risk 
management co1 ... derations enter into it. 

A paper from the Cornell University Ecosystem 
Research Center (Gillett~-. 1985) is an ex~le 
of another form of organizing the questions into a 
f rainework. 

An added feature of this structure is that it 
lists the questions and data needs together under a 
particular category. 

Let us look now at an approach to arranging 
many of these issues in a "decision tree" fra111ework 
for decision-111aking. A draft paper by Beak 
Consultants Limited for the Canadian Goverm11ent 
(Hajor ~-.August 1988) to serve as background 
to the develop111ent of guidelines for regulation of 
biotechnology products under Canada's Pest Control 
Products Act and the Fertilizers Act depicts an 
ordering of the questions to be asked, a "decision 
tree" approach where a "yes" or "no" answer to a 
particular question shunts the user to the next set 
of questions, to a conclusion, or refers the reader 
to the relevant regulatory provisions. 

I will now discuss the concepts and approach 
proposed in a report that is close to my heart 
because I was involved in helping a co11W1ittee of the 
US Nation~! Academy of Sciences/National Research 
Council prep~re the report published in 
September 1989. 

[t is important first of all to understand the 
conceptual framework in which the co11111ittee 
formulated its ideas. First. that one must judge 
the safety of a product strictly on the basis of 
that product's characteristics. not on whether the 
product derives from a classic process or a modern 
genetic process. This is in line with general 
practices in other fields. One does not judge the 
safety of an aut0111obile on the basis of whether it 
is individually hand-made. assembly-line made, ~r 
put together by computer-dri"ven robot machines. Ore 
wants to know if its brakes stop the car, its 
thrJttle works properly, and its lights go on when 
they are supposed to. Second, the co11111ittee, on 
strir.tly scientific grounds, viewed a genetically
~ngineered organism to be no different, in 
principle, than other living things. [n every case, 
recombinations occur, genes are transferred, and one 
must test in the 9reenhouse or fielu to learn if one 
ha~ obtained a desirable or undesirable product. 
rarmers and scientists have been doing this for a 
long time, first 1nluit.ively and then scientifir.ally. 
Genetic r.rosses are made, various plants grow, the 
good are propagated and I.he bad are discarded. 

There appears to be some misunderstanding of 
the report's reliance on oroduct rather than 
process. The c011111i~tee stated that process ~hould 
be used i> a 0Hear.s to understand the produ_i;.t. SOllle 
have interpreted this to mean that this report, 
also, relies on process. It does not. 

Based upon these concepts. the c011111ittee 
proceeded to develop a framework for decision
making. I believe this fra111ewor~ is scientifically 
sound, reasonable and easy to understand and could 
perhaps be used in developing a C()lllplete regulatory 
regimen. What it is not, however, is detailed. It 
is a conceptual fra111ework that does not list every 
question that may be asked and needing an~wers. 

Let us examine the conceptual o?lements of the 
fra111ework. 

One first determines whether there is 
reasonable assurance that the organism and other 
conditions of an introduction are essentially 
similar to known introductions and that these have 
been proven to present negligible risk. Use of the 
familiari~y criterion allows assessors to draw on 
past experi~nco? with such introductions and provides 
flexibility in that as additional experience is 
gained, future decisions can be made 1110re easily. 
It pen11its the establishing of low-ris~ categories 
and of making decisions on a categorical rather than 
on a case-by-case basis. 

Fa11iliarity does not necessarily 111ean safe. 
Rather, to be familiar witl1 the elements of an 
introduction means to have enough infonnation to be 
able to judge the introduction's safety qr risk. 

If knowledge of the type of genetic 
mo~ification, the species being modified, or the 
target environment is insufficient to meet the 
familiarity criteria, the proposed modification must 
be evaluated with respect to the ability to control 
or confine the introduced organism and to the 
potential effects of a failure to confine or control 
it. The results of these latter evaluations will 
define the relative safety or risk of a proposed 
introduction. 

The fra~ork for decisions presented by the 
NAS/NRC connittee is a deci~ion-tree approach using 
examples of the scientific questions to be asked. 
The organization is on the basis of the conceptual 
fra111ework described. 

My next example of a framework for decision
making is one developed by the US Department of 
Agriculture (USDA, 1989) and shows a formal approach 
for categorizing risk. The document is a draft and 
is not in use by Department staff. ~lote that this 
process is used fr>r determining the r-isk or safety 
of releases that are small and for research. 

The USDA's stepwise evaluation process shows 
that the first three and a half steps are clearly 
scientific risk assessment. These are: determining 
the safety category of the unmodified organism, the 
type of modification. and the safety category of the 
unmodified organism. Step 4 is to identify the 
confinement level needed in consideratiJn of the 
assessment performed in steps 1 throuc 1 3. Step 5 
is the administrative review at other levels of the 
USDA and ~pproval. 

Two othf!r examples -;how the !'valuation factors 
used to determine the safety categ~!'"y of the 
unmodified organism. First, the evaluation factors 
related to the charar.,eristics of the organism 2.1r 
if, such as pathogenicity, infectivity, etc., and 
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next how the (at~oories in which the unmodified 
organ;sm would be-placed depending on its potential 
for adverse effects on h~alth or the environment. 

Another shows exa111ples of organisms displayed 
by the expected safety category. The list proceeds 
frOlll corn. etc .. in the highest category of safety. 
and foot and mouth disease ·• i rus. etc. . in the 
lowest. 

Exainples of types of genetic modification are 
also presented. From this information a safety 
category is determined for the modified organism_ 
We now have a safety classification for the parent 
organism, knowledge of the kind of genetic 
modification performed and a safety classification 
of the modified organism. There re.~ains then the 
need to determine an appropriate confinl!lllent 
classification. the fourth step in the USDA process. 

The EPA similarly has staff review data but 
often uses an outside (in the sense of non-EPA 
et!>f>loyees) advisory connittee to assist in analys;ng 
the da~a. The EPA has not published a chart or 
sim;lar document to those prev;ously presented 
because of debate about drafts that have been shared 
among SOiie c011111unities. It has made and cont;nue~ 
to make its decisions based upon its interpretation 
of the Toxic Substances Control Act and the Federal 
Insecticide, Funyicide, and Rodenticide Act and a 
set of working definitions relevant to genetically 
modified organisms. Following these laws it has 
felt constrained to identify Rec0tnbinant DNA as a 
new chemical and to separate by definition those 
genetically-altered organisms that need not be 
assessed or regulated because they were modified by 
a classical technique, e.g., UV irradiation or 
spontaneous mutation, or by a modern molecular 
~anipulative technique. Further, they give special 
scrutiny to those derived organisms that have 
received DNA from an organism phylogenetically 
distant from the derived organism. 

Especially in the EPA's case and to a far lesser 
extent in the USDA. the process by which an organism 
has been made is considered highly important. This 
is in response to the perception of special risks of 
genetically-engineered organisms by t~e public that 
ultimately sets the ~genda for the agencies. 

What are the practical ~eans for assessing 
!:..Uh' 

The following is a list of some elements of a 
"practical" means for assessing risk. It is 
necessary first to know what ~ne means by 
"practical". Does the term imply practical in the 
sense that it gives a valid scientific answer to the 
question: how much risk exists? Does it mean that 
it is practical in a regulatory sense. i.e., fits 
the existing laws? Doe~ it mean practical in 
informing, including, ~nd achieving the consent of 
the public that lives in the vicinity of a proposed 
release? For my purposes, I uill adhere to the 
definition of practicality that asks, "What are the 
practical means for determining on scientific 
grounds alone the risks of an introduction". In my 
own inind, l think of the terms "desirable" or 
"ideal" rather than "practical". 

"Practical" risk as~essment 
Science based 
In ;iqency 1 ~sponsible for reg11lated pr'oduct 
Co-ordinating borly 
Assess all products 
u~e expert panel~ 
Panels to rlo ~cientific ;issessment free of 
regulator'y concerns 

Use categcries of risk 
- At local level where possible 

Use scientific issues lists 
Ge,.~tics and ecology incl11ded in assessn:ent 
c~nsider geography 

We have cited ex.unrl~s ~f lists of issues to be 
considered in assessinq ri~'. .. •~:iinev>rlr5 t'.iat are 
conceptual such as the NAS/NR." one, and trameworks 
that are deta i 1 ed and can be ,, i .- ~ct l y r~! ated to 
regulation such as those of the .. ~nadian consultants 
and the USDA classification sche,·~ ~nich is the 
practical one? My opinion is t~~- n~n~ of these is 
perfect but almost all have COll'.Poner.'s that would be 
useful. I will li5t what I believe are the e11!411Ents 
of a practical (or desirable) ~ystem for assessi~g 
the risks. 

The first element is that the system should be 
strictly science-based. A science-based system 
would emphasize assessment of a product and not the 
process by which the product arose. The system 
would not label products of genetic engineering as a 
special case of hazard but as part of the biological 
continu11111 of phenomena that occur when genes are 
exchanged. A science-based system would not allow 
risk management decisions to be mixed in pre111aturely. 

One of the reasons I believe no perfect risk 
assessinent system has yet been descr;bed is that 
most still rest to a lessP~ or greater degree on 
considerations of the process of genetic engineering 
rather than judging products on their merits. 

Because the system is based on the scientific 
assessment of the products, and regulatory 
responsibility is usually assigned on the basis of 
products (drugs to a drug agency), the risk 
assessment should be managed within that agency. 
That agency should have the best ability to identify 
the experts in their area who can assess the risk. 

An umbrella organization is needed to perform 
the functions that will co-ordinate the efforts cf 
the individual agencies such as ensuring that all 
agencies use the same definitions, that overlap in 
responsibilities is understood, and that assessments 
are performed with equal and c0111plete rigour. 

~i ~roducts of genetic modificaticn should be 
assessed. To include all products reduces the need 
for definitions that s0tnetimes are based on 
"grandfather clauses" but have little basis in 
scientific r •ity. For example, grandfathering UV 
irradiated bo~teria when, on scientific grounds, 
these are no more or less in need of assessment 
than are bacteria modified by modern molecular 
techniques. 

Assessments must be done by the most expert 
scientists who represent a balance of views. When 
all is said and done, risk assessment is a matter of 
expert judgement. Experts do not always make the 
same judgement. For our topic, a good example is 
that experts disagree whether it is valid to compare 
the introduction into the environment of an organism 
modified by a few genes, to the introduction of a 
new ar.d complete genetic entity !rabbits into 
Australia, for example). Another example of 
disagreP.ment is OI' the question of whether an 
organism into which non-coding regulatory gene 
regicns have been transferred requires lesser 
scrutiny than other genetically modified organisms. 
Thus, it is not a perfect protection against 
disagreement or error to have experts ~ake the 
judgements. However, the chances of a correct 
decision rise in proportion to the expertise of 
those making the assessment. 



The experts must be allowed to work in a~ 
en~ironment free. to the extent possible, of the 
pressures and sometimes non-scientific matters that 
exist in the regulatory environment. They are 
manrlated to arrive at a scientific assessment of 
risk. The regulators c~n enter the picture after 
that determination is made. 

The practical system should aim at categorizing 
releases into levels of risk so that cateoories of 
rel eases that are exempt f ron1 case-by-case analysis 
can be rapidly developed and applied. The 
familiarity. confinement, potential r'~:.: •o the 
environment framework of the NAS/NRC r~port is, I 
believe. a large step in the direction of 
identifying categories. The USDA classification 
scheme is an excellent example of an orderly way to 
use c;itegories. 

~s soon as possible, and certainly when 
low-risk and exempt categories are established, risk 
assessment decisions should be made at a local 
level, i.e .• at the institution where the work will 
be performed. 

The systl!tll should consider all scientific 
issues that can contribute to a full understanding 
of the rel~ase conditions and result in a ~al id 
assessment. There is no need to re-invent such a 
ltst. The Ecological Society uf America list is a 
go'ld one. The temptation should be avoided to use 
su·-~ 1i sts as check lists where abso 1 ute proof on 
ea issue in turn must be obtained. Proof that 
satisfies the criteria of experts should be the 
goal. 

Equal emphasis should be placed on genetic 
considerations and ecological considerations. The 
expertise represented on the assessment panel should 
be of both kinds. 

Because the ecosystem varies by geographical 
location, the experts must take this also into 
account. The practical system must use persons who 
know the ecosystem of the country in which the 
release is intended to be performed. 

Many of the elements described may not be 
adaptable to situations in countries which are less 
developed because of the lack of decision-making 
infrastructure, lack of a legislative framework to 
enforce decisions made or perhaps because of a lack 
of available expertise. Yet potentially great 
benefits for food and fibre production, animal 
husbandry, human health and environmental protection 
could be achieved if biotechnolog1 solutions were 
appliP.d in these countries. It is therefore 
important to seek means to make it possible to 
safely test and eventually use biotechnology in 
lesser developed countries. A first step is to find 
a means to make decisions about the safety of an 
introduction even when the country in which a test 
or ~ppli~ation needs to be done is not in a position 
to make the decision. Some possible means of 
reaching such decisions are speculated upon below. 

1. An international organization such as an 
appropriate unit or combination of units associated 
with the United Nations couid organize rnmmittees of 
international experts to consider and act on 
proposals for introductions of organisms into the 
lesser developed countries. 

2. Countries such as the United States. the United 
Kingnom and Australia that have already established 
committees to make decisions on environmental 
introductions might arrange for tho3e committees to 
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accept proposals for introduct1ons and prov!de an 
advisory decision to the rountry in which the 
introduction is proposed. 

3. An internati~nal organization specifically 
charged to render decisions on environmental 
introductions might be fonned de ~ovo on the 1110del 
of the International ~gency for Research on 
Cancer (!ARC) in Lvon, France, which considers 
evidence concerning cancer risks from exposure to 
chemical agents and publishes its findings for the 
internat~onal scientific co11WUnity. 

Because I have tried to focus on the scientific 
elements of a practical plan, I inay leave the 
i111?ression that I undervalue the importance of 
trans-science matters such as the public's attitude 
about science and government and public perception 
of genetic en~ineering. Further, "practicality" 
founders often on the shoals of the need to adhere 
to laws and regulations that do not exactly fit the 
situation to be regulated. 

We have ample evidence that the public has the 
final word on whether genetically modified organisms 
will be released based on what they think about the 
safety. Not even the perfect risk as~essment will 
convince them if there is no trust. How to gain the 
trust of the public is a subject for another article. 
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